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On the fixed points and invariants of Dykhne
transformations and the stability of the solutions of the
problem of the effective conductivity of randomly
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The fixed points and invariants of Dykhne transformations are deter-
mined. It is established that they correspond to the exact solutions and
duality relations for the effective characteristics of an inhomogeneous
medium. The stability of the exact solutions for the effective conduc-
tivity, which are fixed points of the Dykhne transformations, is studied
by bifurcation-theory methods, and a classification of these fixed points
by stability type is given. It is shown that the effective conductivity
tensor of a two-phase medium in magnetic and ac electric fields for
certain parameters of the medium can be an unstable point of the
‘‘saddle’’ type. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!02111-2#

PACS numbers: 72.80.Ng

INTRODUCTION

A general approach for studying the properties of two-dimensional two-phase m
was developed in works by Dykhne.1,2 The approach is based on the invariance of
constant-current equations

¹• j50, ¹3e50 ~1!

and Ohm’s law

j5s̃e ~2!

under linear rotational transformations:

j5a j81 ibe8, e5ce81 id j 8. ~3!

Here the vectorsj ande are the electric current and the electric field,s̃5s/(12 ib) is
the conductivity tensor of the medium in a magnetic field,s is the conductivity,
b5mB is the Hall factor,m is the particle mobility, and the coefficientsa, b, c, andd
are real. The magnetic field is directed perpendicular to the plane. After the transfo
tions ~3! Ohm’s law likewise holds in the new~primed! system, and the following
expression is obtained for the conductivity tensor of the primed system:
10040021-3640/98/67(11)/9/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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s̃85~b1 ics̃ !/~ds̃1 ia !. ~4!

A similar expression is also obtained for the effective conductivity tensor of the pri
system.

The effective characteristics of randomly inhomogeneous two-phase media
equal phase concentrations were established by the use of these transformation
method was further elaborated in Refs. 3 and 4. The duality relations and the one-
correspondence~isomorphism! between the problems of the conductivity of a two-pha
medium with and without a magnetic field were established. In Ref. 5 this approach
used to study the quantum Hall effect in inhomogeneous media. For a random mixt
Hall (sxx50, sxy5 const! and metallic phases the effective characteristics of the sys
were found in a wide interval of concentrations. In the entire interval of concentrat
so long as percolation via the Hall phase is present, the effective characteristic
constant and equal to the values in the Hall phase.

The objective of the present letter is to study the properties of the Dykhne tran
mations as linear-fractional transformations and to examine the stability of the solu
of the conductivity problem. The point is that formula~4! can be regarded as a linea
fractional transformation of the plane of a variableZ into an image regionW:

W5L~z!5~b1 icZ!/~dZ1 ia !. ~5!

In the first part of this work the fixed points of this transformation are found and
established that they correspond to the exact solutions of the conductivity problem
and without a magnetic field. The invariants of the linear-fractional transformation~5! are
also found and it is shown that they are equivalent to the exact duality relations
second part is devoted to the question of the stability of the exact solutions o
conductivity problems near the fixed points, and a classification of the solutions is
structed according to the stability type with respect to variations of the parameters
two-phase medium. The stability of the solutions of the conductivity problem in mag
and ac electric fields is studied as an example.

2. FIXED POINTS OF THE DYKHNE TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR
EQUIVALENCE TO THE EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE CONDUCTIVITY PROB-
LEMS

Let us find the possible fixed points of the transformation~5!. They are determined
from the equation

dZ21 i ~a2c!Z2b50. ~6!

HereZ5X1 iY is a complex quantity.

Let us investigate the simplest casea5c50. Then a fixed point has only a real pa
and is degenerate:

X56~b/d!1/2, Y50. ~7!

Choosing as the variableZ the effective conductivity without a magnetic field and d
termining the coefficientsb andd in an appropriate manner, we obtain an expression
the effective conductivity of a two-phase medium at the percolation threshold~for equal
phase concentrations!:
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se5~s1s2!1/2. ~8!

Therefore the fixed point~7! corresponds to the well-known solution of Ref. 1.

Let us now consider a two-phase medium in a magnetic field. In this case
complete transformations must be used; all coefficients are nonzero. However, in th
when the coefficientsa andc are equal,a5c, we obtain once again a fixed point of th
form ~7!. But in this case it corresponds to a different solution. Let us take as the var
Z the effective conductivity tensor in a magnetic field:Z5sxx1sxy . Then according to
Eq. ~7! we have

sxx
e 5~b/d!1/2, sxy

e 50. ~9!

It follows from Eq. ~9! that the effective conductivity tensor of a system in a magn
field should nonetheless have a diagonal form. In other words, the problem of the
ductivity of a two-phase two-dimensional medium in a magnetic field reduces to
problem of the conductivity of the same system without a magnetic field at the per
tion threshold~when the effective characteristics are constant!. Isomorphism for arbitrary
concentrations was established by a different method in Ref. 4.

Let the variableZ have only an imaginary part:Z5 iY. In this case the fixed points
of the transformations~5! are determined by the relations~the determinant of Eq.~6! is
assumed to be negative!

X50, Y52~a2c!6@4bd1~a2c!2#1/2/2d. ~10!

In this case the variableZ will correspond to the effective conductivity tensor with a
off-diagonal component only:

sxx
e 50, sxy

e 5const. ~11!

The two solutions forsxy reflect two possibilities for current flow along phase 1 or
depending on the concentration of the phase. The solution~11! with a fixed point of the
type ~10! is obtained in two physical situations. One was obtained by the present a
and É. G. Batyev for a random mixture of a Hall phase (sxx50, sxy5const) and a
metallic phase in a wide interval of phase concentrations, so long as flow along the
phase is present.5 The second solution, similar to Eq.~11!, is obtained for a mixture of
two Hall phases with arbitrary concentrations.6

In the general case there exist two fixed points:

Z5 i ~a2c!6@4bd2~a2c!2#1/2/2d. ~12!

Here the determinant is positive-definite.

Taking as the variableZ the effective conductivity tensor, we obtain in a magne
field the solutions corresponding to the fixed point~12!

sxx
e 5@4bd2~a2c!2#1/2/2d, sxy

e 5~c2a!/2d. ~13!

It is easy to see that constant solutions for the components of the effective condu
tensor correspond to the solutions at the percolation threshold:

se
25s1s2 /~11~s1b22s2b1!2, be

25se
2~b11b2!/~s11s2!, ~14!

~see, for example, Refs. 2 and 6!.
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However, there is one other physical solution corresponding to the fixed point~12!
— a uniform medium:

sxx
e 5sxx , sxy

e 5sxy . ~15!

It occurs in the entire interval of concentrations. It can be shown that a randomly
mogeneous two-phase medium in a magnetic field is isomorphic to a uniform me
with equal Hall concentrations:

s1 /b15s2 /b2 . ~16!

Specifically, this follows from the results of Ref. 6.

Let us examine the three-dimensional case. In this case the transformations~3! are
used in a truncated form with coefficientd50. We obtain for the transformationW

iaW5b1 icZ. ~17!

It is easy to see that in the three-dimensional case there is only one fixed point
transformations:

Z5 ib/2c~c52a! ~18!

with a solution corresponding to the formation of an infinite cluster consisting o
nondissipative Hall phase:

sxx
e 5syy

e 5szz
e 50, sxy

e 5b/2c. ~19!

Thus we have considered all fixed points of Dykhne transformations in the two-
three-dimensional cases. It has been shown that each of the fixed points esta
corresponds to an exact solution of the problem of the effective conductivity with
effective conductivity or the conductivity tensor in a magnetic field taken as the var
of the transformations. Let us list these solutions. The first two solutions — conduc
without a magnetic field and conductivity tensor in a magnetic field — were obtaine
Dykhne.1,2 The third solution — isomorphism between the problems of the galvanom
netic properties and the conductivity problem — was found by Balagurov.5 The fourth
solution — the effective conductivity of a mixture of Hall and metallic phases in
entire interval of concentrations so long as flow along the Hall phase is present —
obtained by the present author and Batyev.5 A particular case of this problem is a mixtur
of two Hall phases.6 The fifth solution — equivalence of a two-phase medium in
magnetic field with equal Hall concentrations~15! to a uniform medium — and the sixth
solution for mixtures of Hall phases in the three-dimensional case~19! have apparently
been obtained for the first time. Therefore the exact solutions of the conductivity pro
can be classified according to their correspondence to the fixed points of the Dy
transformations.

3. INVARIANTS OF LINEAR-FRACTIONAL DYKHNE TRANSFORMATIONS

As is well known, linear-fractional transformations, which the Dykhne transfor
tions for conductivity are, are determined by prescribing three pointsZi and their images
Wi ( i 51,2,3). According to the general theory of linear-fractional transformations,
are also characterized by the invariance of the double ratio of four points:7
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~Z2Z1!/~Z2Z2!:~Z32Z1!/~Z32Z2!5~W2W1!/~W2W2!:~W32W1!/~W32W2!.
~20!

Let us clarify the physical meaning of these invariants. Let us consider the case
inhomogeneous two-phase medium. Let the variableZ equal the effective conductivity
se(e) ~wheree5X21/2 — is the deviation from the percolation threshold!, and let the
points equal:Z15s1 , Z25s2 , Z35(s1s2)1/2. As an example let us take a syste
differing from the initial system by interchange of the phases:W5se8(e)5se(2e),
Wi5s1s2 /s i ( i 51,2), W35(s1s2)1/2. Then, after simple calculations, we obtain th
the invariant~20! for this transformation corresponds to the well-known duality relat

se~e!se~2e!5s1s2 . ~21!

Let us now study the invariants for a two-phase system in a magnetic field. In
case the conductivity must be replaced by the corresponding conductivity tensors. A
noted earlier,6 there exist at least three transformations for the primed system.

1. The transformed system is distinguished by an initial interchange of the ph

W5s̃8~e!5s̃~2e!, Wi5s̃1s̃2 /s̃ i , s i85s1s2 /s i ,

b i85b1b2 /b i , i 51,2, and the imageW35se(0) equals the effective conductivity ten
sor at the percolation threshold. In this case the invariant~20! is equivalent to the fol-
lowing duality relation between the effective conductivity and the Hall factor:

~se~e!1se~2e!!/~s11s2!5~be~e!1be~2e!!/~b11b2!. ~22!

2. For a transformation with interchange of the phases and a change in the dir
of the magnetic field

Wi5s̃1* s̃2* /s̃ i* , s i85s1s2 /s i ,

b i852b1b2 /b i , i 51,2, W35s̃e~0!

we obtain from the invariant~20! one other duality relation for the effective character
tics:

~se~e!2se~2e!!/~s12s2!5~be~e!2be~2e!!/~b12b2!. ~23!

Here s̃* is the complex conjugate conductivity tensor.

3. In the case of the third transformation, in which only the direction of the magn
field changes andWi5s̃ i* (s i85s i , b i852b i), i 51,2, W35s̃e(0), arelation between
the components of the effective conductivity tensor is obtained from the invariant o
double ratio of four points:

~sxx
e !21~sxy

e !212csxy2b50. ~24!

Therefore the invariants of the double ratio with an appropriate choice of the variaZ
and the pointsZi ( i 51,2,3) and their imagesW andWi correspond to the relations~22!,
~23!, and~24!.

Let us briefly discuss the results obtained. The properties of the Dykhne tran
mations as linear-fractional conformal transformations were studied on the basis
general approach. The fixed points and invariants of these transformations were
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Their correspondence to the exact solutions of the effective conductivity problem
established on the basis of an analysis of the fixed points, and two more exact so
were found.

4. ON THE STABILITY OF THE SOLUTIONS OF CONDUCTIVITY PROBLEMS
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

Let us consider the question of the stability of the established exact solutions
respect to changes in the parameters of the phases: the conductivities and the Hall
In other words, we shall study the stability of the fixed points and classify them
stability type.

To study the stability we represent the transformation~6! in the form of a finite-
difference equation

Zn112Zn5~b1 icZn!/~dZn1 ia !2Zn , ~25!

i.e., the value aftern11 transformations is chosen as the imageW. Correspondingly, we
obtain a nonlinear system of equations for the realX and imaginaryY parts:

Xn115Xn@~ac1bd!/~Xn
2d21~Ynd1a!2!#,

Yn115@~Xn
21Yn

2!cd1Yn~ac2bd!2ab#/~Xn
2d21~Ynd1a!2!. ~26!

This system will be investigated using the methods of bifurcation theory.8 Let us repre-
sent the left-side in the form of a time derivative — a derivative with respect to th
number of the transformations, and let us linearize the right-hand side near the
points:

Xn5X01h, Yn5Y01j.

As a result we obtain the following system of equations:

S Sh

Sj
D 5S A11 A12

A21 A22
D S h

j
D , ~27!

where the matrix elements equal

A115211~ac1bd!K22X0d2K2,

A12522~ac1bd!~Y0d1a!K,

A2152X0cd22X0d2@~X0
21Y0

2!cd1Y0~ac2bd!2ab#K2,

A225~2Y0cd1ac2bd!K22~Y0d1a!@~X0
21Y0

2!cd1Y0~ac2bd!2ab#K221,

K215X0
2d21~X0d1a!2.

The values ofX0 andY0 for each fixed point are unique.

Let us study first the stability of a fixed point of the type~7! (a5c). In this case the
matrix elements simplify substantially:

A1152b1/2d3/2K, A12522aK,

A21522cb3/2d1/2K, A2252bdK.
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Let us find the eigenvaluesS. As is well known, the stability of a solution is determine
by the sign of Re(S). In our case they equal

2S1,252~A111A22!6@~A111A22!
22A12A21#

1/2. ~28!

A ‘‘node’’ type point, according to the classification of bifurcation theory,8 corresponds
to both negative values. As follows from Eq.~23!, the exact solution~8! for the effective
conductivity of a two-phase medium without a magnetic field is such a node-type p

Let us now analyze the behavior near the fixed point~11!, which corresponds to the
effective conductivity of an inhomogeneous medium under QHE conditions. In this
b* d51 and correspondingly the eigenvalues equal

S1522/~11a2!, S25212 i ~2ab2a221!/~11a2!3/2. ~29!

For a51 the solution for the effective conductivity under QHE conditions posse
stability of the node type:S15S2521, as expected.

In the general case, when the effective conductivity tensor has two component
magnetic field we obtain for the elements for the matrixA at the fixed points~12! the
values

A11522~a21d~db2a2K21/2!K, A1250, A215const, A22522dbK.

Therefore the eigenvalues of the parameterS are determined by the diagonal elements
the matrixA. Depending on the parameters of the medium, the following types of
havior for the fixed points are possible: ‘‘node’’ and ‘‘saddle’’. An unstable point of
saddle type can be obtained by changing the numerical values of the coefficientsa, b,
andd, i.e., changing the values of the parameterss andb of the two-phase medium in
a magnetic field.

Let us discuss the results obtained. As follows from the solutions presented a
the exact solutions for the effective conductivity of two-phase media without a mag
field and media under QHE conditions~nondissipative Hall phases! are found to be
absolutely stable for any parameters of the phases — they are fixed points of the
type. At the same time the effective conductivity tensor of two-phase media in a mag
field at the percolation threshold and the problem of the isomorphism of media with
without a magnetic field can be fixed points of the saddle type for certain paramete
the media, i.e., they will be unstable. This result about the instability of the effec
conductivity tensor is in accord with recent results obtained in Refs. 9 and 10, wh
was indicated that the linear approximation is limited in problems of the conductivi
inhomogeneous media. An assertion that the linear approach is limited is also con
in Ref. 11.

5. ON THE STABILITY OF THE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY IN AN AC ELEC-
TRIC FIELD

In this section we shall consider the question of the stability of an effective med
with equal phase concentrations in an ac electric field.

Let the first phase consist of a resistance and an inductance, while the second
consists of a resistance and a capacitance, i.e., the conductivities of the phases
sumed to equal
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ŝ15s11 ivL; ŝ25s211/ivC.

Using the transformations for such a medium, we obtain for the effective conductivi
the transformed system at frequencyv

se85@~s11 ivL !~s211/ivC!#/se , ~30!

i.e., we obtain a linear-fractional transformation in the form

W5ŝ1ŝ2 /Z. ~31!

It possesses a fixed point of the type~7!:

Z05~ ŝ1ŝ2!1/2. ~32!

We obtain the following expressions for the quantitiesX0 andY0 :

~X0!21~Y0!25C, A21B25C2, Y0 /X05tan~w!. ~33!

HereA5Re(se
2) andB5Im(se

2) from Eq. ~27!.

Next, let us investigate the stability of the fixed point~28! by the method described
above. Calculations similar to those performed above yield

S1,25211~A6 iB !exp~62iw!/C. ~34!

Therefore, depending on the quantitiesA,B, and tan(w), three types of stability are
possible for the exact solution for the effective conductivity at a frequency: ‘‘nod
‘‘saddle’’, and ‘‘focus’’, according to Eq.~34!. The form of the stability depends on bot
the parameters of the medium and the frequency of the ac electric field.

Let us consider low frequencies, lower than any characteristic frequencies o
problem. In this caseB,0 ~the capacitive current makes the main contribution to
conductivity of the second phase! andB'C. After the corresponding calculations, it ca
be shown that the fixed point~33!, corresponding to the effective conductivity of th
medium at a frequency, possesses stability of the node type at low frequencies
solves the question of the existence of an effective conductivity at low frequencie~at
long times!. At long times self-averaging of macroscopic quantities occurs in an in
mogeneous medium. The time, the reciprocal of Re(se), enters as a characteristic tim

The results of the qualitative analysis of the stability of the solutions agree with
results of a numerical solution of equations of the type~22! for the transformation~32!
with different numerical values ofA and B. The results of a numerical solution of th
equations for the effective characteristics in a magnetic field and at a frequency w
presented in a detailed paper.

In closing, I wish to thank Yu. B. Bashkuev and A. P. Semenov for their suppo
the present investigations.
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Search for inelastic interactions of WIMPs with excitation
of 73Ge nuclei

A. A. Klimenko, S. B. Osetrov, A. A. Smol’nikov, and S. I. Vasil’ev
Institute of Nuclear Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117312 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 16 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 835–840~10 June 1998!

A method is proposed for conducting an experimental search for inelas-
tic interactions of weakly interacting massive particles~WIMPs! in-
volving the excitation of long-lived levels of73Ge nuclei. Analysis of
the first experimental results has made it possible to obtain the back-
ground level for these reactions as 0.0013 events/~keV•kg (73Ge)•day!.
Experimental limits are obtained as to the cross section for spin-
dependent inelastic interactions of WIMPs with73Ge nuclei. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00111-X#

PACS numbers: 27.50.1e, 95.35.1d, 23.70.1j

Analysis of diverse observational data makes it possible today to give preferen
theoretical models in which the dark matter of the universe can consist of;10% bary-
onic,;60% nonbaryonic cold~nonrelativistic!, and;30% nonbaryonic hot~relativistic!
dark matter.1

The results of the few experiments to date~see, for example, the reviews2,3! on the
direct detection of particles of cold dark matter, specifically, particles of the we
interacting massive particle~WIMP! class, which can comprise a large fraction of t
invisible dark halo of our galaxy, can so far give only the boundaries of exclusion fo
cross sections of interaction between WIMPs and detector nuclei at the correspo
values of the particle masses.

The energy spectrum of the recoil nuclei resulting from the elastic interactio
WIMPs with a target–detector is a continuous, exponentially decaying spectrum, a
portion of which lies in the region of several keV. The relative ionization efficie
factor, for example, for Ge recoil nuclei, at 10 keV equals 0.25. For such a resp
function it is virtually impossible to distinguish the desired WIMP spectrum from
spectrum of background events by means of only the shape of the spectrum. In or
make an unequivocal claim that WIMPs have been detected it is necessary to
method that makes it possible to distinguish, with a high probability, the true intera
of WIMPs from the background interaction, according to structure.

In the present letter it is proposed that a unique scheme of long-lived excited l
of 73Ge nucleus in the case of inelastic scattering of WIMPs by a target–detector be
This nucleus possesses two low-lying levels with energies 13.26 and 66.73 keV~meta-
stable! with half-lives of 2.95ms and 0.50 s, respectively.4 The level scheme of73Ge is
displayed in Fig. 1.
8750021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The method employs simultaneously amplitude analysis and temporal analy
events together with the trace of the pulse shape. A true event should consis
sequence of several signals: first a signal from the recoil nucleus as a result of ine
scattering of WIMPs~continuous spectrum! and then, over a period of several half-live
a complicated signal due to deexcitation. In the case of the excitation of the meta
level, the second signal will be due to internal conversion~Auger electrons and x rays o
a singleg ray,ec /g57.2) with fixed energy (66.73213.26 keV!, and after a shorter time
interval there will be an analogous signal with fixed energy from the 13.26 keV leve
the case of excitation of a lower level the second signal will be due to internal conve
or a g ray (ec /g5325) with a fixed energy of 13.26 keV. Essentially the only possi
background in such an experiment is the interaction of neutrons with excitation o
above-indicated levels. However, computational and experimental estimates sho
the contribution from neutrons can be made negligibly small by performing the ex
ment in a deep underground laboratory with sufficiently thick neutron shielding.

In the present work a low-background germanium detector is employed, cons
of material having the natural isotopic composition of Ge~Ref. 5!, with an active mass of
0.952 kg and thus containing 74 grams of73Ge.

In order to have sufficient kinetic energy to excite the first level of73Ge the WIMPs
must have massm.9 GeV, and in order to excite the second level the particles m
have massm.24 GeV. Such excitations can produce particles of the photino or higg
type, with spin-dependent interactions. The shape of the pulse for inelastic scatter
WIMPs with excitation of the 13.26 keV level is a superposition of the energy releas
the recoil nucleus and electrons and~or! g rays ~see Fig. 2a! and differs substantially
from the shape of the backgroundg-ray or electron pulses~see Fig. 2b!. In Fig. 2a the
first component (E1) of the ionization pulse belongs to the recoil nucleus, while
second component (E2) belongs to conversion electrons org rays with detected energ
13.26 keV with an accuracy to within the resolution of the detector. The time intervT
between the two maxima lies in the range from 0 to several lifetimes of the excited
In the case when the 66.73 keV level is excited, two successive events with a
interval from 0 to several seconds should be detected, and on account of the 53.4
13.26 keV cascade transitions the shape of the pulse of the second composite eve~just
as in the case when the 13.26 keV level is excited! differs substantially from that of the
pulse due to background events.

FIG. 1. Scheme of low-energy levels of73Ge ~the level energies are given in keV!.
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To search for events with the above-described signature of the signal data col
over 637 days of useful time~47.1 kg•days in terms of the73Ge) in an underground
low-background laboratory at a depth of 660 meters of water equivalent~mwe! were
used.

To select double events a superposition of two standard pulses~see Fig. 2a! with the
positions (T1 , T2) of the maxima and the amplitudes (E1 , E2) as free parameters was fi
to the shape of the detector pulses. Double events with low values of the amplitude
first component (E1) and of the time interval (T) can be mimicked by an instability o
the slope of the leading edge of the pulse and by noise, i.e., it is necessary to dete
the time resolution and the energy threshold for the first component.

Information about the energy releases in each component of double events ca
be obtained from the pulse shape on a digital oscilloscope, and the energy resolu
this case is worse than when spectrometric analog-to-digital converters~ADCs! are used.
Using a 60Co calibration source and comparing the amplitudes of the signals obta
from a spectrometric ADC and computed from the shape of the pulse, the energy
lution on the digital oscilloscope was determined to be 2 keV near 13.26 keV.
temporal resolution for double events~in the case of excitation of the 13.26 keV leve!,
equal to 2ms, and the energy threshold for the first component, equal to 2.5 keV,
determined by analyzing for a60Co source the distribution of the time intervals in th
events that had been selected as double events~see Fig. 3! for which the energy of the
second component lay in the interval 9.3,E2,17.3 keV. Double events can be imitate
with a 60Co source can be imitated on account of the spread in the rise times
60.22ms for the 9–35 keV range!, superposition of detector and amplifier noise on t
real signal, and the random pile-up of pulses. A total of 17116 events with a60Co source
were analyzed. With a counting rate of 20 events/s the probability of random pile-u

FIG. 2. a! Example of the shape of a double-event pulse. The first component of the pulse (E1) can be produced
by the recoil nucleus and the second component (E2) can be produced by conversion electrons org rays with
energy 13.26 keV. b! Example of the standard shape of a pulse produced by ag ray or electron. The smooth
solid curve shows the results of a fit.
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pulses in a 15ms window equals 331024, which for our case comprises five of th
17116 events. In the measurements with the60Co source seven events were detec
above the time-resolution threshold of 2ms ~horizontal dotted line in Fig. 3! and above
the energy threshold for detection of the first component~to the right of the vertical
dotted line!; this agrees with the number of random pile-ups. Therefore we can c
dently detect double events with a time interval 2<T<15 ms between the maximaE1

andE2. The upper limit is due to the pulse tracking time 25ms of the digital oscilloscope
with allowance for 5ms in front of the leading edge and 5ms on the trailing edge of the
pulse. The detection efficiency for the desired events, equal to 0.62, was determin
comparing this time interval with the decay curve fort1/252.95ms.

Figure 4 shows a similar distribution obtained by analyzing background ev
accumulated over a period of 637 days~32128 events in all!. Twenty-nine events fall into
the range above the thresholds~dotted lines!. Twenty seven events~of the 29! are in
coincidence with the active shielding, i.e., they are due to the cosmic-ray backgr
Only two events in Fig. 4~the energies of the first components are indicated by
arrows! do not coincide with the active shielding and can be considered as candidat
inelastic scattering of WIMPs with excitation of the 13.26 keV level. However, for th
two events the time interval between the maxima equals 2.1 and 2.2ms, i.e., close to the
limit of uncertainty of the time resolution. Taking into account that fact that the p
ability of high-energy events with the desired exponential distribution is low and
inefficiency factor of the active shielding is;7%, these two events can also be attribut
to the background with a high degree of confidence. But, even taking account of

FIG. 3. Distribution in the (E1 ,T) plane of events selected as double events in the case of a60Co source (E1

is the energy of the first component, andT is the interval between maxima!.

FIG. 4. Distribution in the (E1 ,T) plane of background double events collected in a period of 637 days (E1 is
the energy of the first component, andT is the interval between maxima!.
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events, the background level is 0.0013 events/~keV•kg (73Ge)•day!. The background
level of the same detector for elastic scattering in the energy range 2.5–35 keV e
0.51 events/~keV•kg•day!, i.e., the relative reduction of the background is by a factor
greater than 300. Comparing the number of double events in coincidence~27! and in
anticoincidence~2! with the active shielding shows that the main source of backgro
for the detector at the depth at which the apparatus is now located is from cosmic
generating neutrons in the vicinity of the detector. A much greater decrease of the
ground can be achieved by performing experiments of this type at a greater depth
enriched73Ge detectors and using a better digital oscilloscope. To check the correc
of the operation of the program selecting the double events and to estimate the prob
of random generations of events of this type, a search was made for double even
the same selection criteria but with the energy of the second component 17.3<E2

<25.3 keV. Not one double event satisfying these selection criteria was found.

In searching for events which occurred during a 3-second time interval prior to
event with an energy of about 66.73 keV, five events in the energy 2.5–35 keV
detected. This corresponds to a background level of 0.0032 events/~keV•kg(73Ge)•day!.
The possibility of selection by shape of the second event~cascade 53.4 and 13.26 keV!
was not used in selecting these events, since the dynamic range of the digital oscillo
employed is inadequate.

The regions of excluded masses and interaction cross sections for inelastic sca
of WIMPs by73Ge nuclei with excitation of the 13.26 and 66.73 keV levels are prese
in Fig. 5. The following initial assumptions were used to calculate the limits: The d
halo of the galaxy with density 0.3 GeV/cm3 in the region of the Earth consists com
pletely of WIMPs with the mass under consideration and a Maxwell–Boltzmann velo
distribution with average velocityv rms5270 km/s and maximum velocityvesc5580
km/s. The Earth’s velocity relative to the halo isvEarth5245 km/s. The same figure als
shows the limits obtained on the spin-dependent elastic interactions in this exper
from the difference of the spectra obtained with the detector described above
detector not containing73Ge. It is evident from a comparison of the limits that the use

FIG. 5. Regions of excluded WIMP masses and interaction cross sections obtained by analyzing in
scattering with excitation of the 13.26 keV and 66.73 keV levels of73Ge on 74 g of the isotope73Ge in a
collection time of 637 days.
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the special signature of events in the case of inelastic scattering of WIMPs with exci
of long-lived levels of73Ge makes it possible to improve the limits on the mass and c
sections of spin-dependent interactions of WIMPs by at least two orders of magn
compared with elastic interactions. However, the question of the probability of
processes remains open, since the probabilities of such interactions have been ca
in only a few works~see, for example, Refs. 6 and 7!, where onlyM1 transitions are
considered. Theg transitions in73Ge which were studied here areE2 andM2.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
98-02-17973!.
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Vortex versus spinning string: Iordanskii force and
gravitational Aharonov–Bohm effect

G. E. Volovik
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02015 HUT, Finland; L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, 117334
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We discuss the transverse force acting on a spinning cosmic string,
moving in the background matter. It comes from the gravitational
Aharonov–Bohm effect and corresponds to the Iordanskii force acting
on the vortex in superfluids, when the vortex moves with respect to the
normal component of the liquid. ©1998 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~98!00211-4#

PACS numbers: 11.27.1d, 04.20.Gz

INTRODUCTION

In superfluids, with their two-fluid hydrodynamics~for the superfluid and norma
components of the liquid! there are 3 different topological contributions to the for
acting on the quantized vortex.1 The more familiar Magnus force arises when the vor
moves with respect to the superfluid vacuum. For a relativistic cosmic string such
is absent since the corresponding superfluid density of the quantum physical vacu
zero. However the analog of this force appears if the cosmic string moves in a un
background charge density.2,3 The other two forces of topological origin also have an
logs for the cosmic strings: one of them comes from the analog of the axial anoma
the core of an electroweak string~see reviews4!, and another one — the Iordanskii forc
— is now under active discussion in the condensed-matter community.5–7

As distinct from the Magnus force, the Iordanskii force8,9 arises when the vortex
moves with respect to the heat bath represented by the normal component of the
which consists of the quasiparticle excitations. The latter corresponds to matter in p
physics. The interaction of quasiparticles with the velocity field of the vortex resem
the interaction of the matter with the gravitational field induced by such a cosmic s
having an angular momentum — a so-called spinning cosmic string.10 The spinning
string induces a peculiar space–time metric that leads to a time delay for any pa
orbiting around the string with the same speed but in opposite directions.11 This gives rise
to the quantum gravitational Aharonov–Bohm~AB! effect.10,12,13We discuss here how
the same effect leads to the asymmetry in the scattering of particles on the spinning
and finally to the Iordanskii lifting force acting on the spinning string.
8810021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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VORTEX VERSUS SPINNING COSMIC STRING

To clarify the analogy between the Iordanskii force and AB effect, let us cons
the simplest case of phonons propagating in the velocity field of the quantized vor
the Bose superfluid4He. According to the Landau theory of superfluidity, the energy
a quasiparticle moving in the superfluid velocity fieldvs(r ) is Doppler shifted:E(p)
5e(p)1p•vs(r ). In the case of the phonons with the spectrume(p)5cp, wherec is the
sound velocity, the energy–momentum relation is thus

~E2p•vs~r !!25c2p2. ~1!

Equation~1! can be written in the general Lorentzian form withpm5(E,p):

gmnpmpn50, g0051, g0i52vs
i , gik52c2d ik1vs

i vs
k . ~2!

Thus the dynamics of phonons in the presence of the velocity field is the same a
dynamics of photons in the gravity field:14 both are described by the light-cone equati
ds50, where the intervalds is given by the inverse metricgmn :

ds25gmndxmdxn. ~3!

Here we are interested in the velocity field circulating around a quantized vortevs

5Nkf̂/2pr , wherek is the quantum of circulation andN is the circulation quantum
number. This flow induces an effective space in which the phonon propagates
geodesic curves, with the interval

ds25S 12
vs

2

c2D S dt1
Nkdf

2p~c22vs
2! D

2

2
dr2

c2 2
dz2

c2 2
r 2df2

c22vs
2 . ~4!

Far from the vortex, wherevs
2/c2 is small and can be neglected, one has

ds25S dt1
df

v D 2

2
1

c2 ~dz21dr21r 2df2!, v5
2pc2

Nk
. ~5!

The connection between the time and the azimuthal anglef in the interval suggests tha
there is a characteristic angular velocityv. For the vortex in superfluid4He, wherek
52p\/m4 andm4 is the mass of4He atom, it isv5m4c2/N\. A similar metric with
rotation was obtained for the so-called spinning cosmic string in 311 space–time, which
has the rotational angular momentumJ concentrated in the string core, and for a spinn
particle in 211 gravity:10,13,15,16

ds25S dt1
df

v D 2

2
1

c2 ~dz21dr21r 2df2!, v5
1

4JG
, ~6!

whereG is the gravitational constant. This gives the following correspondence betw
the circulationNk around the vortex and the angular momentumJ of the spinning string

kN58pJG. ~7!

Although we are considering the analogy between a spinning string and vortic
superfluid4He, there is a general statement that vortices in any superfluids hav
properties of spinning cosmic strings.2 In particular, a spinning string generates an an
lar momentum density in the vacuum outside the string.17 The angular momentum densit
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in the superfluid vacuum outside the vortex is also nonzero and equal to\Nn, wheren
is the number density of elementary bosons in the superfluid vacuum: the density o4He
atoms in superfluid4He or of Cooper pairs in superfluid3He.

GRAVITATIONAL AB EFFECT

An effect peculiar to a spinning string, which can be modeled in condensed m
is the gravitational AB topological effect.10 On the classical level the propagation
phonons is described by the equationds250. Outside the string the metric, which ente
the intervalds, is locally flat. But there is a time difference for the particles propaga
around the spinning string in the opposite directions. For the vortex~at large distances
from the core! this time delay approaches11

2t5
4p

v
. ~8!

This asymmetry between the particles moving on different sides of the vortex is
origin of the Iordanskii force acting on the vortex in the presence of a net momentu
the quasiparticles. On the quantum level, the connection between the time variablet and
the angle variablef in the metric~6! implies that the cross section for scattering
phonons~photons! on the vortex should be a periodic function of the energy, with
period equal to\v. The asymmetric part of this cross section gives rise to the Iordan
force.

There was an extreme interpretation of the gravitational AB effect put forward
Mazur.10 He argued that for the infinitely thin spinning cosmic string there is a regio
which causality is violated. To avoid causality violation the string should be transp
to the excitations, and this is possible only if in the presence of the spinning cosmic
the energy of the elementary particles is strictly quantized:E5n\v. In other words the
gravitational AB effect leads to the energy quantization in the same manner a
quantization of the electric charge should take place in the presence of the Dirac ma
monopole. On the other hand there are solutions for cosmic strings which do not co
closed timelike curves.18 In this case the severe energy quantization is not necessary~see,
however, the discussion in Refs. 12,13,19,20!. In any case the periodicity with perio
DE5\v is retained, and the symmetric part of the scattering cross section of a pa
with energyE in the background of a spinning string with zero mass is:12,13

ds

du
5

\c

2pEsin2~u/2!
sin2

pE

\v
. ~9!

We argue that in addition to this symmetric part there is a topological asymm
contribution, which gives rise to a transverse cross section

s'5E
0

2p

du sin uua~u!u2. ~10!

The asymmetry in the scattering of the quasiparticles on the velocity field of the v
has been calculated by Sonin5 for phonons and rotons in4He and by Cleary21 for the
Bogoliubov–Nambu quasiparticles in conventional superconductors. In the ca
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phonons the propagation is described by the Lorentzian equation for the scalar
gmn]m]nF50. In the asymptotic region the quadratic termsvs

2/c2 can be neglected, an
this equation can be rewritten as5

E2F2c2S 2 i¹1
E

c
vs~r ! D 2

F50. ~11!

This equation maps the problem under discussion to the Aharonov–Bohm problem
magnetic flux tube22 with the vector potentialA5vs , where the electric chargee is
replaced by the massE/c2 of the particle.12,17,23 Because of the mapping between t
electric charge and the mass of the particle, the Lorentz force, which acts on the flu
in the presence of electric current, has its counterpart — the Iordanskii force, which
on the vortex in the presence of the mass current carried by the normal compone7

If one directly follows the mapping of the phonon scattering on vortices descr
by Eq.~11! to the AB scattering, one obtains the AB result22 for the symmetric part of the
differential cross section, now written in the form of Eq.~9!. There is a not very impor-
tant difference, which comes from the definition of the quasiparticle current: as dis
from the charged particles in the AB effect, the current in our case is not gauge inva
As a result, the scattering of a phonon with momentump and energyE by the vortex is
somewhat different:5

ds

du
5

\c

2pE
cot2

u

2
sin2

pE

\v
. ~12!

The difference between Eq.~12! and the AB result in Eq.~9! is (c/2pE)sin2(pE/v),
which is independent of the scattering angleu and thus is not important for the singu
larity at small scattering angles. For smallE the result in Eq.~12! was obtained by
Fetter.24 The generalization of the Fetter result for the quasiparticles with arbitrary s
trum e(p) ~rotons in4He and the Bogoliubov–Nambu fermions in superconductors! was
recently suggested in Ref. 25. In our notations it is (Nk2p/8pvG

2 )cot2(u/2), wherevG

5de/dp is the group velocity of quasiparticle.

ASYMMETRIC CROSS SECTION

The Lorentz-type Iordanskii force comes from the asymmetric singularity in
cross section.7 This additional topological term is determined by the same asymp
behavior of the flow velocity, which causes singularity at small angles in the symm
cross section. The asymmetric part of the differential cross section gives the follo
transverse cross section:5

s'5
\

p
sin

2pE

\v
. ~13!

At low E this result was generalized for arbitrary excitations with the spectrumE(p)
5e(p)1p•vs moving in the background of the velocity fieldvs around the vortex, using
a simple classical theory of scattering.5 Far from the vortex, where the circulating velo
ity is small, the trajectory of the quasiparticle is almost a straight line parallel to, say
y axis, with the distance from the vortex line being the impact parameterx. It moves
along this line with an almost constant momentumpy'p and an almost constant grou
velocity vG5de/dp. The change in the transverse momentum during this motio
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determined by the Hamilton’s equationdpx /dt52]E/]x52py]vsy /]x, or dpx /
dy52(p/vG)]vsy /]x. The transverse cross section is obtained by integration ofDpx /p
over the impact parameterx:

s'5E
2`

1` dx

vG
E

2`

1`

dy
]vsy

]x
5

Nk

vG
. ~14!

Note that this result is purely classical: Planck’s constant\ drops out.

IORDANSKII FORCE ON SPINNING STRING

This asymmetric part of the scattering, which describes the momentum trans
the transverse direction, after integration over the distribution of excitations gives ri
a transverse force acting on the vortex if the vortex moves with respect to the no
component. This is the Iordanskii force:

fIordanskii5E d3p

~2p!3 s'~p!vGn~p!p3 ẑ52Nk ẑ3E d3p

~2p!3 n~p!p5NkPn3 ẑ. ~15!

It depends only on the mass current densityPn carried by excitations~matter! and on the
circulationNk around the vortex. This confirms the topological origin of this force. In
case of an equilibrium distribution of quasiparticles one hasPn5rnvn , wherern andvn

are the density and velocity of the normal component of the liquid~to avoid the conven-
tional Magnus force, we assume that the asymptotic velocity of the superfluid comp
of the liquid is zero in the vortex frame!.

Since Eq.~15! was obtained using the asymptotic behavior of the flow fieldvs ,
which induces the same effective metric as the metric around the spinning string, on
apply this result directly to the spinning string. The asymmetric cross section fo
scattering of relativistic particles on the spinning string is given by Eq.~13!. This means
that in the presence of the momentum of matter the spinning cosmic string experie
kind of lifting force, which corresponds to the Iordanskii force in superfluids. This fo
can be obtained by relativistic generalization of Eq.~15!. The momentum densityPn of
quasiparticles should be replaced by the componentT0

i of the energy–momentum tenso
As a result, for 211 space–time and for small energyE, which corresponds to a low
temperatureT of the matter, the Iordanskii force on spinning string moving with resp
to the matter is

f Iordanskii
a 58pJGeabgubumTg

m . ~16!

Here ua is the 3-velocity of the string andTg
m is the asymptotic value of the energy

momentum tensor of the matter at the location of the string. Using the Einstein equ
one can rewrite this as

f Iordanskii
a 5JeabgubumRg

m , ~17!

where Rg
m is the Riemannian curvature, which is induced by external sources, a

location of the string. This corresponds to the force acting on a particle with spinJ from
the gravitational field due to interaction of the spin with the Riemann tensor.26
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CONCLUSION

There is an analogy between the asymptotic velocity field far from the vortex co
superfluids and the gravitational field induced by a spinning cosmic string. As a re
both systems experience the gravitational Aharonov–Bohm effect, which in parti
leads to the Iordanskii force acting on the vortex~the spinning string! when it moves with
respect to the heat bath of quasiparticles~the matter!.

The Iordanskii force has been experimentally identified in rotating super
3He–B. According to the theory for the transport of vortices in3He–B, the Iordanskii
force completely determines the mutual friction parameterd''2rn /r at low T Ref. 27,
wherer is the total density of the liquid. This is in accordance with the experime
data, which show thatd' does approach its negative asymptote at lowT ~Ref. 28!. At
higher T another topological force, which comes from the spectral flow of the ferm
zero modes in the vortex core,29,4 becomes dominating and leads to reversal of the sig
d' . The observed negative sign ofd' at low T provides experimental verification of th
condensed-matter analog of the gravitational Aharonov–Bohm effect on a spinning
mic string.
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k -Symmetry and anomalous magnetic moment of
superparticles
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It is shown thatk-symmetry breaking arising upon the minimal inclu-
sion of an interaction of massive spin-1/2 particles with anN52 ex-
tended Maxwell supermultiplet is restored by taking into account their
anomalous magnetic moment~AMM !. The k-invariant action of mas-
sive superparticles is constructed, and it is shown thatk-symmetry
uniquely fixes the value of their AMM. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00311-9#

PACS numbers: 11.25.Sq, 11.30.Pb

1. The requirement ofk-symmetry1–3 is the key principle for constructing theories o
superstrings and super-p- ~andD-! branes that are self-consistent at the quantum leve4–6

For this reason it is of interest to determine whetherk-symmetry is preserved on switch
ing from free supersymmetric theories to theories with interaction. The model of cha
superstrings in an external electromagnetic field7 is one of the simplest supersymmetr
schemes with interaction. In the case ofN51 massless superparticles the transition t
k-symmetric model with interaction is accomplished by using only the principle of m
mal inclusion of electromagnetic interactions. An important consequence of the pre
of k-symmetry in a model with interaction is that the correct constraints are obtaine
the fields of theN51 Maxwell supermultiplet.8

The compatibility of the principle of minimality andk-symmetry is destroyed, how
ever, on switching toN52 massive superparticles and this, as was pointed out in Re
requires modifications of the extended theories, similar to those studied in Ref. 10 a
for the case of particles with spin. These modifications, based on ‘‘renormalization
the mass parameters, turned out to be equivalent to taking into account the anom
magnetic moment~AMM ! of particles with spin in a superfield description.12 In the
process, no limitations on the value of the AMM appeared.

A similar picture also arises in the case ofN52 massive superparticles studie
below, but here the requirement ofk-symmetry will strictly fix the value of the AMM of
the superparticles.

2. The minimally extended action of a massive superparticle in an external ele
magnetic field has the form
8880021-3640/98/67(11)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Smin
~e! 5E drF1

2S vmvm

g
2gm2D1m~u i

au̇a
i 1 ū ȧ i u̇̄

ȧ i !G1 ieE dr~vmAm1 u̇ i
aAa

i 1 u̇̄ ȧ i Ā
ȧ i !,

~1!

where zm(t)5(xm(t),u i
a(t),ū ȧ i(t)) are the coordinates of the superparticle,vm5 ẋm

1 iu i
asaȧ

m
u̇̄ ȧ i2 i u̇ i

asaȧ
m

ūȧ i , u̇ i
a, and u̇̄ ȧ i are theN52 supersymmetric Cartan forms

AM(x,u,ū)5(Am ,Aa
i ,Āȧ i) are theU(1)-gauge superfields. Here we adopt the notat

of Ref. 8, and we shall also often make use of an abbreviated notation for theSO(1,3)
andSU(2) spinor indicesua[ua

i , ū ā[ūȧ i and so on. We shall show that the action~1!
does not possessk-symmetry. It is convenient to give the proof on the basis of the D
Hamiltonian formalism.13 Introducing the canonical momenta

pm5
]L

]ẋm
5

vm

g
1ieAm , pg5

]L

]ġ
and pa

i 5
]L

]u̇ i
a

52
ivaȧū ȧ i

g
2mua

i 1eAaȧū ȧ i1 ieAa
i ,

p̄ȧ i5
]L

]ūȧ i
52

iu i
avaȧ

g
2mū ȧ i1eu i

aAaȧ1 ieĀȧ i
i , ~2!

wherepa
i andp̄ȧ i are conjugate to the Grassmann spinorsu i

a andū ȧ i , we obtain for the
HamiltonianH05 ẋmpm1 u̇ i

apa
i 1 ū ȧ ip̄

ȧ i2L

H05
g

2
@~pm2 ieAm!21m2#. ~3!

Since the definitions~2! imply the primary constraintspg'0 and

Va
i 5pa

i 1 ipaȧū ȧ i1mua
i 2 ieAa

i '0, Vȧ i5p̄ȧ i1 iu i
apaȧ1mū ȧ i2 ieĀȧ i'0, ~4!

the HamiltonianH0 must be extended to the full HamiltonianH including all primary
constraints

H5
g

2
@~pm2 ieAm!21m2#1laVa1l̄ ȧV̄ȧ1wpg . ~5!

The requirement that the primary constraints be conserved in time leads to the sec
constraintx5(pm2 ieAm)21m2'0 and to a system of equations for the Lagrange m
tipliers la and l̄ ȧ :

Qa1lbMba1l̄ ḃNaḃ50, Q̄ȧ1lbNbȧ1l̄ ḃM̄ ḃȧ50, ~6!

where for convenience we have introduced the notation

Qa5
eg

2
PḃbFbḃ,a , Q̄ȧ5

eg

2
PḃbFbḃ,ȧ , Mba522imeba2eFba ,

M̄ ḃȧ522imeḃȧ2eFḃȧ , Naȧ52Paȧ2eFaȧ , Paȧ5paȧ2 ieAaȧ . ~7!
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The superfield intensities are defined in Ref. 14. In order fork-symmetry to exist the rank
of the system~6! must equal 4, just as in the free case. A necessary and suffi
condition for this is the presence of the following constraints:

Ȳḃȧ[M̄ ḃȧ2NaḃM 21abNbȧ'0, ~8!

Q̄ȧ2NbȧM 21baQa'0. ~9!

Just as in the free case, we assumed that matrices inverse toM andN exist. Ultimately,
only four independent equations remained in the system~6!; the same number o
Lagrange multipliers will remain arbitrary after the system is solved, indicating that t
exist four first class spinor constraints. Substituting the solution~6! into the Hamiltonian
~5!, we find these constraints in explicit form:

Va
~1!5Va2NaḃM̄ 21ḃȧV̄ȧ'0. ~10!

It can be shown that the Poisson bracket~PB! of the constraints~10! is a quadratic
polynomialYab in powers ofPaȧ :

$Va
~1! ,Vb

~1!%5Yab[aab1b~a
l̇ Pb)l̇1cl̇ ṖPal̇Pb ṗ ~88!

with structure functionsa, b, and c which depend on the spinor components of t
superfield intensitiesFMN . Since the PB of the first class constraintsVa

(1) must close on
the constraint, we find that the polynomialYab must be regarded as a new addition
constraintYab 50. Calculation of the PB of the constraintsVa

(1) with the constraintsYbg

leads to a cubic polynomialYabg in powers of the momentaPaȧ

$Va
~1! ,Ybg%5Yabg[aabg1 (

~abg!
~bab

l̇ Pgl̇1ca
l̇ ṗPbl̇Pg ṗ!1dl̇ ṗḋPal̇Pb ṗPgḋ

with the structure functionsa, b, c, andd depending on the superfield intensities a
their derivatives. Analysis shows that the polynomialYabg does not reduce to previousl

obtained constraints and must be declared a new additional constraint, satisfyin
consistency conditions. Continuing this process of checking the obtained constrain
consistency, we arrive at an infinite sequence of new constraints which are polyno
of arbitrarily high degree in powers ofPaȧ . This analysis does not make it possible
draw a conclusion about the reducibility of the infinite set of constraints obtained to s
finite set of linearly independent constraints.

A possibility of avoiding uncontrollable multiplication of constraints is identic
satisfaction of a constraint at any stage~for arbitrary P). Since the coefficients of the
powers of Paȧ are constructed from superfield intensities and their derivatives,
possibility actually signifies a limitation on the field configurations. Identical satisfac
of a constraint at thenth stage would lead to identical satisfaction of the constraints a
subsequent stages. However, we were not able to implement this program for arbitn
because of the complexity of the expressions obtained. Analysis of the first two
showed that identical satisfaction of the constraintsYbg and Yabg leads to much too

strong limitations on theN52 physical superfieldsW andW̄:14 W5 const,W̄5 const.
Apparently, this also happens at subsequent stages.
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Our analysis shows the impossibility of the existence of first class spinor constr
and, in consequence,k-symmetry within a finite algebra of constraints. We arrive at
conclusion that the principle of minimality by itself is inadequate for constructing
k-invariant action of aN52 superparticle.

3. Preservation ofk-invariance upon inclusion of the electromagnetic field requi
introducing nonminimal terms. For particles possessing an anomalous magnetic m
m in addition to a chargee, there is a possibility of introducing such terms witho
destroying the minimal scheme of interactions due to the chargee. Taking into account
the dimensions of the AMM@m#5L ~in the systemc5\51), it is possible to construc

dimensionless gauge-invariant scalarsmFa
a andmF ȧ

ȧ which are linear in the intensities

Similar considerations were employed in Ref. 15 to introduce nonminimal term
lengthening the connection. Then the action for a superparticle with chargee and AMM
m can be written in the form

S~e,m!52mE drA2Fvmvm1mE dr~uau̇a1 ū ȧu̇ ȧ!1 ieE dr~vmAm1 u̇aAa1 u̇ ȧĀȧ!,

F5S 12
im

4
Fa

aD S 12
im

4
F ȧ

ȧD . ~11!

The modification of the kinetic term of the superparticles achieved by replacing the
parameterm in the first term by the field functionm* [(m2F)1/2 is, by construction, a
gauge-invariant and supersymmetric procedure. However, an analogous procedu
the parameterm in the second term would have led to breaking of global supersymm
Introducing the einbeing on the world line, the Lagrangian of a superparticle in Eq.~11!
can be represented in the form

L ~e,m!5
1

2S Fv2

g
2gm2D1m~uau̇a1 ūau̇ ȧ!1 ie~vmAm1 u̇aAa1 u̇ ȧĀȧ!. ~12!

Defining, as in Sec. 2, the momenta

pm5
]L

] ẋm
5

Fpm

g
5 ieAm, pg5

]L

]ġ
50 and pa

i 5
]L

]u i
a

52
iF

g
vaȧūa i2mua

i

1eAaȧū ȧ i1 ieAa
i , p̄ȧ i5

]L

]ūȧ i
52

iF

g
u i

avaȧ2mū ȧ i1eu i
aAaȧ1 ieĀȧ i ~13!

for the Hamiltonian

H05
g

2F
@~pm2 ieAm!21m* 2#, ~14!

we obtain the primary constraintspg'0 and

Va
i 5pa

i 1 ipaȧū ȧ i1mua
i 2 ieAa

i '0, V̄ȧ i5p̄ȧ i1 ipaȧu i
a1mū ȧ i2 ieĀȧ i'0. ~15!
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The complete Hamiltonian equals

H5H01laVa1l̄ ȧV̄ā1wpg . ~16!

We note that the primary constraints, in contrast to the HamiltoniansH and H0, have
turned out to be ‘‘insensitive’’ to the nonminimal terms. Just as in Sec. 2, from
conservation of the primary constraints in time we obtain the secondary constrax
5P21m* 2'0 as well as a system of equations for the Lagrange multipliers tha
identical in form to the system~6!, except that now

Qa5
eg

2F
PḃbFbḃ,a1

igm2

2F
DaF, Qȧ5

eg

2F
PbḃFbḃ,ȧ1

igm2

2F
D̄ ȧF.

A necessary and sufficient condition for decreasing the rank by a factor of 2 is
presence of the constraints~8! and~9!. The first class spinor constraints arising when t
solutions of the system~6! are substituted into the Hamiltonian~16! have precisely the
form ~10!. For this reason, repeating the arguments in Sec. 2, we can state that an i
algebra of constraints can be avoided ifYab5Mab2NaȧM̄ 21ȧḃNbḃ'0. It will be con-

venient for us to expand the superfield intensities appearing inYab in terms of the
generators ofSU(2):

Fab52eabW̄1ta
i j F̃ab

a , F ȧḃ5eȧḃW1tai j F̃ ȧḃ
a , Faȧ5vaȧ1ta j

i F̃aȧ
a . ~17!

Now it is easy to findM̄ 21:

M̄ 21ḃȧ5
i

2~m2 ieW/2!H eḃȧ1 (
n51

` F ie

2~m2 ieW/2!G
n

F̃ ḃȧ1F̃ ȧ1ȧ2
. . . F̃ ȧn21ȧnJ . ~18!

Substituting expressions~17! and ~18! into Eq. ~88! and equating the coefficients of th
various powers ofpaȧ to zero, we find:

the quadratic term

(
n51

` F ie

2~m2 ieW/2!G
n

F̃ ḃȧ1 . . . F̃ ȧn21ȧn50⇒F̃ ḃȧ50; ~19!

the linear term

Faḃ50; ~20!

the free term

22i ~m1 ieW̄/2!eab1
2im2Feab

m2 ieW/2
2eF̃ab50.

Since thet matrices are linearly independent, we have

F̃ab50, ~m1 ieW̄/2!~m2 ieW/2!5~m1 immW̄!~m1 immW!. ~21!

Substituting the constraints~19! and ~20! and F̃ab50 into the Bianchi identities for the
superfield intensities leads to the standard constraints onN52 physical superfields
D̃ ȧW5DaW̄50, Di j W2D̄ i j W̄50. Equation ~21! can be written in the form (mm
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2e/2)@ im(W2W̄)2(mm1e/2)WW̄#50. Vanishing of the second bracket, with allow
ance for the chirality ofW(W̄), leads to vanishing of the physical degrees of freedo
W5 const,W̄5 const. At the same time, fixing the value of the AMMm5e/2m does not
impose additional limitations onW(W̄).

Thus, in contrast to the purely minimal case, it is possible for first class sp
constraints~and k-symmetry! to exist within the framework of a finite number of con
straints, but for the field configurations~19!–~21!. It is nontrivial that the constraints
obtained are sufficient for selecting anN52 Maxwell supermultiplet and that doing s
fixes the AMM m as well. On this basis the Lagrangian~12! and the spinor constraint
~10! can be written in the form

L ~e,m~e!!5
1

2
F ~m2 ieW/2!~m1 ieW̄/2!v2

g
2gm2G

1m~uau̇a1 ū ȧu̇̄ ȧ!1 ie~vmAm1 u̇̄ ȧĀȧ1 u̇aAa!, ~22!

Va
~1!5Va2

iPaḃV̄ḃ

~m2 ieW/2!
; Vȧ

~1!
5Vȧ2

iPbȧVb

~m1 ieW/2!
, ~23!

and only four constraints are independent, sinceiP ȧaVa
(1)/(m1 ieW/2)'V̄ȧ(1). The com-

plete HamiltonianH is obtained by substituting the solutions of the system~6! into Eq.
~16! and taking into account the constraints~19!–~21!. The first class constraints appea
ing in H and corresponding to reparametrization andk-symmetries of the action~11! turn
out to beSU(2) invariant. It can be shown thatSU(2) invariance of the original rep
arametrization constraintT is restored by adding to it a combination of the spinor co
straints and simultaneously redefining the Lagrange multipliersl1

a and l̄ ȧ2. The new
constraintT acquires zero PBs with all other constraints. With the modifications n
the desired complete HamiltonianH becomes

H5
g

2FF ~P21m* 2!2
ie

4
DaWVa1

ie

4
D̄ ȧW̄V̄ȧG1l1

aVa
~1!11l̄ ȧ2V̄~1!ȧ2'0. ~24!

The action~11!, taking account of the conditions~19!–~21! andm5e/2m, turns out to be
invariant with respect to the followingk-symmetry transformations with a local param
eter (kb

i (t),kb j (t)):

S dua
i

dūȧ i D 5PIS kb
j ~t!

k̄ḃ j~t!
D 5

1

2S ka
i 2

im* vaḃk̄ḃ i

A2v2~m1 ieW̄/2!

kȧ i1
im* vȧbkb

i

A2v2~m2 ieW̄/2!

D , ~25!

dxm52 iu is
mdū i1 idu is

mū i ,

where
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PI5
1

2
d j

i S da
b 2 im* vaḃ

A2v2~m1 ieW̄/2!

im* vȧb

A2v2~m2 ieW/2!
db

ȧ D . ~26!

The matrix PI is a projector and can be used for covariant separation of the prim
constraints by class:16

S Va
~1!i

V̄~1!ȧ i D 5PIS Vb
j

V̄ḃ j
D , S Va

~2!i

V̄~2!ȧ i D 5PIIS Vb
j

V̄ḃ j D , ~27!

where

PI5
1

2
d j

i S da
b 2 iPaḃ

m2 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2

iP ȧb

m1 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2
db

ȧ D ,

~28!

PII5
1

2
d j

i S da
b iPaḃ

m2 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2

2 iP ȧb

m1 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2
db

ȧ D ,

satisfy the relationsPI,II
2 5PI,II and PIPII5PIIPI . The price for keeping covariance

linear dependence of the constraints~27!:

Va
~1!i

iP ȧb

m1 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2
5V̄~1!ḃ i ,

2 iP ḃa

m1 ieW/2
Am* 2

2P2
Va

~2!i5V̄~2!ḃ i .

The algebra of PBs of first class spinor constraints can be represented in the foll
form: $X(1),Z%5C(W,W̄,Pm)x, $x,x%50, where X(1)5(Va

(1) ,V̄ȧ
(1)), Z

5(Va
(1) ,V̄ȧ

(1)),Va ,V̄ȧ ,x). The indicated PBs are supplemented by the PBs of the

arametrization first class constraintT, which have the form$T,Z%50. We point out that
the algebra of first class spinor constraints closes on the second class bosonic co
x.

We now show that the interaction constantm introduced in the Lagrangian~12! is
indeed the AMM of a particle. For this, let us examine in Eq.~12! the term
( im/2g)vmvm(W̄2W). We separate in the component expansion of the chiral super
W the photon termW5 . . . 22iu is

mnumn
i 1 . . . and substitute it into Eq.~12!. As a

result, switching to the bispinors

C i5S ~2 iv2/g!1/2ua
i

~ iv2/g!1/2ū ȧ i D
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and introducing the spin operatorSmn5 i
4 @gm,gm# ~theg matrices are taken in the Wey

basis!, we obtain

im

2g
vmvm~W̄2W!U

photon

5mC iS
mnC ivmn~x!1higher2order corrections. ~29!

Formula ~29! is the standard Pauli term. This makes it possible to interpretm as the
AMM of a particle. Therefore it has been shown that thek-symmetry breaking arising
upon the minimal inclusion of electromagnetic interactions in theN52 supersymmetric
electrodynamics of charged superparticles is restored by taking into account the AM
the particles.

This work was supported in part by INTAS Grant 93-127-ext and Ukrainian DF
Grants F4/1751 for Basic Research and 2.5.1/54 for High-Energy Physics.
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Baryonic systems with charm and bottom in the bound-
state soliton model

V. B. Kopeliovich
Institute for Nuclear Research, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117312 Moscow, Rus

~Submitted 22 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 854–859~10 June 1998!

The binding energies of baryonic systems with baryon numberB52, 3,
and 4 possessing heavy flavor, charm, bottom, or top, are estimated
within the rigid oscillator version of the bound-state approach to chiral
soliton models. Two tendencies are noted: the binding energy increases
with increasing mass of the flavor and with increasingB. Therefore, the
charmed or bottom baryonic systems have a better chance of being
bound than do the strange baryonic systems discussed previously.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00411-3#

PACS numbers: 14.20.Mr, 14.20.Lq, 14.20.Pt

1. Many efforts have been made lately to investigate the properties of bary
systems with nonzero strangeness, first of all, the possibility of existence of states
with respect to strong decays.

Recently some of the predictions of theory have begun to find experimental co
mation. The near-threshold enhancement in theLL system observed in Ref. 1 can b
interpreted as a component of a 27-plet obtained from the boundSU(2) torus-like con-
figuration withB52 by means of the collective coordinates method described in Re
and 3. Similar enhancement in theLN system was observed many years ago in the k
production reaction on nucleons4 and was confirmed inLp scattering.5 It can belong to
a 27-plet or to an antidecuplet of dibaryons. The singletNN scattering state with isospin
T51 belongs to a 27-plet~for a review of the theoretical predictions in theB52 sector,
see, e.g., Ref. 6!. Analogous results are obtained in the more conventional pote
approach as well.

The question of whether baryonic systems with a flavor different fromu andd can
exist is more general, of course. The charm, bottom, and top quantum numbers a
of interest. These can be considered in the framework of chiral soliton models, in
ticular, the bound-state approach to heavy flavors which was proposed in Ref.
developed in Refs. 8–10. Although charmed and bottom baryonic systems hav
chance to play an important role in astrophysics than do the strange baryonic sy
~such a role is not ruled out, however!!, their studies can be very useful for understand
the peculiarities of nuclear matter fragments with unusual properties. It might be si
to heavy quarkonia, the studies of which were very important for the developmen
checking of QCD itself.
8960021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Here the baryonic systems with heavy flavors are considered within the rigid o
lator version of the bound-state approach to strange baryons, which was propos
Kaplan and Klebanov9 and used later in Ref. 10. This model has definite advantages
the collective coordinates quantization method when heavy flavors are included in
sideration, primarily because of its simplicity. However, there are also some ob
drawbacks.

2. The ansatz for the chiral fields used in Refs. 9 and 10 is:

U~r ,t !5R~ t !U0~r !R†~ t !, R~ t !5A~ t !S~ t !, ~1!

whereU0 is anSU(2) soliton embedded intoSU(3) in the usual way~into the upper left
corner!, A(t)PSU(2) describesSU(2) rotations, andS(t)PSU(3) describes rotations
in the ‘‘charm’’ or ‘‘bottom’’ direction. For definiteness we shall consider the extens
of the (u,d) SU(2) Skyrme model in the charmed direction, whenD is the field ofD
mesons~it is clear, however, that quite similar extensions can be made in the bottom
top directions!,

S~ t !5exp~ iD ~ t !!, D~ t !5 (
a54, . . . 7

Da~ t !la , ~2!

wherela are Gell-Mann matrices of (u,d,c) or (u,d,b) SU(3) groups. The (u,d,b)
SU(3) subgroup is quite analogous to the (u,d,s) one, and for the (u,d,c) subgroup a
simple redefinition of the hypercharge should be made.D45(D01D̄0)/A2, D55 i (D0

2D̄0)/A2, etc.

After some calculation the well-known Lagrangian of the Skyrme model in
lowest order in the fieldD takes the form9,10

L52Mcl,B14QF,BḊ†Ḋ2GB~mD
2 2mp

2 !D†D1 i
NcB

2
~D†Ḋ2Ḋ†D !. ~3!

HereD is a doublet formed byD0 andD2 mesons, and we have kept our former notat
for the moment of inertia for the rotation into the ‘‘strange,’’ ‘‘charm,’’ or ‘‘bottom
direction: Qc5Qb5Qs5QF . This moment of inertia has a simple analytical form f
arbitrary startingSU(2) skyrmion, regardless its symmetry properties:

QF,B5
1

8 E ~12cf !FFp
2 1

1

e2 ~~df !21sf
2~da!21sf

2sa
2~db!2!Gd3r , ~4a!

Fp and e are parameters of the model. The general parametrization of theSU(2)
skyrmions has been used here,U5cf1sft•n with nz5ca , nx5sacb , ny5sasb ,
sf5sin f, cf5cos f, etc. For the axially symmetric ansatzb5nf, wheref is the azi-
muthal angle, andQF,B takes the form drawn in Ref. 11:

QF,B5
p

4 E ~12cf !FFp
2 1

1

e2S ~ f , f !1sf
2~a,a!1

n2

r 2 sf
2sa

2 D G rdrdz, ~4b!

( f , f )5(] f /]r )21(] f /]z)2, and r and z are cylindrical coordinates. The quantityGB

defines the contribution of the mass term in the Lagrangian:

GB5
Fp

2

2 E ~12cf !d
3r . ~5!
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Numerical values ofQF,B , GB and some other quantities are shown in Table I.

The term in~3! proportional toNcB arises from the Wess–Zumino–Witten term
the action and is responsible, within this approach, for the splitting between the exci
energies of charm and anticharm~flavor and antiflavor in general case!.8–10 Nc is the
number of colors in the underlying QCD; in all other cases here the indexc means the
charm quantum number.B is the baryon number of the configuration, which can
written in terms of the functionsf ,a andb as

B52
1

2p2 E sf
2sa~] f ]a ]b!d3r . ~6!

In other words, it is the Wronskian of the system described by 3 profiles,f , a, andb
~Ref. 2!. For the axially symmetrical configuration possessing also symmetryz→2z,
B5n( f (0)2 f (`))/p5n for configurations of lowest energy.

The zero-modes quantum corrections due to rotation with the matrixA(t) have order
of magnitudeNc

21 and are not crucial, although they are also important~see also Sec. 4!.

3. After the canonical quantization procedure the Hamiltonian of the system t
the form:

HB5Mcl,B1
1

4QF,B
P†P1S GBm8D

2 1
Nc

2B2

16QF,B
DD†D2 i

NcB

8QF,B
~D†P2P†D !, ~7!

mD
2 85mD

2 2mp
2 . The momentumP is canonically conjugate to the variableD. Equation

~7! describes the oscillator-type motion of the fieldD in the background formed by th
(u,d) SU(2) soliton. After diagonalization, which can be done explicitly according
Refs. 9 and 10, the Hamiltonian can be written as

TABLE I. The static characteristics of theB51 hedgehog and toroidal solitons withB52,3,4 ~Ref. 14!.

B Mcl,B QF,B QT,B QJ,B GB vs vc vb

1 0.865 1.86 5.14 5.14 3.98 0.200 1.18 3.66
2 1.656 3.79 10.55 16.45 7.80 0.196 1.15 3.62
3 2.523 6.16 16.85 37.85 12.85 0.205 1.17 3.63
4 3.446 8.84 23.65 72.5 18.80 0.215 1.19 3.68
4* 3.140 — — — — 0.196 1.15 3.62

B es522 ec51 ec52 eb521 eb522

1 — — — — —
2 0.096 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.19
3 0.12 0.22 0.23 0.26 0.27
4 0.18 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.25
4* 0.52 0.58 0.61 0.60 0.65

Note: Mcl,B is in GeV, and the moments of inertiaQF,B5Qc5Qb , QT , QJ and G are in GeV21. The
excitation frequenciesvs,c,b are in GeV. The binding energies~in GeV! of baryonic systems withB52,3,4,
S522, charmc51,2 (ec51,2) and bottomb521,22 (eb521,22) are shown. The parameters of the model a
Fp5108 MeV,e54.84~Ref. 3!. The rowB54* shows the binding energies for theB54 configuration found
in Refs. 15 and 16 with extrapolation forvB545vB52. The uncertainty of these estimates within our choice
the model and configurations is;0.02 GeV.
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HB5Mcl,B1vF,Ba†a1v̄F,Bb†b1O~1/Nc!, ~8!

wherea† and b† are the creation operators for the charm and anticharm~bottom and
antibottom! quantum numbers,vF,B and v̄F,B being the frequencies of heavy flavo
~antiflavor! excitation.D andP are connected witha andb in the following way:9,10

Di5
1

ANcBmF,B

~ai1b†i !, P i5
ANcBmF,B

2i
~ai2b†i ! ~9!

with

mF,B5~1116mD
2 8GBQF,B /~NcB!2!1/2.

The flavor~antiflavor! excitation frequenciesv and v̄ are:

vF,B5
NcB

8QF,B
~mF,B21!, v̄F,B5

NcB

8QF,B
~mF,B11!. ~10!

It should be noted that the differencev̄F,B2vF,B5NcB/(4QF,B) is the same to leading
order in Nc as that obtained in the collective coordinates approach.12,13 Indeed, in the
collective coordinates approach the zero-modes energy of the soliton rotated
SU(3) configuration space and depending on the ‘‘flavor’’ inertiaQF,B can be written as:

Erot~QF,B!5
1

4QF,B
@NcB1nqq̄~NcB12nqq̄1222Tr !#, ~11!

wherenqq̄ is the number of additional quark–antiquark pairs present in the quan
state,NcB13nqq̄5p12q, p, q are the numbers of indices in the spinor describing
SU(3) irrep, Tr5(p1nqq̄)/2 is the so-called right isospin characterizing the irrep~see
Ref. 13, where theB51, nqq̄50 case was considered, and Ref. 12, where~11! was
obtained forNc53). The term proportional tonqq̄NcB in ~11! coincides with the differ-
ence ofv̄F,B andvF,B in ~10!.

For the difference of the frequencies of excitation in the cases ofB>2 andB51
systems we obtain:

Dv.
mF8

2 F S G1

QF,1
D 1/2

2S GB

QF,B
D 1/2G . ~12!

It is proportional to the heavy quark massmF and is positive ifG1 /QF,1>GB /QF,B . For
B52, 3 this is in fact the case. The characteristics ofSU(2) toroidal solitons with baryon
numbersB52, 3, 4 have been calculated previously.14 For B52 they agree to good
accuracy with those given later in Ref. 10. For greater baryon numbers some confi
tions of lower energy have been found,15,16but necessary quantities likeQF,B andGB are
still lacking.

As a result, the binding energy of heavy flavored dibaryons, tribaryons, etc
creases in comparison with strange flavor case, as can be seen from the results
merical estimates shown in Table I.

4. The ;1/Nc zero-modes quantum correction to the energies of baryonic sys
can be estimated according to the expression9,10
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DE1/Nc
5

1

2QT,B
@cF,BTr~Tr11!1~12cF,B!I ~ I 11!1~ c̄F,B2cF,B!T~T11!#, ~13!

whereI is the isospin of the baryonic systems,Tr is a quantity analogous to the ‘‘right’
isospinTr in the collective coordinates approach,3,11,6 andTr5Ib f1T;

cF,B512
QT,B

2QF,BmF,B
~mF,B21!, c̄F,B512

QT,B

QF,B~mF,B!2
~mF,B21!. ~14!

In the rigid-oscillator model the states predicted are not identified with definiteSU(3) or
SU(4) representations. However, that can be done, as was shown in Ref. 10. The
tization condition (p12q)/35B ~Ref. 3! for arbitraryNc is changed to (p12q)5NcB
13nqq̄ . For example, the state withc52, I 50, andnqq̄50 should belong to the 27-ple
of the (u,d,c) SU(3) group, if Nc53 ~see also Ref. 10!. For a 27-plet of dibaryons
Tr51, and for an antidecupletTr50. For a 35̄-plet of tribaryonsTr51/2, and for an
arbitrary (p,q) irrep to which the baryonic system belongs one hasTr5p/2 if nqq̄50. I
andT take the lowest possible values, 0 or 1/2 in our case. IfQF→`, Eq. ~13! goes over
to the expression obtained for axially symmetric baryonic systems in the collectiv
ordinates approach,11 while in the realistic case withQT /QF.2.7 the structure of~13! is
more complicated.

The quantum correction due to usual spatial rotations, also of the order of 1/Nc , is
of exactly the same form as obtained in Ref. 11~see Refs. 9 and 10!. The binding
energies shown in Table I are defined relative to the decay intoB baryons, nucleons o
flavored hyperons. The binding energy of theB54 state relative to 2 dibaryons, fo
example, will be smaller or negative. Since we are interested in the lowest energy
we discuss here the baryonic systems with the lowest allowed angular mome
J50 for B52, 4, andJ53/2 for B53. The latter value is due to the constraint impos
by the symmetry properties of the configuration. The valueJ51/2 is allowed for the
configuration found in Ref. 15.

For B53 and 4 the toroidal configurations we have used here do not correspo
the minimum of the static energy, but it is only for such configurations that the nece
quantitiesQF,B andGB are known. ForB53 the toroidal configuration does not diffe
much in energy from the tetrahedral one, which is known to be the configuratio
minimum energy.15,16 ~The masses of stranglets obtained from bound skyrmions witB
up to 17~Ref. 16! have been estimated recently17 in the bound-state soliton model.! For
B54 the difference is large,;300 MeV in energy. However, it would be incorrect
decrease all theB54 energies by 300 MeV and increase the binding energies, bec
the other soliton characteristics and therefore the excitation energiesvc and vb would
also change. A reasonable extrapolation forB54 is shown in Table I.

5. To conclude, we have estimated the binding energies of dibaryons, tribaryons
tetrabaryons with nonzero charm and bottom. For the top quantum number the nec
data for the meson masses are not available, but similar results can be obtained for
When the mass of the meson witht51 was taken asmt5175 GeV, the value ofv t

turned out to be close to 130 GeV; therefore, the energy of the top-baryons is sm
than it should be, by several tens of GeV. It also turned out that the state withB52,
t51 is lower in energy than the baryon witht51 by ;1.5 GeV, and the hyperonL t
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could decay into theB52 state witht51 and an antinucleon. In view of considerab
uncertainty of our approach this result should be checked in other variants of the m
Moreover, the large width of thet quark puts this issue in doubt.

The apparent drawback of the approach exploited in the present paper is th
motion of the system into the ‘‘charm’’ or ‘‘bottom’’ direction is considered indepe
dently from other motions. Therefore, consideration of baryonic systems with ‘‘mix
flavors is not possible here; it demands a more complicated treatment.

Since the binding energies increase with increasing mass of the flavor, the ch
and bottom baryonic systems have a better chance of being bound than do strang
onic systems. This is in agreement with the experimental fact thatcc̄ andbb̄ quarkonia
with JP512 are bound more strongly thanss̄ relative to the lightest pseudoscalar meso
with the corresponding flavor. The nonzero quantum corrections to the energ
charmed~bottom! baryonic systems are expected to be smaller than for strange bar
systems, because of the greater mass of charmed~bottom! quarks or mesons.

The rigid oscillator model of Kaplan, Klebanov, and Westerberg that we used
generally underestimates the masses of the quantized states if the masses of the
andD isobar have been fitted to the start.9,10 At the same time, the collective coordinate
approach with the rigid or soft rotator variant of the model usually overestimates
masses of baryons.3,11,18 One of the sources of this difference is the presence of
zero-modes contribution to the rotational energy, which is of the order ofNc /QF ~see Eq.
~11!13,11,18and which is absent in the oscillator model.It was shown recently by Wal
for the B51 sector13 that this large contribution is cancelled almost completely by
1-loop correction — the zero-point Casimir energy, which is of the same order,Nc

0 ~Ref.
19!. Anyway, since both approaches have led to similar results in the case of st
baryonic systems, we may expect the same for the case of charmlets and bottom
that our results should be valid qualitatively, at least.

The production of states withc51 and evenc52 will be available at accelerator
like the future Japan Hadron Facility~energy;50 GeV!, but the production of bottom-
lets requires higher energy.

I am indebted to H. Walliser for helpful discussions of skyrmion quantization
arbitraryNc andNF .

This study was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
Grant 95-02-03868a, and was presented at the Workshop on Science at Japan
Facility ~JHF98!, KEK, March 3–7, 1998.
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Erratum

Do excited states exist in a system
of two neutrons?

D. V.
Aleksandrov,
E. Yu.
Nikol’ski �,
B. G.
Novatski�, and
D. N.
Stepanov
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

R.
Wolski
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 31342 Krako´w, Poland
~Submitted 23 April 1998!
67, No. 11, 860–865~10 June 1998!
The interaction in a system of two neutrons
~2n! in the reaction T~d,
3He! at energy
Ed531 MeV is investigated
experimentally. Nuclear-unstable 2n, with a
decay width
G5~1.160.2! MeV,
is observed with a large transverse cross sections in the interval of
angles from 6° to 13°
~ds/dV~6°!;10 mb/sr in the
center-of-mass system!. Two wide energy peaks were observed in the
3He spectra. It is proposed that
broad resonances with energies
E*5~3.660.3!
and E*;11.8 MeV,
populated in the reaction T~d,
3He!, are excited in the
n–n system. Their energy positions satisfy the interval
rule E4:E2>3.3,
indicating the possible existence of a ‘‘rotational band’’ with the
characteristics 21 and 41.
The ‘‘radius’’ of the dineutron is estimated from the relation
DE5\2l~l11!/2mR2 to
be;8 fm.
@S0021-3640~98!00511-8#
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The question of the forces acting between two particles is a
fundamental problem of classical and quantum physics. The solution of
this problem has made it possible to understand the nature of
electromagnetic and gravitational forces. It is well known that the
existence of numerous excited states in the hydrogen atom was the key
to the construction of the ‘‘planetary’’ model of the Bohr atom.
Nuclear forces differ sharply from electromagnetic forces by their very
short range, and the deuteron — the simplest nuclear system with an
anomalously low binding energy
~e52.22 MeV! — does not have
excited bound states like the hydrogen atom.
However, the experimental study of pn and pp
scattering has firmly established an interaction in the final state in
these systems with isospin T51 and it has been shown that
singlet d and 2p systems possess virtual levels
near the decay threshold. In the 1960s and 1970s the hypothesis of the
charge independence and symmetry of nucleon–nucleon interactions was
checked experimentally in measurements of the scattering lengths. A
small difference was found in the n–n and p–n
interactions:
ann5216.6 fm and
anp5223.7 fm~see, for
example, the review in Ref. 1!. In contrast to p–p
and p–n scattering, because of the unavailability of
neutron targets the main means of studying the n–n
interaction have been the reactions D~n, p!, T~n,
d!, D~d, 2p!, T~d,
3He!, and T~t,
4He!. We note that in these
investigations emphasis has been placed on confirmation of the
hypothesis of charge independence and symmetry of the nuclear forces
and not on a search for excited states of unstable
2n. As a rule, the spectra have been obtained
in a narrow energy range near zero binding energy of the
dineutron.2 On the other hand, in high-energy physics the
searches have been conducted for ‘‘narrow’’ dibaryonic resonances
~2p! with energies of tens and even hundreds of
MeV, which are traditionally far from the excitation energies
characteristic for low-energy nuclear physics.3
The objective of the present work was to search for excited states of
the dineutron in the reaction T~d,
3He! by the conventional methods of
nuclear spectroscopy in the interval from the
2n ground state up to the maximum possible
energies admissible under the experimental conditions
~E*;15 MeV!. Of the
three variants of the search for dibaryonic resonances
~2n,2p,np! the first one was chosen because a
purely nuclear interaction of two identical particles occurs in this
case
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the transverse cross sections
~ds/dV~6°!;10 mb/sr in the
center-of-mass system! and their sharp forward elongation. This is
evident from Fig. 3, where the experimental angular
distributions for the reaction T~d,
3He! are presented. The filled
circles indicate the differential cross sections for the
2n ground state, while the open circles
correspond to the resonance with
E53.6 MeV. Conversely, the
parasitic process T~d,
4He* !, proceeding with
formation of unstable levels of
4He* and their subsequent
dissociation into 3He1n, is more
complicated~two-nucleon pickup reaction!. Moreover, as one can see
from the table of the decay widths presented in Ref. 6, the
dissociation of 4He*
proceeds predominantly with the emergence of a triton and not a
3He nucleus.
The main results of this work are presented in Table
I, where the excitation energies of the hypothetical
resonances in 2n are given in the first
column, the proposed values of the spins and parities are given in the
second column, and estimates of their decay widths are given in the
third column. Nonetheless, we believe that additional experiments at
high incident deuteron energies~50–60 MeV! must be performed in order
to confirm the results obtained.
We thank M. V. Zhukov and I. M. Pavlichenkov for helpful discussions
and a number of valuable remarks, as well as SKTB E´ P of the
Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences for preparing the
titanium–tritium targets.
This work was supported by Russian Fund for Fundamental Research under
Grant 96-02-17298a.
B. Kühn, Fiz. Élem. Chastits
At. Yadra, 378~1975! @Sov. J. Part. Nucl.
6~2!, 139~1976!#.
E. Baumgartner, H. E. Conzett,
E. Shield, and R. J. Slobodrian,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 16, 105~1966!.
Yu. A. Troyan, A. V. Nikitin, V. N. Pechenov , Preprint
R1-90-78, JINR, Dubna, 1990; Yad. Fiz. 54,
1301~1991! @Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 54,
792~1991!#.
M. Ivanovich, P. G. Joung, and
G. G. Ohlsen, Nucl. Phys. A
110, 441~1968!.
H. T. Larson, A. D. Bacher,
K. Nagatini, and T. A. Tombrello,
Nucl. Phys. A 149, 161~1970!.
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Cherenkov emission of magnons by a slow monopole

P. V. Vorob’eva) and I. V. Kolokolovb)

G. I. Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy o
Sciences, Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 25 March 1998; resubmitted 6 May 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 866–868~10 June 1998!

The energy losses due to Cherenkov emission of magnons during the
interaction of a slow heavy monopole with magnetically ordered media
are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00611-2#

PACS numbers: 14.80.Hv

The observation of slow, heavy monopoles1,2 would be of fundamental significanc
for elementary particle physics and cosmology. However, most modern detectors p
a low efficiency when detecting slow monopoles with velocitiesv/c,1024 ~Ref. 3!. For
this reason, for both detector physics and astrophysics it is of interest to consider dif
mechanisms of the interaction of monopoles with matter.

In the present letter we study the passage of a slow monopole through a ma
cally ordered medium. In this case the main mechanism of kinetic energy loss is
enkov emission of magnons. This is because the phase velocities of magnons rea
and the monopole–magnon coupling is linear and large.

For definiteness, we shall study a ferromagnet but the estimates obtained belo
more general.

The magnon Hamiltonian in the presence of the magnetic field of a moving m
pole can be written in the form

H5(
k

\vkak
†ak1(

k
~ f ke

2 iVktak
†1c.c.!, ~1!

whereak
† is the creation operator of a magnon with wave vectork, vk is the magnon

dispersion law,Vk5k–v, v is the monopole velocity vector, andf k is the coupling
coefficient between the monopole magnetic fieldB5g¹ (1/r ) and the magnon.

The energy of magnons emitted per unit time equals

e5
2p

\ (
k

vku f ku2d~Vk2vk!. ~2!

Let the velocityv of the monopole be directed along the spontaneous magnetiza
fixing the direction of theZ axis.c! Then
9100021-3640/98/67(11)/3/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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f k5
4pgmB

a3/2AV
AS

2

kx2 iky

k2
, ~3!

wherea is the lattice constant,V is the volume of the sample,S is the spin at a lattice
site, andmB is the Bohr magneton. Substituting expression~3! Eq. ~2! for e becomes

e5
2g2mB

2S

a3\
E d3kvk

kx
21ky

2

k4
d~kzv2vk!. ~4!

The integration in Eq.~4! extends over the first Brillouin zone.

If v>u, whereu is the velocity of magnons near the boundary of the Brillouin zo
then the magnons with largek are important. Then

e.
v̄g2vM

v
, ~5!

where the frequencyvM54pmB
2S/\a3 characterizes the magnetization of the medium4

v̄5
1

2pE d2k'

k'
2

vk'
~6!

k'5(kx ,ky), andv̄ is of the order of the maximum magnon frequency.

For g2.4700•e2 we obtain

e.103
•Ry•vM~v̄t!, ~7!

wheret5a/v is the characteristic interaction time.

Typical values for magnetically ordered dielectrics arev̄.10213 s21, vM.10211

s21 and for v/c.1024 we havee.1014 eV/s, which corresponds to losses per u
lengthdE/dl.108 eV/cm.

It is evident from Eq.~5! that the lossese and dE/dl increase with decreasin
velocity v of the monopole. When the velocityv becomesv,u, magnons from the
bottom of the spectrum make the main contribution to the losses. For themvk
5vex(ak)2, wherevex is the frequency characterizing the exchange interaction,4,5 the
expressions for the losses now become

e5g2
vMv

4vexa
2

, ~8!

dE

dl
5

e

v
5g2

vM

4vexa
2

. ~9!

As one can see, as the velocity of the monopole decreases, the energy losses p
length become constant. The characteristic values arevM /vex.1022, and for v/c
.1024 anda.1028 cm we havedE/dl.108 eV/cm.

It is evident from these estimates that the level of the energy losses of a
magnetic monopole in a magnetically ordered medium is comparable to that o
ionization losses of a fast monopole. This opens up new possibilities for constru
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detectors in the rangev/c,1024. Conversion of spin waves into electromagnetic wav5

makes it possible to register the passage of a monopole through a slab of ma
material by standard radio electronic means.

A detailed analysis of other mechanisms of the interaction of a slow monopole
matter is given in Ref. 6.

We thank L. M. Barkov, I. B. Khriplovich, and V. V. Yanovski� for their interest in
this work and for helpful remarks.

a!e-mail: vorobyov@inp.nsk.su
b!e-mail: kolokolov@inp.nsk.su
c!The general case can be investigated completely analogously and the answer differs only by a numeric
of the order of 1.
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Phase conjugation of linear signals and solitons
of magnetostatic waves

A. L. Gordon, G. A. Melkov,a) A. A. Serga, V. S. Tiberkevich,
and A. V. Bagada
T. Shevchenko Kiev University, 252017 Kiev, Ukraine

A. N. Slavin
Department of Physics, Oakland University, Rochester, MI 48309, USA
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Phase conjugation of magnetostatic waves by a local longitudinal pump
in yttrium iron garnet films is observed experimentally. Theoretical
expressions are obtained which describe the experimental curves well.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00711-7#

PACS numbers: 41.20.Gz

1. Phase conjugation~or wave-front reversal! has been well studied in the optica
range, where it opens up new possibilities in adaptive optics, laser-driven fusion, c
lation information processing, and so on.1 In phase conjugation~PC! the nonlinear inter-
action of a signal wave with a complex amplitudea1 and a reference~pump! wave with
amplitude ap gives rise to a wave with the complex-conjugate amplitudea2* 5const
3a1 , which always propagates counter to the signal wave irrespective of the ang
incidence of the latter on the interaction region. This is equivalent to the time rev
operation: The signal wave is not reflected from the interaction region according t
laws of geometrical optics but rather it propagates backward away from the intera
region along the same trajectory along which it arrived; the wave front of the conju
wave is the same as that of the signal wave, but propagating in the opposite dire2

One method of PC is the parametric method, in which a parametric wave and one o
pump waves, respectively, for parametric excitation of the first or the second or
engender an idler wave with complex-conjugate amplitude relative to that of the s
wave.2

2. In the present work we investigated the phase conjugation of magnetostatic
ward volume waves~MSBVWs! in yttrium iron garnet~YIG! ferrite films by parametric
interaction of the waves with a local electromagnetic pump. The pump frequencyvp was
double the signal frequencyv1 , i.e., a first-order parametric process occurred. The
periment was performed on an ordinary magnetostatic delay line~Fig. 1!, where, how-
ever, besides input and output transducers separated by 7.5 mm a third electrod
placed midway between these transducers for feeding the pump signal to the film3 All
three transducers consisted of segments of microstrip transmission lines shorted
end; the input and output transducers were 50mm wide and the pump electrode wa
200mm wide; the YIG film was 4.9mm thick and 1.6 mm wide.
9130021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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An external magnetic fieldH51015 Oe was applied tangentially to the plane of t
film and perpendicular to the axes of the transducers. This corresponds to operation
magnetostatic delay line in the MSBVW regime. The experimentally measured d
time td of the MSBVW pulse in the linear regime for a 4686 MHz carrier frequency w
equal to 336 ns, which agrees well with the theoretically computed values of the g
velocity 2.22 cm/ms and delay time 338 ns. The total loss at the carrier frequency
'13 dB. The input signal pulse had a durationts 540 ns and a square shape. T
energy of the pump at frequencyvp.2v1 was fed from a magnetron generator throu
a matching transformer to the central electrode at the moment when the signal
passed through the active region near this electrode~see Fig. 1!. The pump pulse duration
tp varied from 20 ns to 70 ns and the maximum pump power reached 6.7 W, which
an amplitudehp of the microwave magnetic field at the film of up tohp.30 Oe.

3. To give a theoretical description of PC of MSBVWs in the experimental sys
~see Fig. 1! it is necessary to solve a one-dimensional problem of the interaction
signal MSBVW with a local parametric pump. This problem belongs to the general
of problems of parametric interaction of three or four waves of different nature~optical,
plasma, elastic, spin, and so on! in an active region of finite lengthL. For spin and
magnetostatic waves the effect of the pump localization during the parametric intera
has been studied only in the stationary case of monochromatic signal and pump4 and to
find the thresholds for the excitation of the waves by local pumping.4–6 The problem of
local pumping has been investigated in greatest detail in Ref. 2, where, however, on
case of stationary pumping was considered. This is clearly unacceptable for a mult
system, such as a ferrite film, where in principle pulsed pumping must be used in or
obtain any appreciable amplification and conversion of waves.4

We solved the nonstationary problem of the interaction of an arbitrary signal w
with a nonstationary uniform pump localized in the region of interaction of lengthL and
having withinL a constant amplitudeap . The analysis was performed using the stand
system of equations, derived by Bloembergen,7,8 neglecting the back effect of parametr
processes on the pump:

FIG. 1. Ferrite film1 with input 2 and output3 transducers and a pump-field transducer4. The active region
where the magnetostatic waves interacted with a local pump field is located at the center of the hatched
The phase conjugate signal is extracted from the input transducer2.
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S ]

]t
1G11v1

]

]zDa15Vapa2* 1 f 1~ t,z!,

S ]

]t
1G22v2

]

]zDa2* 5V* ap* a11 f 2~ t,z!. ~1!

Herea1[a1(z,t), a2[a2(z,t) are the slow complex amplitudes~envelopes! of the sig-
nal wave, exp@i(k1z1v1t)#, and the idler wave, exp@i(2k2z1v2t)#; k15k2[k, v11v2

5vp . Only the pump parameterVap takes into account the specific nature of the int
acting waves; in the case of a parallel pumpVap5hp@(vp/2)22(gH)2#/2vpH ~Ref. 9!;
G1,2 are the relaxation parameters of the waves,v1,2 are the group velocities of the wave
andg is the gyromagnetic ratio for electronic spin. The external forcesf 1 and f 2 describe
distributed sources acting in the interaction region in addition to the pump. These
be, for example, random thermodynamic disturbances, which were used in Refs. 6 a
to calculate the thresholds. In that case they can be assumed to be constants. In o
of the general formulation of the problem the thresholds can be calculated neglectf 1

and f 2 from the condition of an infinite gain in the stationary regime. The initial a
boundary conditions must be added to Eq.~1!:

a1~ t50!5a1
0~z!, a1~z50!5a1

S~ t !,

a2* ~ t50!5a2
0* ~z!, a2* ~z5L !5a2

S* ~ t !. ~2!

The solution Eqs.~1!, taking account of Eqs.~2!, was obtained by the method of Green
functionsGi j (t,z,z8);11 an expression for the phase conjugate wave with the signal w
present only at the entrance (z50) is

a2* ~ t,z!5E
0

t

G21~ t2t8,z,0!v1a1
S~ t8!dt81E

0

L

G21~ t,z,z8!a1
0~z8!dz8, ~3!

G21~ t,z,z8!5
r

Av1v2

KFrt1mS z

L
2

z8

L D ,
z

L
,
z8

L Gexp~2v r t1kr~z2z8!!,

K~t,z,z8!5
s

2 (
n50

`

@P2n~t,an!2P2n~t,bn!2P2n12~t,gn!1P2n12~t,dn!#,

Pn~t,j!5Q~t2j!S t2j

t1j D n/2

I n~sAt22j2!,

Q(t) is the Heaviside unit function,I n(x) are Bessel functions with imaginary argu
ments; and,

an52n1uz2z8u, bn52n122~z1z8!,

gn52n1~z1z8!, dn52n122uz2z8u,

s5
VapL

Av1v2

, r5
2v1v2

~v11v2!L
, m5

v12v2

v11v2
, v r5

v1G21v2G1

v11v2
, kr5

G22G1

v11v2
.

Formula~3! was used to construct the theoretical curves in Fig. 2. In accordance wit
experimental conditions, it was assumed thatv15v25v, G15G25G, andv/G@L.
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Without dwelling here to analyze the solutions obtained, we note only that
depend strongly on the ratioh of the pump powerPp to the threshold powerPth deter-
mined by the damping of the MSBVWs, the sizeL of the active region, and the grou
velocitiesv1 andv2 ~Refs. 4 and 10!. For h5Pp /Pth,1 a stationary phase-conjugatio
regime obtains and forh.1 a nonstationary regime, accompanied by exponen
buildup of the waves in time, obtains.

4. In the experiment the signal pulse with frequencyv1 and durationts540 ns was
fed into the input transducer of the delay line~see Fig. 1!. The MSBVW packet excited
by this pulse propagated along the YIG film to the output transducer. At the momet1

when the MSBVW packet passed through the active region a pump pulse with du
tp and frequencyvp was applied to the film. As a result of the action of the pump,
first MSBVW packet, continuing along its path to the output transducer,3 was amplified
in the active region and a phase conjugate MSBVW packet was formed and app
after a timet2.t1 near the input transducer, exciting in it an output electromagn
signal which was delayed relative to the input signal by the timet11t2.td .

In the course of the experiment the pulse powerP of the delayed phase conjuga
signal at the input transducer was measured with different pumpPp and signalPs powers
and different pump durationstp . Next, the parametric conversion ratioKp , describing
the parametric conversion of the incident signal into the phase conjugate signa
calculated. It equals the ratio of the power of the phase conjugate wave at the en
into the active region to the power of the input signal at the same point of the delay
and is convenient for making comparisons with the theory. Figure 2 displays the ex
mental curves ofKp versus the pump power for two pump durations:tp520 ns and 40
ns. At first the input signal power was equal to 5 mW and the delay line operated i
linear regime. The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the results of a theoretical calculation u
Eq. ~3!. In this case,Pth57.8 W, i.e., in the entire range of pump powers at our dispo
phase conjugation occurred in a stationary regime. Figure 2 shows good agreeme
tween theory and experiment, though at the maximum powerPp 56.7 W an appreciable
decrease of the conversion factor relative to the expected values was observed. Thi

FIG. 2. Conversion ratioKp , describing conversion of the incident signal into a phase conjugate signal, v
the pump power for the linear (L, * ! and soliton (s, d) operating regimes of the delay line at pump pul
durationstp520 ns~* , d) andtp540 ns (L, s); solid curves1 and2 — theoretical calculation according
to Eq. ~3! for tp520 and 40 ns, respectively.
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be due to the multiwave nature of the spin system of the ferrite film: At high powers m
and more spin waves are above the excitation threshold and impede transmission o
power to MSBVWs.4

5. We also realized experimentally phase conjugation of MSBVW envelope sol
arising in the YIG film when the input signal level exceeded a certain critical level for
formation of solitons.12 In our case this level was equal toPcr5140 mW. The experi-
mental results on phase conjugation of a signal with a power of 200 mW, for whi
MSBVW soliton propagates in the film, are also presented in Fig. 2. One can see th
conversion ratio describing the conversion of a soliton into a phase conjugate sig
always less than for a weak linear signal, especially at high powers and with long
pulses. This could be due to the stronger influence of parametrically excited higher
types of oscillations of the spin system, since now they are subjected to two pow
pulses — signal and pump. Of course, the circumstance that the soliton pulse is na
and possesses internal frequency modulation also has an effect.

The thresholds for the formation of envelope solitons of the phase conjugate
were calculated, using the conjugate wave profile obtained from Eq.~3!, by the inverse-
problem method with the aid of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. We neglected th
influence of nonlinear and dispersion effects in the pump region, making the assum
that the pump durationtp and the passage time of the signal through the active re
were short compared with the nonlinear distortion and dispersion spreading time12 It
turned out that the conditions of our experiment admit the existence of a phase con
wave soliton, but we were not able to observe it experimentally.

In summary, we have investigated experimentally and theoretically the phase
jugation of MSBVWs in YIG films by means of locally uniform parallel pumping. T
pulse power of the phase conjugate signal at the start of the pump region was mor
three times greater than the power of the low-amplitude input pulse. In the case
powerful input signal, forming an envelope soliton, the conversion ratio describing
conversion of the incident signal into the phase conjugate signal was almost two
lower.

This work was supported by the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental Research u
Grant 2.4/707, and by the US National Science Foundation under Grant DMR-970

a!e-mail: melkov@boy.rpd.univ.kiev.ua
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Screw-type transparency in a three-level medium

I. V. Kazinets and B. G. Matisov
St. Petersburg State Technical University,a! 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia

I. E. Mazets
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
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A solution is obtained for the system of Maxwell–Schro¨dinger equa-
tions describing the propagation of a laser pulse through a three-levelL
medium in which the initial atomic populations are in a specially pre-
pared coherent superposition of low-energy states. This solution de-
scribes a new type of transparency which is characterized by the pres-
ence of conversion of the frequency of the incident pulse and can be
used, specifically, to produce ‘‘optical keys’’ and frequency converters
for laser radiation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00811-1#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md

Several types of transparency in multilevel resonance media are now known
type is called self-induced transparency~SIT! and was discovered in the mid-1960s b
McCall and Hahn.1 The essence of the SIT phenomenon is that the leading edge o
incident pulse transfers particles of the medium into an excited state, while the tr
edge of the incident pulse induces the particles to emit coherently, giving up energy
field. If the area under the pulse~integral of the Rabi frequency over time! equals 2p,
then such a process of taking energy away from the leading edge and transferring it
trailing edge does not change the area of the pulse. Therefore the pulse prop
without loss in the medium. Self-induced transparency in multilevel media has
studied mainly by numerical methods. However, analytical solutions have also
obtained for stationary propagation of two-frequency pulses in three-level media
example.2

Another, well-known mechanism for producing transparency in a medium consi
of multilevel atoms is electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT!.3 EIT is based on
the fact that under the action of the leading edge of the incident pulses under c
conditions the atoms in the medium end up in a coherent superposition state which
coupled to the excited state, and they stop interacting with the field. Resonance rad
in the medium propagates without losses and without dispersion distortions.

In the present letter we describe a new type of transparency in a coherent three
medium that combines the effects characteristic of both SIT and EIT. Besides tran
ency, the phenomenon studied here includes a transformation of the frequency
9190021-3640/98/67(11)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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incident radiation in the course of propagation. Under certain conditions this transfo
tion can reduce to complete conversion of the frequency.

The significance of the term ‘‘screw’’ in the title is as follows: To observe tra
parency of this type a definite spatial periodicity of the initial nonuniform low-freque
coherence and initial populations of the low-energy levels of the medium~thread on a
female screw! must correspond to the given frequency, maximum amplitude, and sp
width of the incident pulse of a prescribed form~thread on a male screw!. This property
of the phenomenon under study is interesting, in our view, in connection with the p
bility of producing an optical key.

BASIC EQUATIONS

Let us consider a medium consisting of atoms with aL scheme of levels~Fig. 1!.
Let initial coherence between levelsu1& and u2& be induced in this medium~today the
production of such coherence does not present any experimental difficulties4!, while the
entire population is in the lower levels.

Let a pulse propagating along thez axis in resonance with the transitionu1&→u3& be
incident on a medium prepared in this manner. Coherence at the transitionu1&→u3& is
excited by this pulse, and on account of the presence of an initial coherence
transitionu1&→u2& radiation is induced in the medium at the frequency of the transi
u2&→u3& and is likewise directed along thez axis. We shall assume that the system
atomic levels is such thatk1>k25k, wherekm is the wave number of the field at th
transitionum&→u3& (m51,2). Then the total field can be represented in the form

E5E1~z,t !e1exp~2 i ~v1t2kz!!1E2~z,t !e2exp~2 i ~v2t2kz!!1c.c, ~1!

wherev15(e32e1)/\,v25(e32e2)/\, ande1 ande2 are unit polarization vectors.

We shall write the wave function of an atom in the medium as

uC&5a1~z,t !expS 2 i
e1

\
t D u1&1a2~z,t !expS 2 i

e2

\
t D u2&1a3~z,t !expS 2 i

e1

\
t D u3&,

~2!

whereu1&, u2&, and u3& are the eigenstates of the unperturbed HamiltonianĤ0 (Ĥ0um&
5emum&, m51,2,3) andam is a probability amplitude (m51,2,3). We shall study the
dynamics of such a three-level atom in the field~1! in the presence of a coherent inte
action regime~neglecting spontaneous relaxation!.

FIG. 1. Diagram of the energy levels of theL atoms in the medium.
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Under conditions of exact resonance and in the rotating wave approximation,
the Schro¨dinger equation we have for the nonstationary probability amplitudes

]

]t
a1~z,t !5 iV1* ~z,t !a3~z,t !exp~2 ikz!,

]

]t
a2~z,t !5 iV2* ~z,t !a3~z,t !exp~2 ikz!, ~3!

]

]t
a3~z,t !5 iV1~z,t !a1~z,t !exp~ ikz!1 iV2~z,t !a2~z,t !exp~ ikz!,

whereVm(z,t)5^3ud̂m•emum&E(z,t)/\ is the Rabi frequency (m51,2) andd̂1 and d̂2

are the dipole moment operators of the transitionsu1&→u3& and u2&→u3&, respectively.

Let us choose real Rabi frequencies and introduce the notation

V~z,t !5AV1
2~z,t !1V2

2~z,t !,
V1~z,t !

V~z,t !
5sin w~z,t !,

V2~z,t !

V~z,t !
5cosw~z,t !. ~4!

Instead of the amplitudesa1 , a2 , anda3 we introduces, r , andã3 :

s~z,t !5
V1~z,t !a1~z,t !1V2~z,t !a2~z,t !

V~z,t !
exp~ ikz/2!,

r ~z,t !5
V2~z,t !a1~z,t !2V1~z,t !a2~z,t !

V~z,t !
exp~ ikz/2!, ~5!

ã3~z,t !52 ia3~z,t !exp~2 ikz/2!.

Then the system~3! acquires the form

]

]t
r ~z,t !52

]w~z,t !

]t
s~z,t !,

]

]t
s~z,t !52V~z,t !ã3~z,t !1

]w~z,t !

]t
r ~z,t !,

~6!
]

]t
ã3~z,t !5V~z,t !s~z,t !.

Next, assuming that the interaction is adiabatic5

u]w/]tu!V, ~7!

we have that the system of equations~6! decomposes into two independent subsyste

]

]t
r ~z,t !50,

]

]t
s~z,t !52V~z,t !ã3~z,t !,

]

]t
ã3~z,t !5V~z,t !s~z,t !. ~8!

The solution of the system~8! has the form

r ~z,t !5const5r 0 , s~z,t !5s0 cos~u~z,t !/2!, ã3~z,t !5s0 sin~u~z,t !/2!, ~9!

whereu(z,t)52*2`
t V(z,t8)dt8 is the area of the total pulse and the fact thatã3u t52`

50 is taken into account. We also assume that the initial values of the amplitudess and
r do not depend onz, and we denote them bys0 and r 0 , respectively.
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To take account of the change in the radiation field on account of the influence o
medium in which this radiation propagates, we write down the abridged Maxwell w
equations for the slowly varying amplitudes of the waves propagating along thez axis:

S ]

]z
1

1

c

]

]t DEm~z,t !52p iNkdma3~z,t !am* ~z,t !exp~2 ikz! ~m51,2!, ~10!

where dm5^3ud̂m•emum&, and N is the number density of atoms in the medium. F
simplicity we shall consider a medium in whichd1>d25d. Making the substitution of
variablesz5z andt5t2z/c, we obtain from Eqs.~10!

]

]z
V~z,t!52

2p

\
Nkd2ã3~z,t!s* ~z,t!. ~11!

Next, switching to the area of the combined pulse, we have

]

]z

]

]t
u~z,t!52a sinu~z,t!, ~12!

wherea52pNkd2us0u2/\.

Equation~12! is the sine-Gordon equation. Let us consider a particular solutio
the form of a single solitonu(z,t)5u(z2ut). Then the solution to Eq.~12! is

u~z,t !54 tan21~exp~2n~z2ut!!!, ~13!

where

n25
a

u~12u/c!
5

2pkNd2us0u2

\u~12u/c!
. ~14!

Hence we have forV

V~z,t !5
1

2

]

]t
u~z,t !5nu•sech~n~z2ut!!. ~15!

Expression~15! is a particular solution of the equation describing the propagation
pulse in resonance with the transitionu1&→u3& in a medium prepared so thats0 and r 0

would be independent ofz. This is accomplished by prescribing a definite spatia
nonuniform distribution of the initial populationsua1u2, ua2u2 and the coherence
r125a1a2* . It follows from Eq. ~15! that if the pulse incident on the medium and
resonance with the transitionu1&→u3& has the form of a hyperbolic secant~whose pa-
rameters correspond to the initial state of the medium!, then as the pulse propagates in t
medium, the electromagnetic field will vary in a manner so that the aggregate puls
retain the initial form~15! and will consist of two pulses with two different carrie
frequencies. The propagation velocity of such an aggregate pulse can be easily
mined from the expressionVmax

2 5n2u2. Substituting Eq.~14! into this expression, we
obtain

u5
c

112p\vNus0u2/Emax
2

, ~16!
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wherev5kc andEmax
2 is the squared maximum value of the amplitude of the incid

pulse.

The contribution of each spectral component to the aggregate pulse is charact
by the quantityw(z,t), which can be found simply by differentiating:

]

]z
w~z,t!52a

r 0*

s0* nu
cosh@n~z2ut!#sin@2 tan21~exp~2n~z2ut!!!#>2a

r 0*

s0* nu
.

~17!

Sincew(z50)5p/2 ~the incident pulse has one carrier frequencyv1), we obtain the
solution to Eq.~17!

w~z,t !5
p

2
2a

r 0*

s0* nu
z, ~18!

whence one can see that]w/]t50, i.e., the adiabaticity condition~7! holds automatically.

Using Eqs.~4! and~5!, we obtain the following expressions for the amplitudesa1 ,
a2 , anda3 :

a15sin w~z!•s0 cos
u~z,t !

2
exp~2 ikz!1cosw~z!•r 0 exp~2 ikz!,

a25cosw~z!•s0 cos
u~z,t !

2
exp~2 ikz!2sinw~z!•r 0 exp~2 ikz!, ~19!

a35 is0 sin
u~z,t !

2
exp~ ikz!.

From Eqs.~19! we find the initial populations and the low-frequency coherence which
required for the medium to be transparent:

ua1u25sin2w~z!•us0u21cos2w~z!•ur 0u21sinw~z!•cosw~z!•~s0r 0* 1s0* r 0!,

ua2u25cos2w~z!•us0u21sin2w~z!•ur 0u22sinw~z!•cosw~z!•~s0r 0* 1s0* r 0!, ~20!

ua3u250, r125a1a2* 5sinw~z!•cosw~z!•~ us0u22ur 0u2!

2sin2w~z!•s0r 0* 1cos2w~z!•s0* r 0 .

The constantss0 andr 0 satisfy the conditionus0u21ur 0u251 ~see Eq.~5!! and they can be
interpreted as probability amplitudes of the initial population of the superposition s
us& and ur &, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Let us suppose that we have a medium with a prescribed densityN and consisting of
L atoms with the dipole moment of the transitionu1&→u3& ~Fig. 1! equal tod. Then a
definite value of the amplitudes0 ~and thereforer 0 also!, which is determined from
expressions~14! and ~16! as
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us0u25
Emax

2

2p\vN S nc\

dEmax
21D , ~21!

corresponds to definite parameters~maximum amplitudeEmax and spatial widthn21) of
the hyperbolic secant pulse~15! incident on the medium and in resonance with t
transitionu1&→u3&. The values ofs0 andr 0 correspond to a spatially nonuniform distr
bution of the initial populationsua1u2, ua2u2 and the coherencer12, determined by ex-
pressions~20!. Screw-type transparency is observed only when such a correspon
holds.

The phenomenon considered here has, in some sense, an analogy with a m
female screw or a lock and key. A concrete pulse~key! propagates transparently only i
a medium prepared in an appropriate manner~lock!. Therefore this phenomenon cou
find practical application for producing ‘‘optical keys.’’

For a deeper analysis of the mechanism of screw transparency we shall examin
limiting cases.

1. Let us suppose that the parameters of the incident pulse are such that as th
passes through an appropriately prepared medium a substantial portion of the pop
is in the upper levelu3&. This situation is realized fors0@r 0 ~see Eq.~19!!. The mecha-
nism leading to the formation of transparency is similar to SIT. The shape of the env
of the pulses with carrier frequenciesv1 andv2 is close to that of the envelope of th
incident pulse~Fig. 2a! ~this is valid for 2p\vN/Emax

2 @1, which holds in all cases o
practical interest!. If the parameters of the incident pulse are such thats051 (r 050),
then, as follows from Eq.~20!, the medium should be in the following initial state
ua1u251, ua2u250, r1250. The population does not transfer into theu2& level and screw
transparency completely degenerates into two-level SIT.

2. Let s0!1. As one can see from Eq.~19!, the upper stateu3& is then virtually
empty. Using the established terminology, we can say that the atoms of the mediu
trapped in a superposition stateur & which does not interact with the field. This situatio
is similar to EIT. The envelope of pulses with carrier frequenciesv1 and v2 has a
strongly distorted shape~Fig. 2b! ~for 2p\vN/Emax

2 @1) Degeneracy appears atus0u2

50 and reduces to the following trivial situation:ua1u250, ua2u251, r1250. The pulse in
resonance with the transitionu1&→u3& does not affect the population in the levelu2&.

FIG. 2. Initial low-frequency coherence of the medium~top! and amplitudes of pulses with frequenciesv1 and
v2 — E1 andE2 , respectively, at three successive moments in time~bottom! — left-most — incident pulse
before entry into the medium; a! r 0 /s050.1; b! r 0 /s052 ~this picture is observed if 2p\vN/Emax

2 @1).
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In all intermediate cases screw transparency is produced by two mechanisms.
the population is trapped in a superposition stateur & that does not interact with the field
while the other part of the population, located in the stateus&, interacts with the field by
a mechanism analogous to SIT.

The most complete conversion of the frequency of the incident pulse is observ
a medium whose thickness is a multiple ofZ, determined by the conditionw(Z)50 ~see
Eqs. ~4! and ~18!!. One can see from Eq.~20! that the period of nonuniformity of the
initial coherent superposition of low-energy states of the medium~coherence lattice spac
ing! equals 2Z. As a result of the independence ofw from t, the time dependence of th
envelope of the pulses with carrier frequenciesv1 andv2 is the same at any pointz of
the medium.

In order for screw transparency to exist the parameters of the incident pulse
satisfy the conditions 0,us0u2,1, n!k, which together with Eq.~21! reduce to the
inequalities

dEmax

c\
,n!k,

Emax
2

2p\vNS nc\

dEmax
21D,1. ~22!

As an example we shall present some numerical estimates. Let us suppose that w
a medium withL-atom densityN51015 cm23 and dipole moment of the resonanc
transitiond510218 cgs esu; the frequency of the resonance transition isv51015 s21.
Let a resonant pulse in the form of a hyperbolic secant with maximum inten
I m;10 W/cm2 and spatial widthn2151022 cm be incident on such a medium. The
proceeding from Eq.~21!, we haveus0u2;0.1. The propagation velocity of such a pul
in the medium is determined by expression~16! and equalsu;23106 cm/s. The quan-
tity Z;531023 cm. Substituting the values obtained into Eq.~20! we find the initial
state of the medium that is necessary for transparency of a given pulse.

It is also necessary to take into consideration the fact that the approach descri
the present letter is valid only for times much shorter than the lifetime of the excited
u3&. Assuming that the propagation time of a pulse in the medium does not ex
1026 s, we find that over this time the pulse can transverse a medium with thick
z;2 cm.

The type of transparency studied above combines several currently known m
nisms of this kind. Now the actuation of one or another mechanism depends o
parameters of the incident pulse and the corresponding degree of nonuniformity
initial coherent superposition of the low-energy states of the medium~coherence lattice
spacing!. This type of transparency has two distinguishing features: 1! for a coherent
pulse in the form of a hyperbolic secant the screw transparency arises only in a m
specially prepared for this pulse and 2! besides transparency of the medium, frequen
conversion of the incident pulse also occurs. Either total conversion of the frequen
a more complicated transformation of the incident pulse into two pulses with ca
frequencies equal to the frequencies of adjacent atomic transitions in theL medium can
occur at the exit from the medium.
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Generation of quadrature-squeezed light during the
propagation of a light wave in a birefringent fiber

S. A. Podoshvedova)

Southern Urals State University, 454080 Chelyabinsk, Russia

~Submitted 9 January 1998; resubmitted 21 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 881–886~10 June 1998!

It is shown that generation of quadrature-squeezed states of a vector
electromagnetic field in which quantum fluctuations in one of the
quadrature components are smaller than in the coherent state can occur
in cubically nonlinear media~birefringent fibers! with efficient energy
transfer between the polarization modes of the field. It is shown that for
certain distributions of the initial total power between modes, light with
suppressed quantum fluctuations in both polarization modes of the vec-
tor field is formed at the fiber exit. The optimal conditions for obtaining
quadrature-squeezed light are determined. New analytical expressions
are obtained for the degree of squeezing in the two polarization modes
in the case when there is no energy transfer between the polarization
components of the field propagating in the fiber~eigenmodes of two-
wave mixing!. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00911-6#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dy, 42.81.Gs

Possible ways of controlling the quantum fluctuations of laser fields are curr
under intensive investigation, being of great interest both from the standpoint of im
menting fundamental physical experiments and for producing a fundamentally new
eration of computers — optical computers.1 The key aspects of the current status
theoretical and experimental investigations of the formation of squeezed light in no
early optical interactions are reflected in Refs. 2 and 3. A quantum analysis of o
processes onx (3) nonlinearities, and specifically taking energy transfer into account,
be found in Refs. 4–6.

Let us consider the propagation of two coupled, orthogonally polarized, modes
cubically nonlinear medium~birefringent fibers or polarization-preserving optic
waveguides in which a strong birefringence is produced deliberately and it is necess
identify the slow and fast axes of the fiber! in the presence of a nonlinear correction to t
refractive index (n5n01n2•I , wheren253xxxxx

(3) /8n052.3310222 m2/V2 is the nonlin-
ear refractive index andI is the intensity of the field inside the fiber!. The three indepen-
dent components ofx (3) are related withxxxxx

(3) by the relationxxxxx
(3) 5xxxyy

(3) 1xxyxy
(3)

1xxyyx
(3) . The relative magnitude of the three components depends on the specific

cal mechanisms contributing tox (3). In quartz optical fibers, wherex (3) is mainly of
electronic origin, these three components are almost identical in magnitude.7 When this
9270021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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equation is taken into account, the operators describing the nonlinear dynamics
vector field in a given medium have the form

dÂx

dz
5

iR

3
Âx

1Ây
2 exp~ iDk!1 iRS Âx

1Âx1
2

3
Ây

1ÂyD Âx , ~1!

dÂy

dz
5

iR

3
Ây

1Âx
2 exp~2 iDkz!1 iRS 2

3
Âx

1Âx1Ây
1ÂyD Ây , ~2!

whereÂx , Ây
1 and Ây , Ây

1 are operators creating and annihilating photons polarize
the directions x and y; R5nA2\v/e0V is a nonlinear coupling coefficient
n5n2v/cA, v is the carrier frequency,A is the effective area of the fiber,Dk52(ky

2kx) is the wave detuning, andkx andky are the propagation constants of the mode

Let us examine a model in which we determine the quantum operators of the v
field as

Âx5^Âx&1âx , ~3!

Ây5^Ây&1ây , ~4!

where^Âx& and^Ây& are the classical values of the intensities of the vector electrom
netic field; âx and ây are photon annihilation operators which describe the quan
fluctuations of the polarization modes. From Eqs.~3! and ~4! we obtain ^DÂx

2&
5^Dâx

2&, ^DÂy
2&5^Dây

2&. Substituting expressions~3! and ~4! into Eqs.~1! and ~2! and
retaining in Eqs.~1! and~2! only terms which are linear inâx andây , we obtain to zero
order in âx and ây the standard nonlinear equations which describe the evolution o
classical intensities of the vector electromagnetic field. We shall represent this syst

dc

ds
5

1

3
~122h!cos~2c!1

2

3
h2

1

3
1

k

2
, ~5!

dh

ds
5

2

3
h~12h!sin~2c!, ~6!

where uqyu25h5u^Ây&u2/N; uqxu25u^Âx&u2/N; wx(s), wy(s) — phases of^Âx(s)&,
^Ây(s)&; c5wy2wx1ks/2; k5DkLnl ; s5z/Lnl ; Lnl51/RN; u^Âx&u21 u^Ây&u25N
5const. The system of equations~5! and ~6! can be represented in the Hamiltonia
form8,9 for two canonically conjugate quantitiesh and c: dh/ds52]H/]c and
dc/ds5]H/]h with the HamiltonianH given by

H5
1

3
h~12h!cos~2c!1

1

3
h22

1

3
h1

k

2
h. ~7!

Correspondingly, to first order inâx andây we obtain a system of linearized equations f
the quantum operatorsâx andây . From the practical standpoint the analysis is easies
follow if the equations are transformed into equations for quadrature operators. We
determine the quadrature operators of the polarization modes by the expressions
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X̂x~s!5
1

2
~ âx~s!exp~2 iwx~s!!1âx

1~s!exp~ iwx~s!!!, ~8!

Ŷx~s!5
1

2i
~ âx~s!exp~2 iwx~s!!2âx

1~s!exp~ iwx~s!!!, ~9!

X̂y~s!5
1

2
~ ây~s!exp~2 iwy~s!!1ây

1exp~ iwy~s!!!, ~10!

Ŷy~s!5
1

2i
~ ây~s!exp~2 iwy~s!!2ây

1~s!exp~ iwy~s!!!. ~11!

Performing the algebraic transformations, we obtain a system of equations that des
the dynamics of the quadrature operators:

dX̂x

ds
52

1

3
uqyu2 sin~2c!X̂x1

2

3
uqyu2 cos~2c!Ŷx

2
2

3
uqxuuqyusin~2c!X̂y2

2

3
uqxuuqyucos~2c!Ŷy , ~12!

dŶx

ds
52uqxu2X̂x1

1

3
uqyu2 sin~2c!Ŷx1

2

3
uqxuuqyu

3~21cos~2c!!X̂y2
2

3
uqxuuqyusin~2c!Ŷy , ~13!

dX̂y

ds
5

2

3
uqxuuqyusin~2c!X̂x2

2

3
uqxuuqyucos~2c!Ŷx1

1

3
uqxu2

3sin~2c!X̂y1
2

3
uqxu2 cos~2c!Ŷy , ~14!

dŶy

ds
5

2

3
uqxuuqyu~21cos~2c!!X̂x1

2

3
uqxuuqyu

3sin~2c!Ŷx12uqyu2X̂y2
1

3
uqxu2 sin~2c!Ŷy . ~15!

We shall assume thatâx and ây are in the vacuum state. Using this, we obtain t
following relations between the average combinations of the quadrature compone
the polarization modes of the light field:

^X̂i~0!&5^Ŷi~0!&50, ~16!

^X̂i~0!X̂j~0!&5
1

4
d i j , ^Ŷi~0!Ŷj~0!&5

1

4
d i j , ~17!

^X̂i~0!Ŷj~0!&5^Ŷi~0!X̂j~0!&50, iÞ j , ~18!
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^X̂i~0!Ŷi~0!&1^Ŷi~0!X̂i~0!&50, ~19!

where i 5x and j 5y. The linearized quadrature-operator equations~12!–~15! can be
written in the form

dX̂

ds
5GX̂, ~20!

whereX̂5(X̂x ,Ŷx ,X̂y ,Ŷy)
T is a column vector, while the form of the matrixG can be

obtained using Eqs.~12!–~15!. From the theory of linear differential equations it
known that the solution of Eq.~20! can be represented asX̂(s)5S(s)X̂(0), whereŜ(s)
is a 434 matrix with real elementsSi j (s). The equation for the matrixSi j (s) has the
form dS/ds5G(s)S(s). We introduce the following quantities:

Sxx5(
j 51

4

S1 j
2 ~s!, Syx~s!5(

j 51

4

S2 j
2 ~s!, Sxy~s!5(

j 51

4

S3 j
2 ~s!, Syy~s!5(

j 51

4

S4 j
2 ~s!.

To find the degree of quadrature squeezing in the polarization modes we

determine the quadrature operatorsX̂̃x , Ŷ̃x , X̂̃y , Ŷ̃y with arbitrary phasesw̃x andw̃y . As

an example, let us consider the quadrature operatorX̂̃x5(âx exp(2iw̃x)
1âx

1 exp(iw̃x))/2. Similar expressions can be obtained for the remaining quadrature

erators. With the aid of algebraic calculations, we writeX̂̃x in the form X̂̃x5X̂x coscx

1Ŷx sincx , wherecx5w̃x2wx . Calculations give for the variances of the quadrat

operatorX̂̃x

^ X̂̃x
2&5Sxx cos2cx1Syx sin2cx1Sxxy sin~2cx!, Sxxy5(

j 51

4

S1 jS2 j .

The procedure for finding the phasecx for which the variancêX̂̃x
2& assumes extre

mal values (]^ X̂̃x
2&/]cx50) leads to the following results:

tan~2cx!~max,min!5
2Sxxy

Sxx2Syx
, ~21!

sin~2cx!~max,min!56
2Sxxy

A~Sxx2Syx!
214Sxxy

2
. ~22!

Let us examine Eq.~22! with the minus sign. Then, introducing the normaliz

variance of the quadrature componentX̂x asSx5^ X̂̃x
2(s)&/^ X̂̃2(0)&, we obtain an analyti-

cal expression for the minimum normalized variance of a light wave polarized alox
~squeezing!:

Sx5
1

2
~Sxx1Syx2A~Sxx2Syx!

214Sxxy
2 !. ~23!

Correspondingly, for a given value of the phasecx the normalized variance ofŶx will be
maximum ~desqueezing — plus sign in front of the square root in Eq.~23!!. Taking
sin (2c) with a plus sign in Eq.~22!, we have the directly opposite picture. The norm
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ized variance ofŶx will be minimum while that ofX̂x will be maximum. Similar expres-
sions can be obtained for both the minimum and maximum normalized variances
y-polarization mode in the particular case that sin(2cy)562Syxy/A(Syx2Syy)

214Syxy
2 :

Sy5
1

2
~Sxy1Syy2A~Sxy2Syy!

214Syxy
2 !. ~24!

We obtain an expression forDy from Eq.~24! by replacing the minus sign by a plus sig
in front of the square root.

The solution of the classical equations~5! and ~6! can be obtained in terms of th
Jacobi elliptic functions. It is impossible to solve the linearized quadrature-operator
tions ~12!–~15! analytically in the most general case. Let us consider the stable e
modes~5! and~6!,8,9 which are extremal points of the Hamiltonian~7! and are determined
from the conditionsdc/ds5dh/ds50. A stability analysis shows that there exist tw
stable eigenmodes (he ,ce) which are determined ash5 1

2(12 3
4k), c5p/2 and h

5 1
2(12 3

4k), c53p/2. For this distribution of the total power between the polarizat
modes of the light wave and ratio of the phases, there is no energy transfer betwe
modes, despite the presence of the parametric term in Eqs.~5! and ~6!. In this case the
solution of Eqs.~12!–~15! can be written in the form

X̂x5
1

2
~11cos~U !!X̂x02

uqyu
2uqxu

sin~U !Ŷx01
uqyu
2uqxu

~12cos~U !!X̂y01
1

2
sin~U !Ŷy0 ,

~25!

Ŷx5S 4

3
uqxu2s1

uqxu
2uqyu

sin~U ! D X̂x01
1

2
~11cos~U !!Ŷx0

1S 4

3
uqxuuqyus2

1

2
sin~U ! D X̂y01

uqxu
2uqyu

~12cos~U !!Ŷy0 , ~26!

X̂y5
uqxu

2uqyu
~12cos~U !!X̂x01

1

2
sin~U !Ŷx0

1
1

2
~11cos~U !!X̂y02

uqxu
2uqyu

sin~U !Ŷy0 , ~27!

Ŷy5S 4

3
uqxuuqyus2

1

2
sin~U ! D X̂x01

uqyu
2uqxu

~12cos~U !!Ŷx0

1S 4

3
uqyu2s1

uqyu
2uqxu

sin~U ! D X̂y01
1

2
~11cos~U !!Ŷy0 , ~28!

whereU5(4uqxuuqyus)/3, X̂i05X̂i(s50), andŶi05Ŷi(s50). The calculations give for
Sxx , Syx ,Sxy , Syy , Sxxy , andSyxy

Sxx5
1

2
~11cos~U !!1

uqyu2

2uqxu2
~12cos~U !!, ~29!
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Syx5
16

9
uqxu2s21

4uqxu
3uqyu

~ uqxu22uqyu2!s sin~U !1
1

2uqyu2
1

uqyu22uqxu2

2uqyu2
cos~U !,

~30!

Sxxy5
2

3
s1

uqxu22uqyu2

2uqxuuqyu
sin~U !1

2

3
~ uqxu22uqyu2!s cos~U !. ~31!

The expressions forSxy , Syy , andSyxy can be obtained from Eqs.~29!–~31! by inter-
changingx andy. Figure 1 shows plots ofSx andSy versus the fiber length, normalize
to half the fiber length (L is the fiber length! for k520.5 ~the value of the stable
eigenmodehe511/16). For the present casek52vLnl(ny2nx)/c520.5 we have that
they component of the light field is polarized along the fast axis while thex component
is polarized along the slow axis of the fiber. As one can see from Fig. 1, the mini
values of the normalized variances ofâx and ây drop sharply to a certain level at th
initial stage of propagation and then oscillate around it. One can see from Fig. 1
stronger suppression of quantum noise in the fast mode than in the slow mode
vector field can be observed at the fiber exit.

Let us consider a different limiting case fork520.5. Let h(0)50.375, uqx(0)u2

50.625,c(0)5p/2 or c(0)53p/2. The value of the Hamiltonian~7! for this unstable
mode withh51 will be H520.25. The corresponding solution~5!, ~6! can be repre-
sented in the form of combinations of hyperbolic functions:

uqx~s!u250.625 sech2~U !, uqy~s!u25120.625 sech2~U !, ~32!

cos~2c~s!!5
0.2520.625 sech2~U !

120.625 sech2~U !
, sin~2c~s!!5

A0.9375 tan~U !

120.625 sech2~U !
, ~33!

where U50.3227s. Solving the system of equations~20! numerically, whereuqx(s)u,
uq2(s)u, cos(2c(s)) and sin(2c(s)) evolve according to Eqs.~32! and ~33!, we observe
dependencesSx(s) andSy(s) of the form presented in Fig. 2. One can see from Fig
that as the fiber length increases,Sx(s) approaches zero, whileSy(s)→0.15. Correspond-

FIG. 1. Minimum values of the normalized variancesSx(s) andSy(s) in the eigenmodes of two-wave mixing
as a function of the normalized distances5z/L (L/Lnl540; k520.5).
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ingly, as follows from Eqs.~32! and ~33!, uqx(s)u2→0, while uqy(s)u2→1. Linearly
polarized light with strongly suppressed quantum noise exits from the fiber.

In the present letter a quantum theory of two-mode interaction in a birefringent
was developed. Two new problems were solved. It was shown that it is possib
achieve suppression of quantum fluctuations in polarization modes of a vector field w
interact with one another through a cubic nonlinearity of the fiber.
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FIG. 2. Sx(s) and Sy(s) as a function ofs5z/L (L/Lnl520; k520.5) for the case of total energy transfe
from the slow to the fast mode.
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Multifrequency photon echo generated by extremely
short pulses

A. Yu. Parkhomenko
Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia

S. V. Sazonov
Kaliningrad State Technical University, 236000 Kaliningrad, Russia

~Submitted 23 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 887–891~10 June 1998!

A photon echo in a multilevel quantum medium excited by two ex-
tremely short pulses with durations of less than one period of oscilla-
tion of the light is investigated theoretically. It is shown thatQ echo
signals (Q is the number of allowed transitions! can form at each
frequency of the allowed transitions, and the number of echo responses
for all the allowed transitions equalsQ2. Of these,Q(Q21) signals
are separated in both time and space. The otherQ echo signals of all
the allowed frequencies all arise at the time 2t21 (t21 is the time inter-
val between application of the first and second pulses to the medium!
and are collinear with one another. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01011-1#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md, 42.65.Re

The possibility of generating extremely short pulses~ESPs! in the optical range
under laboratory conditions has engendered great interest in investigations of the
action of such pulses with matter.1–3 Since ESPs contain roughly one period of t
electromagnetic oscillations~i.e., they are video pulses!, here the slowly-varying-
amplitude and rotating-wave approximations,4 which have proven themselves in the o
tics of monochromatic resonance pulses~MRPs!, cannot be used in the wave and mater
equations. Inasmuch as self-induced transparency, which is a resonance effect,
analog for ESPs,5,6 there are grounds for believing that the photon echo effect,7,8 which,
like self-induced transparency, is a nonstationary optical phenomenon, should ha
analog with its characteristic features in the case of excitation of a medium by ESP
Refs. 9 and 10 the primary and stimulated one-frequency photon echoes arisin
medium excited by a combination of extremely short and monochromatic signals
examined for the example of a two-level medium. Since an ESP is of short duratio
spectrum is quite wide, and for this reason several quantum transitions, characterizi
optical properties of the medium in the frequency region covered by the spectrum
pulse, can be drawn simultaneously into interaction with the pulse. As a result,
signals with the corresponding frequencies can arise at the given transitions. Echo
9340021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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accompanying the action of resonance pulses with different frequencies on a m
have been investigated in many works~see Ch. 5 of Ref. 11 and the references ci
therein!.

The present letter is devoted to an investigation of the multifrequency photon
accompanying the action of wide-band ESPs on a multilevel quantum medium.
assumed that the quantum levels of interest are far removed from the continuous
trum of the medium, so that ionization processes can be neglected. Evidently, tran
lying in the infrared region of the spectrum can satisfy this condition.5,6 We write the
spectral overlap condition12 as

uvmru t̃p!1, ~1!

wherevmr52v rm is the frequency of an allowed transition between themth and rst
levels (vmr.0 for m,r ), andt̃p is the characteristic time scale of the ESP. The sys
of material equations for the elementsrmr of the density matrixr̂ of the medium,
neglecting irreversible relaxation, has the form

ṙmr5 ivmrrmr1 i @Â,r̂ #mr , ~2!

wherem, r 51,2,. . . ,N, N is the number of quantum levels studied,Â is the transition
matrix with elementsAmr5dmrE/\, dmr is the projection of the matrix element of th
dipole moment operatord̂ of the m↔r transition onto the electric field vectorE of the
ESP, and\ is Planck’s constant.

To investigate the excitation of the medium we assume, on the basis of Eq.~1!, that
vmr'0. Therefore we find from Eq.~2!

ṙ̂5 i @Â,r̂ #. ~3!

Echo signals form during the free evolution (Â50) of atomic dipole moments. Therefor

rmr~ t !5rmr~ t j !exp@ ivmr~ t2t j !#, ~4!

wheret j is the time at which the action of thenth ESP ceases.

Under the condition@Â,* t0
t Â dt#50 (t0 is the time at which the action of the ES

starts!,13 which holds, in particular, for linearly polarized signals,14 the solution of Eq.~3!
can be represented in the form

r̂~ t !5expS i
û

2
D r̂~ t0!expS 2 i

û

2
D , ~5!

where r̂(t0) is the density matrix of the medium prior to the action of the ESP, anû

52* t0
t Â dt8. Applying relations~4! and~5! n times in succession, we obtain an expre

sion for the dipole momentD[ Tr ( r̂d̂) of an atom after the action ofn pulses:

D52idpqU
~n!r l l sin@vpq~ t2tn,n21!1 . . . 1vk jt321vmrt21#, ~6!

where

U ~n!5Upt
~n! . . . Ukm

~2!Uml
~1!Ulr*

~1!Ur j*
~2! . . . Uhq* ~n! , Upk

~s!5@exp~ i û ~s!/2#pk
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are the matrix elements of the evolution operator after the action of thesth ESP, which
are determined by the profile of the latter and by the scheme of allowed quantum
sitions,r l l are the matrix elements of the equilibrium density matrix,ts,s21 is the time
interval between neighboring exciting pulses (s52,3,. . . ,n), and n is the number of
pulses applied to the medium. Summation from 1 toN is performed over all the sub
scripts except the subscripts oft.

Given the form factor of the inhomogeneous-broadening contour for each allo
transitiongmk[gmk(Tmk* ,vmk2vmk0) (Tmk* is the dephasing time of the atomic dipole
at them↔k transition, andvmk0 is the center frequency of them↔k transition, corre-
sponding to a maximum of the form factorgmk), the polarizationP of the medium as a
response to the action of a sequence of ESPs can be found.

In the case of two-pulse action (n52) we find from Eq.~6! the timestk j
(mr) at which

the echo signals appear at frequencyuvk ju(k j(mr) echo signals!:

tk j
~mr!5S 11Uvmr0

vk j0
U D t21. ~7!

In expression~7! thevmr0 in the numerator in the argument of the modulus operation
the center frequencies of all the allowed transitions. Therefore, in the general cas
numberSv of echo signals at each frequency equals the numberQ of allowed transitions.
If, for example, in anN-level system all the transitions are allowed, then at each pos
frequencySv5N(N21)/2. The total number of echo responses at all the frequenci
S5Q2. At the same time, it is known that when two MRPs with different frequencies
on a medium, only one echo signal at the difference frequency forms in the medi11

Therefore a much larger number of echo signals can be formed with ESPs than
MRPs. It follows from Eq.~7! that Q echo signals of different frequencies form at tim
2t21 ~with uvmr0u5uvk j0u in Eq. ~7!!. The remainingQ(Q21) signals appear at differen
times. The characteristic time duration of an echo pulse at frequencyuvk j0u is of the order
of Tk j* . Then in order for two neighboring echo signals at the same frequencyuvk j0u to be
resolvable, the time intervalDtk j between them must satisfy the conditionDtk j.2Tk j* .

Following the method for determining the wave vector of an echo,11 we find for the
k j(mr) echo signal

kk j
~mr!5kk j

~2!1kmr
~2!2kmr

~1! . ~8!

The left-hand side of expression~8! corresponds to wave vectors of echo signals
frequencyuvk j0u which are emitted at timetk j

(mr) ~see Eq.~7!!. The wave vectors on the
right-hand side of Eq.~8! are to be understood as the spectral components of the E
applied to the medium. The superscript 1 or 2 in parentheses corresponds to the n
of the video pulse in sequence. The directionkpq

(s) (s51,2) is also the direction of appli
cation of thesth ESP. Hereukpq

(s)u5uvpq0u/c, whereuvpq0u is the center frequency of on
of the allowedp↔q transitions. Following Refs. 9 and 10, we associate to each ES
quasi-indistinct directed wave vector with characteristic magnitude (ct̃p)21. By virtue of
Eq. ~1! the ESP contains all of the resonance spectral components. Maxima of the
sities of the emitted echo signals should be observed in directions determined by Eq~8!.9

One can see from Eq.~8! that Q echo signals which have equal frequencies and
formed at the time 2t21 are collinear with one another. Their wave vectors are determ
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by the expressionskk j
(k j)52kk j

(2)2kk j
(1) in the case when the exciting ESPs are applied

noncollinear directions. The remainingQ(Q21) echo responses are separated in spa

Let us illustrate relations~7! and ~8! for the example of a three-level medium fo
which all three transitions are allowed. The states 1, 2, and 3 correspond to energW,
0, and 2eW, where e is a nonequidistance parameter.11 From Eq. ~7! we find the
emission times of the echo signals at each allowed frequency:

t12
~12!52t21, t12

~13!5~21e!t21, t12
~23!5~11e!t21;

t13
~12!5S 11

1

11e D t21, t13
~13!52t21, t13

~23!5S 11
e

11e D t21; ~9!

t23
~12!5S 11

1

e D t21, t23
~13!5S 21

1

e D t21, t23
~23!52t21.

From Eq.~8! we obtain wave vectors determining the direction of emission of the
responding echo signals:

k12
~12!52k12

~2!2k12
~1! , k12

~13!5k12
~2!1k13

~2!2k13
~1! , k12

~23!5k13
~2!2k23

~1! ;

k13
~12!5k13

~2!1k12
~2!2k12

~1! , k13
~13!52k13

~2!2k13
~1! , k13

~23!5k13
~2!1k23

~2!2k23
~1! ; ~10!

k23
~12!5k13

~2!2k12
~1! , k23

~13!5k23
~2!1k13

~2!2k13
~1! , k23

~23!52k23
~2!2k23

~1! .

We note that the 12~13!, 12~23!, 13~13!, 23~12!, and 23~13! echo responses have bee
detected with two-frequency~two- and three-pulse! resonance actions on a three-lev
medium with the aid of MRPs.11 Here ~see Eqs.~9! and ~10!!, however, all possible
k j(mr) echo signals, including those listed in Ref. 11, appear under the action of
two ESPs.

To determine the intensity of different echo signals it is necessary to calculat
matrix elementsUmr

(s) (s51,2) of the evolution operator, which in the general case
very difficult problem. Let us assume that in theN-level system under study only tran
sitions which have one common quantum level with numberm are allowed. There are
many physical realizations of this model. For example, forN53 andN54 the model
describes the optical properties of wide-gap insulators (m52 and m53 for N53, m
52 for N54).15,16 Taking account of the interaction of the vibrational and electro
terms in molecules leads to a three-level model (N53, m53).15 In this case, in the
symmetric matrixû only the elements of themth row andmth column are nonzero
except for the elementumm50. Expanding exp(iû/2) in a Taylor series in powers ofû,
and summing, we obtain

Ukp
~ j !5dkp2

~ û j
2!kp

u j
2 S 12cos

u j

2 D1 i
~ û j !kp

u j
sin

u j

2
, j 51,2, ~11!

wheredkp is the Kronecker delta,

u j52~Dm /\!E
t j

t

Ejdt8, Dm
2 5(

i 51

N

dim
2
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~the subscriptj corresponds to the number in sequence of the ESP applied to the
dium!, andt j is the time at which thej th ESP is applied. We note that the ‘‘area’’u j of
an ESP is expressed not in terms of an envelope, which cannot be introduced in p
case, but rather in terms of the electric fieldE itself.

Assume that prior to the action of the first ESP the medium is in a state of equ
rium, where the diagonal elementsrkk(0) (k51,2,. . . ,N) are proportional to the corre
sponding Boltzmann factors. After substituting expressions~11! into Eq.~6! and separat-
ing out the parts of the dipole momentDmk

(mr) that contribute to the echo at frequenc
uvmk0u, we find the corresponding expressions for the polarizationPmk

(mr ) at the times
tmk
(mr ) :

Pmk
~mr !5

4r

Dm
3

dmk
2 dmr

2 Lmr
~1! cos

u2

2
sin2

u2

4
for k,m,r and r ,m,k,

~12!

Pmk
~mr !5

2r

Dm
3

dmk
2 dmr

2 Lmr
~1! sin2

u2

2
for m,k, r andm.k,r .

Here

Lmr
~1!5sin

u1

2 S cos
u1

2
rmm2r rr 1

2

Dm
2

sin2
u1

4 (
l 51

N

dm l
2 r l l D , ~13!

wherer is the density of atoms. GivenPmk
(mr ) , the intensityI mk

(mr ) of the corresponding
echo responses can be calculated as

I mk
~mr !>

2vmk
4

3c3
V2~Pmk

~mr !!2

(V is the volume of the radiating sample!.

It follows from Eq. ~12! that the intensity of the first group of echo signals (k,m
,r or r ,m,k) is maximum foru252p; echo pulses of the second group (m,k,r or
m.k,r ) do not arise. At the same time, ifu25p, the echo signals of the first group a
suppressed, while the intensity of the responses in the second group is maximum
dependence of the amplitude of the echo signals on the ‘‘area’’u1 of the first ESP is
determined by relation~13!. For example, forV transitions in a three-level system (m
53) and when only the ground state is initially populated (r3351), we find from Eq.
~13! that L3r

(1)(sinu1)/2p. Then the amplitude of the echo signals is maximum whenu1

5p/2. Then all the echo signals belong the second group, the maximum intens
which corresponds tou25p. In the cases ofL transitions (m51) and cascade excitatio
(m52) of a three-level medium, the corresponding analysis likewise reduces to se
ing for the maximum values ofPmk

(mr ) as a function ofu1 andu2 .

In summary, even in the case when two pulses are applied to a multilevel qua
medium a large number of echo signals, both at one frequency and at frequenc
different allowed transitions, can be generated by means of ESPs. Multipulse actin
.2) is capable of both increasing the number of echo responses and expandi
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possibilities for controlling them by varying the parametersu j ( j 51,2,. . . ,n). Following
Refs. 9 and 10, echo responses of a multilevel medium excited by combined sequen
ESPs and MRPs can be investigated. This should expand the potential applicati
photon echoes in different systems for online information processing, as well as f
mental echo-spectroscopic investigations.
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Reduced magnetohydrodynamics of a toroidal plasma
with flows

V. P. Pastukhova)

Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 8 January 1998; resubmitted 27 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 892–897~10 June 1998!

A simplified system of MHD equations describing the nonlinear dy-
namics of a toroidal plasma in a high magnetic field is obtained by
correct elimination of the fast magnetosonic oscillations. In contrast to
earlier analogs~Kadomtsev–Pogutse, Strauss, and other equations!, the
symmetries and the corresponding conservation laws characteristic of
the initial complete system of MHD equations are preserved in the
system of equations obtained here. This makes it possible to use the
system obtained here to analyze the dynamics of plasma with flow and
to avoid error accumulation in the analysis of the long-time evolution
of disturbances. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01111-6#

PACS numbers: 52.30.2q, 52.55.Dy

Motions in which the magnetic field is perturbed relatively weakly are character
for the dynamics of plasma in a high magnetic field (b[8pp/B2!1). The strongest
disturbance of the magnetic field energy is due to magnetosonic oscillations with
acteristic frequencyv;k'CA (CA is the Alfvén velocity!, while the most interesting
dynamic processes, specifically, magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities, correspond
to disturbances which are strongly extended along the magnetic field (ki!k') and have
characteristic frequencies which are typical for Alfve´n wavesv;kiCA or lower. In such
processes the fast magnetosonic degrees of freedom are essentially not excited, s
is desirable to exclude them at the outset and to study a simpler~reduced! system of
equations.

The idea of reduced MHD equations was first advanced and implemented in a
cation to a tokamak by Kadomtsev and Pogutse.1,2 Their approach was based on expa
sion of the initial system of equations in terms of the small ratio of the poloidal
toroidal magnetic fields or the reciprocal of the aspect ratioe5Bp /BT;a/R, wherea
andR are, respectively, the small and large radii of the toroidal plasma. The sma
finite value ofb and the longitudinal ion-sound oscillations were taken into account
series of subsequent works.3–6 However, these works were all inconsistent to some

gree. They neglected completely the disturbance of the longitudinal fieldB̃i and
¹•V' , which is valid only in the leading order. A correct reduction of the equation
motion assumingv<ek'CA andki<ek' requires equating to zero the disturbances

the force terms both in the leading order and in ordere. The quantitiesB̃i;eB̃' and
9400021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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¹•V';ek'V' cannot vanish simultaneously and must be retained in the reduced
tions. The inadequate correctness of the reduced equations obtained in Refs. 1–6
more clearly evident in the fact that these equations do not admit stationary sta
plasma with flows, which are characteristic of the initial MHD system. This is due to
fact that the symmetries of the starting equations are destroyed. In later works7,8 modified
versions of the reduced equations were proposed for describing the dynamics of p
with stationary flows directed along the magnetic field. However, the above-indic
drawbacks are present even in these versions. Specifically, they do not admit stat
flows of a general form.

In the present letter a reduced system of equations for an ideal MHD mod
obtained by systematic separation of the fast and slow motions. This approach is s
to determining the adiabatic invariants and constructing adiabatic equations of mot
classical Lagrangian mechanics. To this end, let us consider a variation of the sta
Lagrangian of a one-fluid MHD model:9

dL5E dr S rV–dV1
V2

2
dr2

dp

g21
2B–dBD . ~1!

~Here and below the coefficient 1/4p is included in the normalization ofB). In this
expression the variations of the physical quantities are not completely independent
constraints are imposed on them in the form of freezing-in equation, the conti
equation, and the adiabatic equation:

] tB5¹3@V3B#, ~2!

] tr1¹•rV50, ~3!

] ts1V–¹s50, ~4!

wheres5p/rg is the entropy function. The equations~2!–~4! are the local conservation
laws in the sense that the corresponding Lie derivatives vanish.10 According to Ref. 9, the
equations~2!–~4! can be integrated in general form by introducing three indepen
Lagrangian coordinates with a nondegenerate Jacobian. In the present letter we c
magnetic systems with the topology of toroidally imbedded magnetic surfaces~tokamaks,
stellarators, and so on!. Following Refs. 11 and 12, where the dynamics of such syst
is studied in greatest detail, we choose as the Lagrangian coordinates the poloidal flc,
the poloidal angleu, and the toroidal anglez, which correspond to a coordinate syste
with straight flux lines. ThenB, r, ands, which satisfy Eqs.~2!–~4!, can be represente
in the form

B5@¹c3~q¹u2¹z!#, r5Jr̂~c,u,z!, s5s~c!, ~5!

where q(c) is the conventional coefficient of ‘‘margin of stability,’’ whileJ5¹c
3@¹u3¹z#Þ0, like r, satisfies Eq.~3!. The system of coordinates introduced abo
engenders contravariant¹c, ¹u, and¹z and covariant

ec5@¹u3¹z#/J, eu5@¹z3¹c#/J, ez5@¹c3¹u#/J

bases, in which the velocity assumes the form

V52ecċ2euu̇2ezż, ~6!
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where an overdot denotes] t . The expressions presented above make it possible to w
down explicitly the Lagrangian of system in terms of independent Lagrangian co
nates and their first time and space derivatives.

In Refs. 12 and 13 it was shown that in systems with the topology of imbed
toroidal magnetic surfaces there exists a labeling transformation of the Lagrangian
dinates~relabeling! that does not change the Lagrangian of the system. This symm
transformation fixes the structure of the neutral flows that can be present in the stat
state of the system also. In Refs. 12 and 13 the dynamical conservation laws whi
engendered by these transformations in accordance with Noether’s theorem10 were also
found. In the present letter a similar procedure is used to separate fast and slow m
and to derive the reduced equations of motion. Specifically, we shall seek transform
of the independent variables that leave the Lagrangian~1! unchanged in zeroth and firs
orders in the small parametere but can change it in ordere2. With respect to the fas
motion these transformations play the role of approximate symmetry transforma
These transformations prescribe the structure of the adiabatic flows which do not
the fast degrees of freedom, similarly to the way the above-mentioned symmetry
formations prescribe the structure of neutral flows. If the motion corresponding to th
degrees of freedom is stable~this is the case of interest to us! and these degrees o
freedom were not excited in the initial state of the system, then the presence of adi
flows in the initial state will not lead to excitation of fast degrees of freedom in
process of the further evolution in accordance with the principle of construction of t
flows. Here there is a complete analogy with neutral flows which do not drive a s
system out of the stationary state. Therefore the problem of reducing the MHD equ
reduces to finding the structure of adiabatic flows and obtaining the dynamical equ
describing their evolution. It is important to note here that general adiabatic transfo
tions should include symmetry transformations as a subclass, since the latter lea
Lagrangian unchanged in all orders ine. Therefore the symmetries of the initial equ
tions are automatically preserved in the reduced equations obtained in this manne

To simplify the equations below, we shall confine our attention to systems
axisymmetric stationary states~of the tokamak type!, that is systems in which all physica
quantities~specifically,r̂) in the stationary state are independent ofz. For such systems
the velocity of neutral flows can be written in the form12

V05k~c!
B

r
2F08~c!ez5

B

qJS k
qJ

r
2F08D1

1

qJ
@¹z3¹F0#, ~7!

wherek(c) andF0(c) are arbitrary functions which prescribe the transverse profile
the flow. As one can see from expression~7!, the Lagrangian coordinates make it possib
to describe adequately the structure of the neutral flows. For this reason, it is natu
endeavor to describe the structure of adiabatic flows in terms of the same coord
Together with the real physical quantitiesB, r, andp, neutral flows do not change th
basis vectors¹c andez . However, in the presence of neutral flows the remaining b
vectors depend on the time even in the stationary state. This is inconvenient for f
analysis. For this reason, we shall employ below somewhat modified~pseudo-
Lagrangian! angular coordinates satisfying the equations

ċ1v•¹c50, u̇1v–¹u50, ż1v•¹z50, ~8!
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wherev5V2V0 . Such a change of variables makes it possible to eliminate from t
terms which are secular in time and are associated with the presence of neutral flow
relations~5! and ~7! retain their form, while in expression~6! V is replaced byv.

Taking account of the relations~5!, the dominant term in the variation of th
Lagrangian~1! assumes the form

B–dB5
B2

q
~ec•¹~qdc!1eu•¹~qdu2dz!!

2JB–euS q8

q
dc1

1

qJ
~B–¹!~qdu2dz! D2B–ec~B–¹dc!. ~9!

In expression~9! the first term dominates. The adiabatic transformation of the inde
dent variables that makes this term vanish has the form

dca5
1

q
eu•¹da, dua52

1

q
ec•¹da1

dz

q
, ~10!

whereda anddz are arbitrary functions of the coordinates and time. By analogy to R
10–12, this transformation can be written in the form of an infinitesimal displacem
vector

ja5
1

qJ
@¹z3¹da#2

1

qJ
Bdz. ~11!

It is easily to see by comparing with Eq.~7! that for da5F0(c)t and dz5(kqJ/r
2F08)t the transformation~11! becomes a symmetry transformation. The residual te
in expression~9! under the adiabatic transformation~11! assumes the form

B–daB5BF¹z3¹
B•¹da

qJ G ~12!

and foru¹ idau;eu¹'dau it is of ordere2. Since¹'qJ;eqJ/a, we obtain the estimate
¹•ja;ek'ja . Then, assuming similarly to Refs. 1–8, thatb/k'a;e2, we havedap
;B2k'jb/k'a;O(e2). AssumingV<cs , the termV2dar is of the same order o
magnitude. The termrV–dv in arbitrary ~nonreduced! motion is of order ofe, sincej,
generally speaking, depends on the fast time so thatdv;k'CAj. To check the order of
smallness of this term, in accordance with the order of the other reduced terms,
considerdav, which, sincedv5 j̇1(v•¹)j2(j•¹)v, assumes the form

dv5
1

qJ
@¹z3¹~dȧ1v•¹da!#2

B

qJ
~dż1v•¹dz!. ~13!

The quantitydav is of the correct order of magnitude ifdaȧ1v–¹daa;ek'CAdaa,
while daż1v•¹daz;ek'CAdaz, i.e., with respect to the fast motion the functionsdaa
anddaz should approximately fulfill the role of a relabeling transformation. By analo
to neutral flows12 such infinitesimal adiabatic transformations correspond to adiab
flows of the form

va5
1

qJ
@¹z3¹f#2

1

qJ
Bż, ~14!
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which do not excite the fast degrees of freedom. Heref and ż are arbitrary functions of
the coordinates and the slow time.

Expression~14! gives the general structure of the velocity field of the desired
duced MHD equations. The equations themselves can be obtained from Hamilton’s
action principle~see, for example, Ref. 9, 10, and 12! by substituting into it the ‘‘adia-
batic’’ variation of the Lagrangian~1!. The vanishing of the coefficient ofdz, taking into
account the pseudo-Lagrangian nature ofr/qJ ands5s(c), leads to a differential con-
servation law for the cross helicityx5V3B:

] tx1¹•H Vx2BS V2

2
2

g

g21

p

r D J 50. ~15!

This conservation law is also valid for the initial nonreduced MHD model and can
obtained by multiplying the equation of motion byB/r. It implies, in particular, the first
of the integral invariants~29! of Ref. 12. The vanishing of the coefficient ofda gives a
second dynamical equation of the reduced MHD model:

] tV
z1¹•H VVz2

B

r
¹•@B3¹z#2

1

r
@¹z3¹p#2@V3¹~V0•¹z!#1FB3¹

qJ

r G J 50,

~16!

whose form is formally that of a conservation law for the contravariantz component of
the vorticity Vz5¹z•¹3V. This equation can also be derived as a direct consequ
of the nonreduced vector equation of motion, but in contrast to the latter the scalar p
equations~15! and~16! contains only terms of ordere2 or higher. In view of the defini-
tions of x, V0 , andż it is convenient to rewrite expression~14! for the total velocity of
the adiabatic motion as

V5
1

B2FB3S ¹F2¹z
B•¹F

qJ D G1B
x

B2
, ~17!

whereF5f1F0 is the electrical potential, while the relation

] tA52¹z
~B•¹F!

qJ

determines the adiabatic variation of the vector potential.

The equations~15!–~17!, replacing the complete vector equation of motion, con
tute the basis of the proposed reduced MHD model. These equations are similar
corresponding equations of the well-known reduced models,1–8 but in contrast to the
latter the symmetries of the initial system are preserved in Eqs.~15!–~17!, since a sym-
metry transformation is a subclass of the adiabatic transformation~11!. Specifically, the
system~15!–~17! admits a stationary state with flows of the type~7!. At the same time,
the velocity field~17!, in the general case, is not a subclass of the exact flows of the in
system of MHD equations. In this sense the proposed reduced MHD model is a
relatively independent, system of equations, and the question of the complete set
symmetries and the corresponding invariants requires further investigation, which
outside the scope of the present letter. We note only that the second integral invar
the complete system of MHD equations~see expression~29! of Ref. 12!
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I 25E h~c!rV•ezd
3r , ~18!

as expected, is also an invariant of the reduced system~15!–~17! with arbitraryh(c).

In Refs. 1–8 the quantitiesB, r, andp appearing in the reduced equations of moti
were determined from Eqs.~2!–~4! by substituting into them the expressions for t
reduced velocity field. The equation forB was usually approximately integrated takin
account of the relatively small perturbation of the magnetic field, but in such an inte
tion, as a rule, the condition¹•B50 was violated. So as not to introduce addition
errors associated with the inexact satisfaction of the local conservation laws~2!–~4!, it is
useful to employ forB, r, andp, expressions~5! as a result of exact integration, and
substitute the velocity~17! into the simpler equations~8! to determinec, u, and z.
Finally, we write out explicitly an equation relating the functionsF andVz:

Vz5¹•H qJ

B2
¹F1@B3¹z#

x

B2
2¹z

~B–¹F!

B2
2BS ¹z•¹F

B2
2

~¹z!2~B–¹F!

qJB2 D J .

~19!

In principle, to solve specific problems a number of terms which are higher-o
infinitesimals can be dropped in expressions~17! and ~19!. However, this must be don
accurately enough so as not to destroy the self-consistency and intrinsic symmetry
system of equations obtained.

In summary, Eqs.~15! and ~16! supplemented by expressions~5! and ~17! and by
Eqs. ~8! and ~19! form a closed self-consistent system of equations of ideal redu
magnetohydrodynamics that is suitable for describing the relatively slow~adiabatic! dy-
namics of a toroidal plasma and, specifically, for analyzing the stability of statio
plasma states with flows of a general type. In contrast to previous analogs,1–8 the system
derived here preserves the symmetries of the initial nonreduced system of equation
is of fundamental importance for analysis of the dynamics of plasma with flows a
also makes it possible to avoid error accumulation in calculations of the long-time
lution of disturbances.
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Pseudodipole interaction in exchange-frustrated
antiferromagnets

S. V. Maleeva)

B. P. Konstantinov St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of
Sciences, 188350 Gatchina, Russia

~Submitted 16 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 898–903~10 June 1998!

It is shown that the pseudodipole interaction explains the experimen-
tally observed noncollinear magnetic structure of the compounds
U2Pd2X ~X5In, Sn! and PrBa2Cu3O61x , which consist of two spin
subsystems which are noninteracting in the mean-field approximation if
there is only isotropic exchange between them. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01211-0#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Et, 75.50.Ee

A large number of antiferromagnets whose magnetic structure is characteriz
the following features has now been observed experimentally. 1. The set of all mag
sublattices divides into two parts~subsystems! which do not interact in the mean-fiel
approximation if there is only an isotropic exchange interaction between them. We
term such antiferromagnets exchange-frustrated. 2. The magnetic structure as a w
noncollinear. This general assertion is illustrated by the following examples: 1! The
compounds R2CuO4, where R5Pr, Nd, Sm, and Eu.1–5 Below TN the copper spins in
neighboring CuO2 planes are mutually perpendicular. Moreover, at low temperatures
magnetic moments of the rare-earth ions are also ordered noncollinearly~see Ref. 6 and
references cited therein!. 2! The weak antiferromagnet Sr2Cu3O4Cl2 with a center of
inversion.7 The magnetic structure of these compounds has been explained by ass
the existence of a pseudodipole interaction~PDI! between neighboring ions.6–9 In the
present letter it is shown that the PDI makes it possible to explain the noncoll
magnetic structure observed experimentally in the compounds U2Pd2X, where X5In,
Sn,10 and PrBa2Cu3O61x below the temperatureTPr of the appearance of magnetic ord
in the praseodymium subsystem.11–13Thus we arrive at the conclusion that PDI plays
important role in the cases where the conventional magnetic interactions are supp
for one reason or another. In the case of exchange-frustrated antiferromagnets
reason is the symmetry-forbiddenness of exchange interaction in the mean-field ap
mation.

The PDI was postulated by Van Vleck in 1937.14 The first microscopic derivation o
the PDI was given in the famous paper by Moriya.15 For rare-earth metals the PDI wa
analyzed in Ref. 16, and in Ref. 17 it was used to describe the spectra of spin wa
praseodymium. In Ref. 18 it was shown that the PDI in rare-earth metals and actini
due to a skew scattering of conduction electrons by localized orbital moments off
9470021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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electrons. A microscopic calculation of the PDI between the spins of Cu21 ions in CuO2

planes is contained in Refs. 19 and 20~see also the references cited therein!. However,
the gap width, computed on the basis of these calculations, in the spin-wave spect
found to be an order of magnitude smaller than the value determined experimenta
Pr2CuO4 ~Ref. 9! and YBa2Cu3O61x ~Ref. 21!. This discrepancy is apparently due to th
influence of the ions surrounding the CuO2 planes in these compounds.

We shall employ the following expression for the PDI:6,9

HPD5
1

2 (
n,n8

Qn,n8~Sn•R̂n,n8!~Sn8•R̂n,n8!, ~1!

whereR̂n,n8 is a unit vector in the direction connecting the spinsSn and Sn8 , and the
constantsQn,n8 , which can have either sign, fall off with increasing distance m
rapidly thanRn,n8

23 . We also note that for brevity we shall always employ below the te
‘‘ion spin,’’ without specifying the real nature of the localized moment.

We begin with an analysis of the compounds U2Pd2X, where the uranium atoms lie
in the basal planec50. The magnetic structure appearing atTN541 K and 36 K for X
5Sn and In, respectively, is shown in Fig. 1a. Evidently, in the exchange approxim
neighboring pairs of ions do not interact and the system is exchange-frustrated. How
the PDI between neighboring ion pairs gives rise to long-range magnetic order. In
let consider two neighboring pairs of ions, shown in Fig. 1b. Confining ourselves, fo
time being, to ions 1, 2, and 3, we find

EPD52
2Q

r21r 2
~S–r!~S3•r !, ~2!

whereS152S25S, r and r are the coordinates of ions 1 and 3, respectively, andSir
andS3'r. For Q.0 this energy is minimum ifS3ir , and we obtain the experimentall

FIG. 1. a! Experimentally determined magnetic structure in thec50 plane.10 Only the uranium atoms are
shown; the arrows indicate the direction of their spins. b! Two exchange-frustrated pairs of uranium atoms. T
solid and dashed arrows correspond to two possible directions of the spins of the pair of ions 3 and 4 w
same exchange energy.
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determined structure shown in Fig. 1a. At the same time, for the magnetic dipole
action Qm523(gmB)2(r21r 2)23/2,0, and in the absence of the PDI, the structu
corresponding to the dashed arrows in Fig. 1b correspond should materialize.10 Evidently,
taking into account the magnetic dipole interaction of the pair of spins 1 and 2 with
spin 4 does not change this result. Thus we can see that in the case of the com
U2Pd2X it is impossible to explain the observed magnetic structure without taking
PDI into account. A possible mechanism leading to the appearance of PDI is
scattering of the conduction electrons, already mentioned above, by thef electrons of
uranium. If this is so, then an anomalous Hall effect associated with such scatte22

should be observed in the compounds U2Pd2X aboveTN .

Let us now turn to the problem of magnetism in PrBa2Cu3O62x . As is well known,
this compound is an insulator at all values ofx. Below TN.300 K the Cu21 spin
subsystem exhibits antiferromagnetism with the same structure as in YBa2Cu3O6.11–13

However, at anx-dependent temperatureTPr, which lies in the interval 10–20 K, anti
ferromagnetism also appears in the praseodymium subsystem, and a noncollinea
netic order is established which, according to Ref. 12, has the form shown in Fig. 2
obvious that the system as a whole is exchange-frustrated, i.e., in the correspo
approximation there is no interaction between the copper and praseodymium ions

Our goal is to demonstrate that the PDI makes it possible to give a qualit
explanation for the observed noncollinear magnetic structure. It should be noted t
present it is hardly possible to give a quantitative description, since the nature o
ground state of the Pr ions is unclear.13,23 Moreover, belowTPr the real magnetic struc
ture is very sensitive to the presence of the trace impurities Al and Sr.12,13 We also note
that a symmetry analysis of the possible magnetic structures in the compo
RBa2Cu3O61x is contained in Ref. 24.

Before proceeding, we shall present the main characteristics of the magnetic
ture of PrBa2Cu3O61x for the two values ofx investigated in Ref. 12:TN5266 K, TPr

51960.5 K, w53065°, q535620° andTN5347 K, TPr51160.5 K, w52065°,
q55266° for x50.92 andx50.35, respectively; the anglesq andw are shown in Figs.
2a and 2b.

We shall confine our attention below to the noncollinear magnetic structure in
of neighboring CuO2 planes and the planes between them containing praseodymium

FIG. 2. Magnetic structure of PrBa2CuO3O61x below TPr according to the data of Ref. 12. a! Direction of
copper spins lying in the basal planeab and belonging to two neighboring CuO2 planes, and the projection o
the praseodymium spins on theab plane. The solid and dashed arrows show the direction of the copper s
in the bottom and top planes, respectively. Double arrows show the projection of the praseodymium sp!
Projections of the copper and praseodymium spins on theac plane.
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~see Fig. 2!. An investigation of the ordering of such strongly coupled triplets along
c axis is not part of our problem. That ordering is due to weaker interactions and a
ently depends strongly on the impurities.12,13

We proceed from the following model: The strong exchange interaction is res
sible for collinear antiferromagnetism in the CuO2 planes and also in the praseodymiu
plane. The relative orientation of the copper and praseodymium spins and their or
tion relative to the axes of the crystal are determined by the weaker interactions. We
describe the orientation of the copper spins in the planes 1 and 2 and the praseod
spins by spherical coordinates (h1,2;w1,2) and (q,c), respectively, choosing as thez and
x axes the directionsc anda ~see Fig. 2!. Then the ground state energy can be expres
as follows:

E5S2J'@sin h1 sin h21cosh1 cosh2 sin~w12w2!#1AS2

3~cos2h11cos2h2!1
P

4
~sin4h1 sin22w11sin4h2 sin22w2!

1BK2 cos2q1` sinq@sin h1 sin~c1w1!1sin h2 sin~c1h2!#. ~3!

Here the first term describes the exchange interaction of copper spins (S51/2) of neigh-
boring planes along thec axis, the second term describes their uniaxial anisotropy,
the third term is the quadratic anisotropy energy in the CuO2 planes, which, as is wel
known, plays an important role in cuprates.9,19,21The uniaxial anisotropy energyK of the
praseodymium spins is determined by the fourth term. Finally, the last term is the ps
dipole interaction of the copper and praseodymium spins. It can be easily derived
the general formula~1! in the nearest-neighbor interaction approximation and`
54QSKa2(2a21z2)21, wherez is the distance between the CuO2 planes.

The energy~3! is a function of six variables and five parameters. Although a co
plete investigation of its extrema for an arbitrary ratio of the parameters is impossib
is not really necessary. For our purposes it is sufficient to show that for a definite
between the parameters the minimum of the energy~3! corresponds to a noncollinea
structure close to that determined in Ref. 12.

We note first that the equations]E/]h1,250 have a solutionh1,25p/2, and for
sufficiently large anisotropyA.0 the copper ion spins lie in theab plane. As a result, we
obtain instead of Eq.~3!

E5S2J'cos~w12w2!1
P

4
~sin2 2w11sin2 2w2!BK2 cos2 q

1`@sin~c1w1!1sin~c1w2!#sin q. ~4!

The extrema of this energy are determined by the expressions

2S2J' sin~w12w2!1P sin 2w1 cos 2w11` cos~c1w1!50 , ~5!

S2J'sin~w12w2!1P sin 2w2 cos 2w21` cos~c1w250 , ~6!

$22BK2 sin q1`@sin~c1w1!1sin~c1w2!#%cosq50 , ~7!

@cos~c1w1!1cos~c1w2!#sin q50 . ~8!
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The solutions of this system can be divided into three classes: 1! cosq50, 2! sinq50,
and 3! the angleqÞ0, p/2. Evidently, only the last case corresponds to the experime
situation of interest to us, and we shall investigate it in greater detail.

From Eqs.~7! and ~8! we find w15w, w25p22c2w. As a result, from Eqs.~5!
and~6! implies thatc5pn/4, wheren is an integer. The experimentally observed stru
ture corresponds toc50, and we obtain

sin q5~`/BK2!sin w, ~9!

cos 2w52@S2J'1`2/2BK2#P21. ~10!

The energy~4! as a function ofw andq under the conditions~9! and ~10! and withc
50 has a minimum if

P,0; B,0 . ~11!

These conditions signify that the directions@1,1,0# and @0,0,1# are easy axes for the
copper and praseodymium spins, respectively. Therefore in the absence of th
pseudodipole term in Eq.~4!, the copper spins should orient along the directions@61,
61,0#, while the praseodymium spins should be parallel to thec axis. However, the PDI
couples the orientations of the spins of these two subsystems and leads to the n
linear structure shown in Fig. 2.

Using Eqs.~9! and ~10!, the ground state energy can be represented in the form

E52S2J'1P/21BK22P/2~112 sin2w!cos 2w. ~12!

Here the first three terms are the energy of the structure with the spins oriented alo
corresponding easy axes. The last term has appeared as a result of the pseud
interaction, which caused the spins to tilt away from the directions of easy magnetiz
It is obvious that by virtue of the conditions~11! one has cos 2w,0, i.e.,w.45°.

The result obtained does not agree with the experimentally determined values
anglesw ~see above!. This is apparently due to the following circumstances: 1! The
model employed is crude — in particular, it neglects the real structure of the ground
of the praseodymium ions in the crystal field~see above and Refs. 13 and 23!, and 2! we
have ignored quantum fluctuations, which should give an additionalw- andq-dependent
contribution to the ground state energy. At the same time, the main result is of a q
tative nature: in exchange-frustrated antiferromagnets the PDI can result in a nonco
magnetic structure with the spins tilting away from the easy axes.

Let us now discuss some consequences of the results obtained.

1. The noncollinearity of the neighboring CuO2 planes attests to the smallness of t
exchange interactionJ' between the copper spins along thec axis. On the strength of Eq
~10!, this interaction should not exceed the quadratic anisotropy in theab plane. At the
same time, in YBa2Cu3O61x this interaction is strong:J'.100 K.25 Such a strong de-
crease inJ' is apparently due to the hybridization, studied in Ref. 23, of the 4f and 02p
orbitals of Pr. It is necessary to make a direct determination ofJ' in PrBa2Cu3O61x by
the method of neutron scattering by optical spin waves atT.TPr.

2. In most cuprates the copper spins are oriented along the@1,0,0# direction.1–5,21At
the same time, according to Eq.~11!, in PrBa2Cu2O61x the@1,1,0# direction is apparently
the direction of easy magnetization. Elastic scattering of neutrons atT.TPr in
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magnetic fields directed along@1,1,0# and@1,0,0# would make it possible to determine th
type of magnetic anisotropy1–5 and find the value ofP, just as was done in Ref. 23 fo
YBCO. A theoretical analysis of this problem is given in Ref. 9.

In summary, we have demonstrated for two new examples that the PDI explain
noncollinear magnetic structure of exchange-frustrated antiferromagnets. Taking in
count the results of Refs. 6–9, we can assert that the PDI should play an importan
in cases where the traditional magnetic interactions cannot explain the observed ma
structure for one reason or another~for example, because the symmetry is too high!.

In closing, I wish to thank A. T. Boothroyd for calling to my attention the proble
of the structure of PrBa2Cu3O61x and for providing a preprint.24 This work was sup-
ported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research under Grant 96-2-18037
State Program ‘‘Statistical Physics’’ under Grant VIII–2, and the Russian Prog
‘‘Neutron Investigation of Matter.’’
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Dynamics of first- and second-order phase transitions in
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The dynamics of phase transformations in thin amorphous TbFeCo
films under the action of;1 ps laser pulses is investigated. The films
are heated to the Curie temperature in the amorphous state (TC1), to
the crystallization temperature (Tac), and to the Curie temperature in
the crystalline phase (TC2). The change in magnetization is detected by
Faraday magnetooptic effect during and after the action of the heating
pulse. A static external magnetic fieldH;1 – 12 kOe, whose flux lines
are directed perpendicular to the plane of the film, is used in the ex-
periments. Amorphous TbFeCo films possess a perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy, which on crystallization becomes reoriented in the plane of
the film. It is observed that crystallization and magnetization reorienta-
tion occur during the heating pulse~within ;1 ps). The spin subsystem
is heated to the Curie temperature several picoseconds after the end of
the laser pulse. The characteristic spin relaxation time is;10 ps. A
model of the dynamics of the electronic, spin, and phonon subsystems
that makes it possible to explain the experimental results is proposed on
the basis of the data obtained. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01311-5#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Ak, 75.30.Kz, 78.20.Ls

The question of the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with the electronic,
and phonon subsystems of a ferromagnet was first studied in Ref. 1 for the examp
thin Ni film. The section of the film heated by a;10 ps pulse could not be demagn
tized, even with a laser power density corresponding to melting of the lattice. Hen
was concluded that there is not enough time for the spin subsystem to heat up to the
9530021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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temperature during the characteristic cooling time of the electron gas and the latt
this temperature. This agreed with both the theoretical estimates1,2 and data on ferromag
netic resonance in Ni at temperatures above room temperature, according to whi
characteristic spin–electron relaxation time is of the order of 0.1–0.5 ns.3 It should be
underscored that the characteristic spin–electron and spin–lattice relaxation times
mined according to the width of the ferromagnetic resonance line can differ substan
from the values of these parameters averaged over all spin-wave modes.2

Similar investigations with picosecond heating pulses4–6 performed later on differen
ferromagnets~Gd, Fe, CoPt, GdTbFe! confirmed the conclusion of Ref. 1 that the ma
netization relaxation process is prolonged.

Recent studies have appeared7,9,10in which the dynamics of the spin subsystem in
was studied using femtosecond laser pulses. It was observed that in the subpico
range partial demagnetization of the Ni film occurs after the action of a femtose
heating laser pulse. In Ref. 7 it is concluded on the basis of these results that the
acteristic timestes and t ls are of the order of 1 ps. We underscore that, as show
experiments on the effect of a strong pulsed magnetic field of an electron beam~see, for
example, Ref. 8!, reorientation of the magnetic moment can occur in ultrashort tim
;1 ps, which by no means contradicts the timestes and t ls of the order of 1 ns. This
result concerning the values oftes andt ls does not agree either with preceding works
with the fact that in Ref. 7, just as in Ref. 1, Ni could not be demagnetized. In Re
where the total demagnetization time of the film was also measured (;0.1– 1 ns), it was
hypothesized that ultrafast spin dynamics is associated with Stoner excitations, whi
characteristic for ferromagnets with collectivized electrons, a class which include
and it should be absent in ferromagnets with localized magnetic moments. A slow
dynamics (;0.1 ns) was identified in Ref. 9 with spin–lattice relaxation under the
sumption that the electron–spin relaxation is of the same order of magnitude.

In our view, the different interpretation of the results obtained for the dynamic
the spin subsystem in Ni is due to the fact that in all spin-dynamics investiga
performed thus far by the methods of pulsed laser actions the evolution of the l
temperature was not directly detected.

In the present letter we report the results of experimental investigations o
dynamics of first- and second-order phase transitions in magnetooptic TbFeCo
which are amorphous ferromagnets with easy magnetization axis along the normal
plane of the film~perpendicular magnetic anisotropy!. At a temperatureTC1'150 °C the
film passes into the paramagnetic state. AtTac'300 °C two phase transitions~first- and
second-order! occur, to a ferromagnetic crystal with magnetic anisotropy parallel to
film plane. At TC2'450 °C there is a transition to a paramagnetic crystal, and atTm

;900 °C melting occurs, whereupon the crystalline state is unrecoverable.

A ;100 nm thick TbFeCo film was placed between the poles of a magnet ca
of producing a constant magnetic field with vectorH oriented perpendicular to the su
face and varying in magnitudeH from 1 to 15 kOe. A;500 mm in diameter region of
the film was heated by a;1 ps laser pulse with wavelength 780 nm and a nea
Gaussian energy distribution in the focusing spot up to temperatures in the inte
TC1,T,Tac , Tac,T,TC2 , andT.TC2 .

During the action of the heating pulse the change in magnetization was mea
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with the region of interest illuminated by the heating pulse itself (t;1 ps) and a CCD
camera, which was used to record an image of the heated region using the Faraday

The magnetization dynamics after the action of the heating pulse was studied w
;500 ps probe pulse with wavelength 530 nm and a 100mm focusing spot, the Farada
magnetooptic effect, and a streak image tube~SIT! ~time resolution;2.5 ps).

The optical scheme of the measurements is presented in Fig. 1. In both measu
methods calibration of the dependence of the magnetization on the intensity of the
due to rotation of the plane of polarization in the Faraday scheme was performed wi
aid of magnetization reversal of the film, i.e., by measurements of the magnetic hyst
loop. The calibration measurements showed that a change in magnetization by 10
of the value corresponding to complete demagnetization was reliably detected in
methods. The dynamics of the formation of the paramagnetic state at a transition th
TC2 was investigated by applying of a high (;10– 15 kOe) magnetic field, which pre
vented the spin moments from becoming oriented in the film plane. The experim
results showed the following.

1. In the case of heating to temperaturesTC1,T,Tac , the phase transition of the
amorphous film to the paramagnetic state when the film was heated up to the
temperature (TC1) was studied by magnetizing the film with a weak magnetic fie
(;1 kOe). When the heated region was imaged using a CCD camera with the hea
itself as the probe, the polarizer and analyzer in the Faraday scheme were in
crossed, i.e., the Faraday shutter operated in the opening mode, which made it pos
detect a useful signal even if it arrived at the end of the heating pulse. The measure
showed that no changes in the magnetization are observed during the action
heating pulse. However, one can see that after the experiment the heated region
film was completely demagnetized. Figure 2a shows a time profile of the variation o
magnetization obtained with the SIT. It should be noted that the time resolution o
device~2.5 ps! makes it possible to detect a time delay only with an accuracy no hi
than 5 ps. The results of the measurements show that the heated region become
pletely demagnetized in a time'5 – 10 ps after the start of the heating pulse~the refer-
ence point 0 on the ordinate corresponds to complete demagnetization, the F
scheme operated in the closing mode, i.e., in the initial state the polarizer and an
were uncrossed by an angle corresponding approximately to complete demagnetiz!.

FIG. 1. Optical scheme of the measurements.
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2. In the case of heating up to temperaturesTac,T,TC2 the transition of the
heated region of the amorphous film to the crystalline state was investigated durin
action of the heating pulse by using the illumination of the region of interest by
heating pulse itself, a CCD camera, and premagnetization of the film by a weak
netic field (;1 kOe). It was observed that during the heating laser pulse only a trans
from the amorphous to the crystalline state with a change in orientation of the mag
anisotropy in the film plane is observed at the center of the focal spot (;100 mm). This
change is identified after cooling by applying a strong magnetic field that ‘‘pulls’’
spins out of the film plane~Fig. 3a!. After cooling, a paramagnetic state due to a tran
tion throughTC1 ~Fig. 3b! is observed at the periphery of the focal spot, where
heating temperature is belowTac ~in accordance with the Gaussian energy distribution
the focal spot!. When the film is magnetized by a weak magnetic field (;1 kOe), it is
evident~Fig. 3c! that there remains only a region of the crystalline phase of the same
as the region in Fig. 3a. Therefore these results show that a first-order phase tra
~amorphous state–crystalline state! in TbFeCo films, crystallization, and a change in t
direction of the magnetic anisotropy occur during the action of the heating pulse~within

FIG. 2. Results of measurements of the dynamics of the magnetization change accompanying heatin
amorphous TbFeCo film up to temperaturesTC1 ~a! andTC2 ~b!.

FIG. 3. Results of measurements of the dynamics of the magnetization change accompanying a phase t
of an amorphous film to the crystalline state: a! during the action of a heating pulse, b! after cooling, c! after
cooling with H;1 kOe.
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;1 ps). With such ultrafast heating this transition occurs without the formation
paramagnetic state in the amorphous phase.

3. In the case of heating up to temperaturesT.TC2 to study the transition
through the temperatureTC2 in the crystalline film, the experimental region either w
preheated up to temperatureTac to transform the amorphous film into a crystalline sta
or, on the basis of preceding experiments, the heating was performed from the amo
phase. The dynamics of the formation of the paramagnetic state accompanying a
tion throughTC2 was investigated by applying a high (;10– 15 kOe) magnetic field tha
prevented the spin moments from becoming oriented in the film plane. These experi
were performed with a probe pulse and a streak image tube. The experimental
were found to be practically identical to the results of measurements of a tran
through the first Curie point~Fig. 2b!.

Our results correspond to ‘‘slow’’9 spin dynamics, occurring under conditions
thermodynamic equilibrium between the electronic subsystem and the lattice. Sinc
ergy transfer between the spin subsystem and the electrons and lattice occurs on th
of the spin–orbit interaction, the electron–spin (aes) and spin–phonon (a ls) heat trans-
fer constants are small compared with the electron-phonon interaction constant:

aes,a ls!ael . ~1!

Analysis of the system of three energy balance equations11,1 for the temperaturesTs , Te ,
andTl shows that at the end of a;1 ps laser pulse, when the lattice temperature reac
its maximum valueTl max and Te'Tl , the spin temperatureTs1 is determined by the
expression

Ts15T01
claes

csael
~Tl max2T0!, ~2!

whereT0 is the initial temperature andcl andcs are the lattice and spin specific heats.
the next stage the spin temperature relaxes to the temperature of the lattice, whic
equilibrium with the electrons. The characteristic time of this relaxation is

ts5cs /~aes1a ls!. ~3!

The maximum temperature reached by the spin subsystem depends on the ratio
spin relaxation time and the lattice cooling time due to heat conduction into the sa
tc'd2/4x, whered is the depth of heating andx is the smaller of the thermal diffusivi
ties of the film and substrate. Forts!tc the maximum temperature of the spin subsyst
equals the maximum lattice temperature, whileTsl,Ts max,Tl max for ts .tc . In our
experiment the cooling time of the TbFeCo films, according to Ref. 12, is of the ord
100 ps. For this reason, on the time scale where the magnetization changes subst
it can be assumed thatTl5Tl max, and then the evolution of the spin temperature after
laser pulse ends can be described by the expression

Ts5Ts11~Tl max2Ts1!~12e2t/ts!. ~4!

Since demagnetization and therefore also heating of the spin subsystem up to temp
TC1 occur in 3–5 ps when the lattice is heated to temperatures in the intervalTC1,T
,Tac , we obtain from Eq.~4!, taking account of the numerical values ofTC1 andTac

and also the comparative smallness of the temperature differenceTs12T0 , the estimate
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ts'10 ps. ~5!

We note that this estimate is much shorter than the spin–lattice relaxation time in N
our view this difference is due to the strong increase in the spin–orbit interaction
increasing atomic number, on account of which the presence of the rare-earth elem
in the experimental films increased the timets substantially. The results obtained can
represented in the form displayed in Fig. 4. Such a dynamics of the electronic, spin
phonon subsystems is characteristic, in our opinion, for transition metals also.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Grants 96-02-18495a and 96-02-18494a.
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of the relaxation of the electronic, phonon, and spin subsystems accompanying heat
TbFeCo film up to temperatures: a! Tac.T.TC1 , b! TC2.T.Tac .
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Isothermal desorption of hydrogen molecules from a
W„110… surface at temperature ;5 K

V. D. Osovski ,a) Yu. G. Ptushinski , V. G. Sukretny , and B. A. Chu kov
Institute of Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev,
Ukraine

~Submitted 23 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 910–915~10 June 1998!

Isothermal desorption of hydrogen molecules from a W~110! surface at
Ts;5 K upon rapid shuttering of the molecular beam is observed in a
‘‘black chamber’’ type of ultrahigh-vacuum apparatus. Desorption was
detected from three different states, identified as a multilayer conden-
sation state and physisorbed states in the form of a two-dimensional gas
and a two-dimensional condensate. The distribution of the physisorbed
molecules between these states depends on the intensity of the flux of
molecules on the surface; this appears to be responsible for the anoma-
lous decrease of the number of isothermally desorbed molecules as the
flux increases. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01411-X#

PACS numbers: 68.45.Da

In previous studies of the low-temperature adsorption of hydrogen molecule
molecular-beam and thermal-desorption spectroscopy methods,1–6 in addition to obtain-
ing data on the spectrum of weakly bound adsorption states we also observed isot
desorption of hydrogen molecules at substrate temperatureTs;5 K.1,3 Isothermal des-
orption was manifested in the fact that when the molecular beam was rapidly shu
~in a time<50 ms) the ion current of the mass-spectrometric desorbed-molecule de
did not drop instantaneously but rather over a time much greater than the time cons
the detecting apparatus. The present work is devoted to a more detailed investiga
isothermal desorption of hydrogen molecules from a W~110! surface atTs;5 K, with the
expectation that this investigation will shed additional light on the characteristic fea
of the low-temperature adsorption of hydrogen isotopes.

Investigation of the interaction of hydrogen with solid surfaces is of great intere
connection with the fact that hydrogen participates in important catalytic reactions,
the synthesis of ammonia, and also because hydrogen is a promising environm
clean fuel. The study of hydrogen adsorption at very low temperatures makes it po
to observe weakly bound molecular adsorption states, which can serve as prestate
process of dissociative adsorption. Moreover, differences in the quantum propert
hydrogen isotopes can be expected to appear at low temperatures. As far as we
isothermal desorption of hydrogen atTs;5 K has not been previously investigated.

The experiments were performed in a ‘‘black chamber’’ type of ultrahigh-vacu
9590021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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apparatus, in which a molecular beam was formed from an effusion source and a s
transit regime of desorbed molecules was realized.4,7 In the working regime with the
sample manipulator filled with liquid helium and the molecular beam switched on
residual-gas pressure in the apparatus was;10212 torr and the flux of molecules on th
surface from the molecular beam was 104 times greater than the background flux. T
procedure for measuring isothermal desorption consists of the following. Hydrogen
adsorbed to saturation, indicated by the stabilization of the value of the ion current
desorbed-molecule detector, from a molecular beam onto a clean W~110! surface cooled
to Ts;5 K. After saturation was reached, a dynamic equilibrium between the fluxe
adsorbing and desorbing molecules was established in the adsorbed film. After e
rium was established the molecular beam was quickly shuttered and the time depen
of the ion currentI (t) of the detector was measured. After determining the proport
ality coefficienta between the detector current and the desorption rate, we obtaine
time dependence of the desorption rate and the number of molecules desorbed in th
interval t12t2 :

n~ t !5aE
t1

t2
I ~ t !dt. ~1!

The quantitya was determined from a calibration experiment, in which the desorp
~in the form of molecules! of a saturated adsorbed atomic layer of hydrogen, contain
according to Ref. 8,;1.431015 atoms/cm2 or ;0.731015 molecules/cm2, was detected.
The correctness of such a calibration can in principle be affected by the differ
between the spatial distributions of the particles desorbing from the molecular and a
adsorbed layers as well as the difference in the substrate temperatures at which
adsorbed layers desorb. Control experiments showed that these factors do not
affect the measurement results.

Figure 1 shows the desorption rate as a function of time after a molecular beam
intensity;131013 molecules/cm2•s is shuttered. In accordance with the rate of decre

FIG. 1. Isothermal desorption of H2 molecules from an adsorbed layer formed with flux intens
;1013 molecules/cm2•s. Inset: Thermal desorption spectrum.
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of the desorption rate, the process can be conventionally divided into a fast stage,
is completed in several seconds, and a slow stage, which lasts for hundreds of se
Very few molecules desorb in the fast stage as compared with the slow stage (,1% of
the total number of desorbed molecules!. We believe that the fast stage consists of
desorption of a very small~dynamically equilibrium with the flux switched on! number of
hydrogen molecules, probably in a multilayer condensation state. We do not mean b
that a continuous multilayer film of condensed hydrogen is formed on the surface
rather we mean that the heat of desorption of the molecules is close to the h
sublimation of hydrogen.

The inset in Fig. 1 shows the thermal desorption spectrum measured some tim
the onset of the slow stage of desorption. The temperature of the sample increas
rate of 0.7 K/s in the interval 50–100 s and;7 K/s in the interval 125–250 s. Therma
desorption of molecularly adsorbed hydrogen occurs in the first interval and the
desorption of atomically adsorbed hydrogen occurs in the second interval.8 According to
our estimate, the temperatures of the first and second peaks due to desorption of m
larly adsorbed hydrogen are close to 6 and 10 K, respectively. In the case of deut
similar peaks were observed at 8 and 15 K.5 We note that, in contrast to hydrogen, on
does not observe appreciable isothermal desorption of deuterium atTs;5 K. It is clear
why the desorption characteristics of hydrogen and deuterium are different, sinc
levels of the zero-point vibrations of the hydrogen and deuterium molecules in the
sisorption potential well are different.5 A similar interpretation of the difference betwee
the adsorption properties of hydrogen and deuterium on a Ru~001! surface is given in
Ref. 9. As one can see from the thermal desorption spectrum in Fig. 1, most hyd
molecules desorb from the 6 K state. Fewer than 3% of the total number of desor
molecules are in the 10 K state.

The Polyani–Wigner equation is usually used to describe thermal desorption:

2dn/dt5nna exp~2Ed /kTs!, ~2!

where n is a pre-exponential factor,n is the surface density,a is the order of the
desorption reaction,Ed is the desorption activation energy, andk is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. Let us represent Eq.~2! in logarithmic form:

log~2dn/dt!5 log n1a log n20.43Ed /kTs . ~3!

The function log(2dn/dt) versus logn ~Fig. 2! can be approximated by two linear se
mentsAB andCD with substantially different slopes and correspondingly different
sorption reaction orders:a is close to 1 forAB and close to zero forCD. These results
attest to the fact that the isothermal desorption of hydrogen molecules occurs from
different states. We believe that the sectionAB represents isothermal desorption from
two-dimensional~2D! gas state, while the sectionCD represents desorption with partic
pation of islands of a 2D condensed phase. Under conditions when the desorptio
becomes very low as a result of the depletion of the 2D gas phase, a mechanism w
the gas phase is replenished by 2D evaporation of islands of a 2D condensate, sta
for some time the surface concentration in the gas phase, starts to play an importan
This stabilization causes the order of desorption to approach zero. Apparently, th2

molecules in both states are localized in the same first physisorbed monolayer, sinc
total number (;131015 molecules/cm2) is less than a monolayer. A hypothetical mod
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of such an adsorbed hydrogen film is shown in the inset in Fig. 2. The first mono
from the metal surface is a chemisorbed atomic layer and the second monolaye
physisorbed molecular layer. The third layer contains a very small number of H2 mol-
ecules in a multilayer condensation state. A two-phase structure of the physisorb2

layer ~2D gas1 condensate! was also invoked in Ref. 9 in an investigation of the syst
H2 /Ru(001).

We shall now discuss the question of the correspondence between the chara
observed isothermal desorption and the thermal desorption spectrum. A multilaye
densation type state does not appear in the thermal desorption spectrum, since2
molecules desorb very rapidly from this state after the molecular beam is shuttere
this state is already empty at the moment when measurements of the thermal des
spectrum begin. The 6 K peak represents desorption of molecules from a 2D gas state
corresponds to the sectionAB of the curve in Fig. 2. A rough estimate of the lifetime
a hydrogen molecule in this adsorption state atTs;5 K, under the assumption that a
Ts;6 K the lifetime equals 1 s, gave;200 s, which is consistent with the experimen
data presented in Fig. 1.

At first glance it is tempting to associate the second peak~10 K! in the thermal
desorption spectrum to the sectionCD of the curve in Fig. 2, representing desorptio
with participation of islands of a 2D condensed phase. However, the temperature o
peak and the corresponding binding energy of the molecules in this state are too h
detect desorption atTs;5 K. What is the origin of the molecular desorption peak atTs

;10 K? We believe that this peak corresponds to desorption of H2 molecules from the
center of islands of a 2D condensate, where the binding energy should be much g
than in the 2D gas phase and at the edge of an island. As a result of the dynamic ch
of the experiment, when measuring the thermal desorption spectrum~the temperature of
the sample increases continuously at the rate 0.7 K/s! there comes a time when th
desorption rate from sections with a high binding energy becomes higher than
sections with a lower binding energy~on account of the steeper dependence onTs). In

FIG. 2. Rate of desorption of H2 molecules versus the surface density on a logarithmic scale. Inset: Hypo
cal model of an adsorbed hydrogen film:1 — hydrogen atom,2 — H2 molecule in a state of physisorption,3
— H2 molecule in a multilayer condensation state.
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other words, when the temperature rises comparatively rapidly there is not enough
for 2D evaporation of the islands to occur, and the molecules desorb into the va
from the center of the islands.

Therefore to interpret the observational results on the isothermal desorption2
molecules atTs;5 K we invoked the idea of the existence of islands of a 2D conden
phase. For this reason, we thought it would be useful to perform experiments wi
adsorbed H2 film formed with a substantially higher flux of molecules on the surface
is reasonable to expect that as the flux increases, the probability of formation of is
of a 2D condensate will increase and correspondingly the fraction of the surface co
by this phase will increase. It is known that the critical size of the nuclei of the conde
phase decreases as supersaturation increases, i.e., as the flux of molecules on the
increases. In addition, a gas–condensate phase transition is more likely to occur
the experiment.

Let us now examine the results obtained when the flux of H2 molecules was in-
creased to approximately 231014 molecules/cm2•s. Figure 3 shows a curve of isothe
mal desorption of H2 molecules after the molecular beam was switched off. Compa
Figs. 1 and 3 we can see that in the latter case the slow phase of isothermal desor
virtually absent and the total number of desorbed molecules~proportional to the area
under the desorption curve! is more than 50 times smaller. The inset in Fig. 3 shows
low-temperature part of the thermal desorption spectrum, measured 20 s after th
lecular beam was shuttered. The same 6 K and 10 K states as in the case of a lo
intensity flux are present in the spectrum, but in contrast to the latter case the num
molecules desorbed from the 6 K and 10 K states are comparable. Therefore the m
distinction of the high-flux experimental results are the very small number of iso
mally desorbed molecules and the large number of molecules in the 10 K state. Ac
ing to our estimates, the total number of molecules desorbed from the 6 K and 10 K states
as the sample temperature increases corresponds to a complete monolayer.

FIG. 3. Isothermal desorption of H2 molecules from an adsorbed layer formed with flux intensity;2
31014 molecules/cm2•s. Inset: Thermal desorption spectrum.
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We believe that the absence of substantial isothermal desorption atTs;5 K in the
case of a high flux is due to the fact that the overwhelming majority of the H2 molecules
is adsorbed in a 2D condensed phase, while in the case of a low flux a very small p
of the adsorbed molecules is contained in islands of the condensed phase. The
increase in the 10 K peak in the thermal desorption spectrum likewise attests to
intense formation of a 2D condensed phase as the flux of molecules increases.

Finally, let us discuss one other observation. In the experiment with a high flu
noticed that after the desorption rate rapidly decreased to virtually zero after the mo
lar beam was shuttered, the desorption rate was observed to increase slowly~Fig. 3!. We
made sure that the pressure in the chamber remained stable and this increase
detector current is not caused by an increase in the background, but rather it i
reflects an increase in the desorption rate of hydrogen molecules. We think tha
increase in the rate of isothermal desorption is due to pitting of the 2D condensed p
which is accompanied by lengthening of the ‘‘edge line’’ and fosters the transition o
increasingly larger number of molecules into the 2D gas phase, whence, as one c
from Fig. 1, appreciable isothermal desorption occurs.

In conclusion, we shall summarize the main results. Isothermal desorption of p
isorbed hydrogen molecules from a W~110! surface atTs;5 K was observed. The result
attest to a two-phase structure of the physisorbed H2 monolayer. We presumed that the
phases are states of a 2D gas and a 2D condensate. The relative content of H2 molecules
in these phases depends on the flux of molecules onto the surface. For a low
(;1013 molecules/cm2•s) the overwhelming majority of the molecules is in a therma
less stable 2D gas state, while for high fluxes (;231014 molecules/cm2•s) the majority
of the molecules is in a 2D condensate state. For this reason, in the latter case;50 times
fewer H2 molecules than in the first case are isothermally desorbed in the time o
experiment atTs;5 K. In contrast to hydrogen, isothermal desorption of deuteri
molecules atTs;5 K was not observed. This is explained by the fact that the zero-p
vibrational level of the deuterium molecules lies deeper in the physisorbed potential
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nancial support. We thank A. G. Naumovets for helpful discussions.
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On the observation of a single paramagnetic center in
experiments with a scanning tunneling microscope

F. I. Dalidchik and S. A. Kovalevski 
N. N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117977
Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 24 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 916–921~10 June 1998!

It is shown that exchange splitting is observed in the field emission
resonance spectrum when a paramagnetic center is present in the con-
tact of a scanning tunneling microscope. The effect makes it possible to
detect single electron spins. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01511-4#

PACS numbers: 61.16.Ch, 71.70.Gm, 61.72.Ji

Scanning tunneling microscopes~STMs! are widely used in modern investigation
of current-conducting materials.1 The impressive achievements of STM methods in
solution of problems of the physics and chemistry of surfaces are well known.
development of this device has made it possible not only to obtain images of su
structures, but it has also made it possible to change purposefully the composition,
ture, and location of individual surface complexes.2 In recent years many elementa
events of fundamental heterogeneous processes — adsorption,3 desorption,4 dissoci-
ation,5 and others — have become accessible to direct observation. At the same tim
deficiencies of the modern STM methods are also known. First and foremost,
methods are insensitive to the chemical structure of surface complexes. The prob
identifying topographic images, especially images of point defects in adsorbed par
still remains as one of the central problems in STM physics. This problem is difficu
solve by theoretical methods. The difficulties are due to both a lack of information a
the structure of the working tip of an STM and the lack of sufficiently accurate meth
for calculating the electronic wave functions of a surface at large distances (z>5 Å) in
high fields (f >107 V/cm). New ‘‘dynamic’’ methods of scanning tunneling spectro
copy ~STS!, which are sensitive to the vibrational spectra, spins, and electronic trans
energies of surface complexes, are now required in order to identify single point de
and adsorbed particles. Such methods have been intensively sought in recent yea2,6

One direction of these searches are attempts to repeat directly in experiment
an STM the spectroscopic measurements that are usually employed in studying m
scopic systems. However, this approach is still not successful enough. Attempts to
sure vibrational spectra according to a vibrational tunneling spectroscopy scheme7 i.e.,
by detecting threshold features of STM currents at voltageseV5\v<0.5 eV (\v is the
vibrational quantum!, have not been successful.6 Attempts to detect ESR signals from
single paramagnetic centers~PCs! of oxidized silicon were made in Refs. 8–10. In the
9650021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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works it was reported that weak radio frequency variations of STM tunneling curr
were observed at room temperature at distances 3–6 Å from a single point defec
mechanism leading to the appearance of ‘‘single atom’’ ESR with equal population o
Zeeman levels is not known at present. The coordinate dependence of the effec
scribed in Refs. 8–10 is anomalous. The question of the possibility of detecting s
PCs by ESR remains open.

The objective of the present letter is to propose a new method for detecting s
PCs in experiments with an STM. The method described below is based on a qua
size effect which is unobservable under macroscopic conditions.

It is well known ~see, for example, Refs. 11–13! that in experiments with an STM
the quantum-size effect is ordinarily manifested as oscillations of the conduc
s(V)5]J/]V which appear at voltageseV.f;5 eV (f is the work function of the tip!.
The periodic growth of the conductance of an STM operating in a field emission m
can be lucidly explained by the formation of electron standing electron waves~ESWs! in
a nanoscale resonator formed by the surface and the field barrier bounding on the t
the region of the classically allowed motion~we assume the polarity of the sample to
positive!. Taking account of the interactions of the electrons with the vibrational
internal degrees of freedom of the surface atoms leads to new effects. The charac
features produced in the STM currents by vibrational transitions were predicted
observed in Refs. 14–17. In these works, specifically, it was shown that for a suffici
long delay of an electron in a resonator~for vte>1, te is the delay time! the interaction
of the ESWs with local surface vibrations is manifested as a series of electro
vibrational field emission resonances, which were observed in the current–voltage
acteristics of an STM scanning an oxidized titanium surface. The effect observ
measurements ofJ(V) ‘‘in air’’ 14,17 were later also observed under high-vacuu
conditions.16,18

The surfaces of oxides and oxidized metals contain a small number of PCs.19 Some
of these centers play the role of ‘‘active centers’’ in catalysis and are being intens
studied on powders by ESR method.20 This approach gives spectroscopic informati
averaged over an ensemble ofN>1012 particles. Spectroscopic information about sing
PCs is accessible only by methods employing an STM. We shall show that in ex
ments with an STM single PCs can be observed according to a very simple indica
exchange splitting of field emission resonances. For this, we note that the ESW spe
is determined not only by the field of the forces repelling an electron from the tip but
by the scattering amplitudes~phases! of electrons scattered by surface atoms. For pa
magnetic centers, because of the contributions of the exchange mechanism, the sc
amplitude depends only on the total spinj 5s61/2 (s is the spin of a paramagneti
particle!.21 For oxygen, for example, for electron energiese;(eV2f);225 eV a sev-
eralfold difference in the amplitudesAj (e) is possible.22

Hence it follows that when a PC is present beneath the STM tip exchange sp
de j ,n (n is the number of the electronic level in the resonator! should be observed in th
ESW spectrum. The magnitude of the splitting can be easily estimated using the
pseudopotential approximation:21

de j ,n;2pdAj~0!uFn~R!u2>2pdAj~0!/V. ~1!
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HeredAj (0)5uAs11/22As21/2(0)u, Fn is the wave function of an electron in the state
the nth standing wave,R is the coordinate of the PC, andV is the volume of the
resonator:

V;
eV2f

eV
dS. ~2!

Hered is the distance between the tip and the surface andS is a characteristic scale of th
scanned surface. LetS;axay (ax,y are the periods of the surface lattice!. Then for
dAj (0);(0.5– 1) Å, V58 V, f55 eV, ax'3 Å, ay'6.5 Å, which corresponds to ti
tanium oxide,23 we have

de j ,n>~0.120.2! eV, ~3!

which is greater than~or comparable to! the half-widths of the field emission resonanc
observed in Refs. 14–17 (G<0.05– 0.1 eV). The long delay of an electron near the ox
surface (te;\/G;1024 s), which was not observed in experiments with beams~current
densities;1021 electrons/Å2), indicates that the volume charge that accumulates in
oxide layer beneath the tip and relaxes over a timetQ.10211 s plays a substantial role in
experiments with an STM~current density;1011 electrons/Å2).

The trapping of an electron by the resonator, i.e., localization of the electro
distancesl z;d(eV2f)/eV;2 Å from the sample, changes the force field,U(R), in
which the surface atoms move. Let us estimate the electronic–vibrational couplin
rameters

a5v~dR!2 and b5dv/v, ~4!

which determine the inelastic-transition probabilities and the accuracy of measure
of the vibrational spectra performed with an STM (dR is the displacement of the equ
librium position of a surface atom, anddv is the change in the vibrational frequency
the presence of an electron!. Let us take account of the Stark effect mechanism:

dU~R!5Ue~R!2U0~R!; f nD~R!. ~5!

HereUe(R) is the potential determining the vibrational spectrum in the presence o
electron, U0(R) is the potential for the state of an empty resonator (U0(R)
5Mv2R2/2), andD(R) is the dipole moment of a surface atom. Then forV58 V, d
'10 Å, D;1 a.u.,D8(D9);1 a.u., for\v;0.2 eV we have

a;1, b;0.1. ~6!

Hence it follows that in the adiabatic approximation~when the vibrational frequency i
less than the frequency of the electronic transitions! the spectra of the resonance values
the energies of electrons trapped by the resonator and interacting with the vibration
spin degrees of freedom of a surface atom, have the form, to within;10%,

e j ,m,v~V,d!52eV1en
0~V,d!1\v~v11/2!1de j ,n~V,d!, ~7!

where j 5s61/2, n51, 2, . . . ,v50,1,2,. . . , en
0(V,d)'c(nV/d)2/3 is the energy of the

nth electronic level in the resonator14 and v is the vibrational quantum number (\v
!]en

0/]n). According to Eq.~7!, the spectrum consists of electronic–vibrational–s
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series with electronic transition energies,]en
0/]n;122 eV, with n-dependent exchang

splitting, de j ,n;0.120.2 eV, and withj - andn-independent vibrational transition ene
gies\v;0.120.2 eV.

In experiments with an STM operating in the field emission mode~i.e., with eV
.f;5 eV), the spectrum~7! of resonance states can be measured by scanning
current J as a function ofV and ~or! d. It is easy to show that in the case of cle
‘‘blunt’’ 11–13 tips ~with structureless electron densities,r t(e)' const) the field emission
resonances~7! are manifested as maxima of the conductance,]J/]V, which appear at
values ofV andd which are roots of the equation

eF5e j ,n,v~V,d!. ~8!

Here«F is the Fermi level of electrons in the tip.

In experiments with pure ‘‘single-atom’’ tips or with tips containing adsorbed p
ticles the field emission resonances~7! can be manifested as maxima of the total curre
J(V,d). Indeed, the electron densities of such tips have narrow peaks

r t~e!5r t~eF!1r0

g2

~e2e0!21g2
, e0<eF , ~9!

with half-widthsg<0.1 eV,21–26which result in a growth of the currents for values ofV
andd which are roots of the equation

e05e j ,n,v~V,d!. ~10!

In the resonance approximation the functionsJ(V,d) for such tips can be described b
the expression

J~V,d!5J0 (
j ,n,v

G j ,n,v
l g j ,n,

r ~V,d!

~e j ,n,v~V,d!2e0!21~G1g!2
~11!

(eF2e0).(G1g). Here

G j ,n,v
l ~V,d!5g j ,n

l ~V,d!P0v , ~12!

g j ,n
l ~V,d!5g0 expS 2

4

3

f3/2

V
dD ~13!

are the probabilities of electron transitions from the tip into the resonator,P0v are the
Franck–Condon factors~the vibrational degrees of freedom of the PC are assumed n
be excited!, g j ,n

r (V,d) are the probabilities of electron transitions from the resonator
the sample, andG5\/te . ~The derivation of expression~11! employed Eq.~20! of Ref.
27 and took account of the fact that for sufficiently high voltages, wheneV@av, thresh-
old effects can be neglected.!

According to expressions~11! and~7! the spectrum of resonance features of the IV
of an STM operating in the field emission mode can be described by the expressi

eVj ,n,v52e01en
0~V0 ,d!1de j ,n1\v~v11/2!, ~14!
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\v!eV0 , eV05e0 , j 5s61/2,n51,2,. . . , v51,2,. . . , i.e., it has the form of an
electronic–vibrational–spin series with envelopes determined by the Franck–Co
factorsP0v; (av/v!) exp(2a).

We shall employ the results obtained above to identify the surface complex
oxidized titanium, whose field emission spectra have been measured in Ref. 17 wi
aid of an STM. Fragments of two spectra~see Figs. 1 and 3 of Ref. 17! containing the
effect of interest to us are presented on an enlarged scale in Figs. 1 and 2. In both
the spectra contain split peaks; the magnitude of the splittings corresponds to the es
~3!. It is easy to see the general characteristics of the spectra being compared. The
of the threshold voltages,V1 , and the corresponding currents,J(V1), for these spectra
are virtually identical~7.4 V and 7.3 V, 18 nA and 16 nA, respectively!. The half-widths
of the peaks are also close. These characteristics refer to electronic states and ar
mined by the resonator. Fundamental differences between two spectra measured
ferent points on the surface, i.e., referring to different surface complexes, can al
seen. If exchange splitting is neglected, then one can see that the first spectrum is
sented by a sequence of nonequidistant peaks with nondecreasing heights:

J~Vn!'20 nA, Vn112VnÞconst, n51,2,3,4. ~15!

FIG. 1. Electronic–spin series of field emission STM resonances of oxidized titanium.
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The distances between the peaks correspond to the frequencies of electron transi
the resonator (e(Vn112Vn);1 eV). In accordance with the estimate~1! the exchange
splitting of different peaks is different (de I ,4;0.4 eV, de I ,3;0.3 eV, de I ,2'de I ,1

;0.1 eV). There are no vibrational lines in this spectrum, the parametera is small, i.e.,
the dipole momentD is small. The smallness of the dipole moment is characteristic
point defects which are not associated with adsorption. Paramagnetic centers of tit
oxide which are not associated with adsorption are well known.20 These are Ti31 ions ~O
vacancies!.

Let us now examine the spectrum presented in Fig. 2. Two series, shifted by

dVI5V182V15V282V25V382V3'0.07 V, ~16!

of equidistant and monotonically decreasing maxima, the distances between which

dVv5Vv122Vv115Vv8122Vv81150.15 V ~v,v850,1,2 . . .! ~17!

FIG. 2. Vibrational–spin series of field emission STM resonances of oxidized titanium.
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correspond to a vibrational quantum of an adsorbed paramagnetic ion radical O2
2 , mea-

sured by the method of IR spectroscopy (\v51180 cm2150.15 eV), ~Ref. 19! can be
distinguished in it.

Exchange splitting of the field emission resonances can be used as the ba
scanning tunneling spin spectroscopy, making it possible to observe single PCs of
and oxidized metals.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
96-03-34129!.
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Quasielastic scattering of light by a photoexcited
electron–hole plasma induced in a GaAs layer in the
presence of InAs quantum dots

B. Kh. Ba ramov,a) V. A. Vo tenko, B. P. Zakharchenya, and V. V. Toporov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

M. Henini and A. J. Kent
Department of Physics, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NG7 2RD, UK

~Submitted 30 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 922–927~10 June 1998!

The development of a method for registering quasielastic electronic
light scattering spectra in the near-IR region, which makes it possible to
detect light scattering by a photoexcited electron–hole plasma induced
in a GaAs layer in the presence of a self-organized ensemble of InAs
quantum dots, is reported. A substantial resonance intensification of
such scattering, two orders of magnitude greater than the values estab-
lished for the bulk material, is observed, and the main mechanism of
such scattering is determined. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01611-9#

PACS numbers: 71.35.Ee, 73.61.Ey, 78.35.1c

Semiconductor quantum dots~QDs! in a wide-gap matrix are attracting increasin
interest from investigators. In such structures size quantization in all three direc
results in a substantial modification of the electronic density of states, with substan
greater charge-carrier localization, which, it seems, can substantially improve the
characteristics of a number of nanoelectronics devices. We report a further elabora
the highly sensitive method presented in Ref. 1 for detecting inelastic electronic
scattering spectra in the near-IR region of the spectrum and for realizing the possibi
investigating light-scattering spectra in structures with QDs. As a result, we have
able to observe quasielastic electronic scattering of light by free charge carriers
InAs QD system in a GaAs matrix. It was shown that such scattering is due to elec
hole plasma induced in the GaAs bulk in the presence of InAs QDs by the incident
The ensemble of self-organized QDs was produced on the basis of spontaneous d
position of a strongly strained InAs layer, grown on the GaAs surface, into cohe
islands. The observed substantial intensification of the quasielastic electronic sca
of light is due to the resonance character of such scattering. It made it possible to
spectra of quasielastic electron scattering of light in structures with QDs at an inte
level approximately two orders of magnitude greater than the values established fo
material.

We investigated nominally undoped structures obtained by molecular-beam ep
9720021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on semi-insulatingsi–GaAs substrates~with n-type conductivity! with a faceted~311!B
surface. The islands were formed by the Stranski�–Krastanov mechanism. The activ
region of the sample consisted of 10 rows of QDs, formed by successive deposit
InAs layers each with an effective thickness of 1.8 monolayers, separated by GaAs
5.1 nm thick. The transition from two-dimensional uniform to three-dimensional non
form growth of the InAs layers was monitored according to the change in the chara
istic RHEED pattern from the surface of the growing layers. The effective dimensio
the InAs QDs were;1236 nm.

The spectra were excited by a highly stable solid-state cw neodymium-doped
laser with wavelength 1064.4 nm. Spectra obtained in the geometry of backscat
from the ~311!B surface with parallel (yy) polarizations of the incident and scattere
light were investigated. They axis corresponds to the crystallographic directi
@2233#. The spectral composition of the scattered light was analyzed with a h
transmission (f 51 – 3) double diffraction monochromator and detected with a coo
photomultiplier using two-channel photon counting. The spectral resolution was 2 c21.
The measurements were performed at exciting radiation densities in the ranP
50.2– 1.0 kW/cm2, which do not give rise to local heating of the samples. The latter
monitored by registering the grating lines corresponding to scattering of light by tr
verse TO(G) and longitudinal LO(G) optical phonons from thesi-GaAs substrate.

Figure 1 shows fragments of the inelastic light-scattering spectra obtained dir
from a layer for a structure with InAs QDs in a GaAs matrix atT5194 K ~a! and 77 K
~b!. These spectra, which lie in the not easily accessible low-frequency range adjac
the exciting laser line, convincingly demonstrate observation of the Lorentzian win
quasielastic electronic scattering of light. Figure 2 displays a similar spectrum obt
for a si-GaAs substrate atT5300 K under identical experimental conditions. The qu
intense lines in these spectra at 271.3 and 294.3 cm21, 269.7 and 292.8 cm21 are due to
lattice scattering of light from thesi-GaAs substrate by TO(G) and LO(G) phonons at
T577, 194, and 300 K, respectively. In the magnified (203) part of the spectrum of the
si-GaAs substrate, the most intense and sharpest line at 159.7 cm21 against the back-

FIG. 1. Fragments of spectra obtained from a layer for a nominally undoped structure consisting of InA
in a GaAs matrix grown on a semi-insulatingsi-GaAs substrate. The spectra were obtained atT5194 K ~a! and
T577 K ~b!.
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ground of comparatively weak lines corresponding to overtone scattering correspo
overtone scattering with the participation of two acoustic 2TA~X, K! GaAs phonons. It is
noteworthy that the intensity of the observed quasielastic electronic scattering of lig
this spectrum is comparable to that of 2TA~X, K! phonons. This fact as well as th
character and shape of the scattering line show that thesi-GaAs substrate is of then type
with free charge-carrier densityn51.031015 cm23 ~Ref. 2!. The absolute intensity o
such quasielastic electronic scattering of light drops sharply with decreasing tempe
and in agreement with the results of Ref. 3 it completely vanishes in the spec
obtained atT577 K.

Investigation of the electronic light scattering process in the spectra of struc
with InAs QDs in the GaAs matrix shows a completely different picture. Such scatte
likewise differs strongly from the process of inelastic scattering of light by free hole
p-GaAs.4 It is clearly seen from the spectra in Fig. 1 that atT577 K the contribution of
lattice scattering is not dominant. Moreover, these spectra demonstrate an anom
increase of the absolute intensity of quasielastic electronic light scattering with dec
ing temperature. The observation of an intensification of the absolute intensi
quasielastic electronic light scattering in structures with InAs QDs in a GaAs matr
also new. The intensification is approximately two orders of magnitude greater tha
values established for bulk material. Moreover, an anti-Stokes component of such
tering appears at low temperatures.

It seems to us that such an intensification can arise as a result of the reso
character of the scattering, due to the selectively photoexcited electron–hole p
induced in the GaAs layer in the presence of a self-organized ensemble of InAs
Since the characteristic geometric sizes of the QDs are small compared to the wave
of light (d!l), in principle the electrostatic approximation can be used to find
characteristic modes of the electromagnetic field in them. The electric field inside Q
an effective dielectric medium will be determined by the difference of the permittiv
of InAs and GaAs at the frequency of the exciting light. The luminescence line w
maximum at 1031.4 nm indicates the presence of quantization of electrons in QDs.
a periodic structure consisting of QD rows, whose characteristic geometric dimen

FIG. 2. Fragment of a spectrum obtained from a semi-insulatingsi-GaAs substrate on which nominally un
doped structures consisting of InAs QDs in a GaAs matrix were grown. The spectrum was obtaineT
5300 K.
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are comparable to the periods of the structure in both directions — along and acro
direction of growth, is formed, the electronic states of the discrete spectrum in
structures are collectivized. The degree of collectivization, i.e., the number of dots
ticipating in it, depends on the dot-size variance and, specifically, it decreases sha
the presence of coalescence, i.e., with the onset of the stage of large-dot formatio
result of a simultaneous decrease of the size of the other dots.5 Collectivization of the
quantum states is expressed on the energy scale as a fragmentation of the ele
bands, appearance of allowed minibands and minigaps in the band gap betweeEg1

50.424 eV~InAs! and Eg251.519 eV~GaAs!. For incident\v51.165 eV photons, a
substantial portion of the volume of the system under study with effective band gaEg

can satisfy the resonance condition\v5Eg .

The light scattering cross sectionS is determined by the ratio of the number
scattered photons emitted per unit volume to the photon flux density incident o
crystal surface. Let the incident radiation be characterized by the frequencyv I and wave
vectorkI and the secondary radiation by the quantitiesvS andkS . The scattering cross
section per unit solid angle and unit frequency can be written in the form

d2S

dvdV
5

v IvS
3

2pc4

1

uA0
I u2uA0

Su2 E d3rd3r 8Ai*
I~r !Ak

S~r !

3~dx ik~r !dxmn~r 8!!vAm
I ~r 8!An*

S~r 8!. ~1!

Herev5v I2vS is the shift of the frequency of the scattered light,AI(r ) andAS(r ) are
the vector potentials of the field of the incident and scattered waves,A0

I andA0
S are the

amplitudes of the electromagnetic waves outside the crystal, anddx ik(r ) is the fluctua-
tion part of the polarizability tensor of the crystal.

In accordance with the indicated resonance character of the scattering, photoi
tion of electron–hole pairs, which accumulate near the InAs QDs, occurs as a resul
excitation. From the classical standpoint, photoinduced excitonic liquid is injected fr
region near dots, producing in the GaAs volume, which is transparent to the inc
light, a nonequilibrium two-component plasma. For such a system, the sum of ele
and hole contributions must be used for the permittivity fluctuationsdx:3

dx
ik

52d ikReh

e2

mv I
2 ~medne1mhdnh!. ~2!

Heredne anddnh are fluctuations of the electron and hole densities;me andmh5g I are
the reciprocals of the reduced masses of the electrons and holes, the latter being e
the corresponding parameterg I in the Luttinger Hamiltonian;d ik is the Kronecker delta;
and, Reh is a resonance factor6 determined by the band gapEg and is given byReh

5Eg
2/@Eg

22(\v i)
2#. Our estimates show that the main contribution to the observed

tensification of quasielastic light scattering is due to this factor, while the contribu
associated with the decrease inAI andAS is only a factor of 2–3. Therefore the maximu
resulting gain for the cross section isR53Reh

2 .

To describe the Lorentzian wing of quasielastic electronic scattering of light
shall take account of the fact that the nonequilibrium carriers generated by the light
a zero macroscopic rate of spreading and a low mobility, limited by scattering
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phonons. For this reason, to describe the kinetics of the fluctuationsdx from Eq. ~2! we
shall employ, instead of the Navier–Stokes equation conventionally used in the h
dynamic approximation, the continuity and diffusion equations

]dna

]t
1

1

e
¹•d j a50, d j a5~21!a

saE

e
2Da¹dna1ga . ~3!

Here the indexa enumerates the particles:a51 for electrons anda52 for holes;d j a are
the fluctuation currents;Da and sa are the corresponding diffusion coefficients a
conductivities;ga are the random fluxes due to thermal motion and are the sources o
fluctuations; and,E is the intensity of the electric field, limiting the rate of motion durin
the diffusion of a charged particle in accordance with Poisson’s equation. For the c
a GaAs matrix with periodically arranged QDs, the Fourier transforms in the coordin
r and time t can be used to solve the system of equations~3!. Solving the algebraic
system obtained we have

dne,h52 iq
ge~h!ah~e!1gh~e!be~h!

aeah2bebh
, ~4!

whereaa52 iv1q2Da14psa /e, ba54psa /e, andq is the Fourier-transform wave
vector. According to Eq.~2!, the spectral composition of the scattered light reflects
correlation of the electron and hole fluctuations. Such a correlation is always presen
this reason, on substituting expression~4! into Eqs.~2! and~1! it is necessary to examin
all the correlation functions that arise, including those which are nondiagonal in
symbolse andh. Each correlation function can be expressed by means of Eq.~4! in terms
of quadratic functionals ofge andgh , whose averages are determined by the unive
correlation properties of the random currents. The latter are determined as follows

~gaigbk!qv5dabS ]na

]za
D

T

F~v!d ikReDa~v!, ~5!

whereF(v)5\v/@12exp(2\v/T)# andna andza are, respectively, the stationary no
equilibrium density and Fermi quasilevels of particles of typea. Forming by means of
Eq. ~4! all possible spectral correlation functions of electrons and holes, from Eqs.~1!–
~3! we can find the following expressions for the quasielastic scattering cross sect

]2S

]v]V
58pVR~eies!

2
q2F~v!

e2 S e2

mc2D 2

~me1mh!2tm
2

DeS ]ne

]ze
D

T

sh
21DhS ]nh

]zh
D

T

se
2

v21~q2Da2v2tM !2
.

~6!

HeretM5e/@4pse1sh)] is the Maxwell relaxation time and

Da5
seDh1shDe

se1sh
~7!

is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. According to Eq.~6!, the relaxation observed in th
quasielastic light-scattering spectra with a Lorentzian widthG5q2Da is due to the si-
multaneous diffusion of electrons and holes. It should be noted that the electron mo
be5ete /me* is greater than the heavy-hole mobility:bh /be5me* th /mh* te!1. For this
reason,G in Fig. 1b is determined by the smallest of the possible diffusion coefficie
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which belongs to the holes. A new fact is that the experimental values forG are found to
be several times smaller than in bulkn-InP andn-GaAs crystals with comparable impu
rity density.2–5,7,8 It is noteworthy that at lower temperatures a drift character of
charge-carrier motion develops in the space between quantum dots, which could in
their average population density compared with the case of ambipolar diffusion.

In conclusion, we note that the realization in practice of the possibility of measu
the near-IR quasielastic electronic resonance light scattering spectra in structure
QDs opens up new possibilities for studying the interaction of electromagnetic wave
diffusion of charge carriers in semiconductor nanostructures.

a!E-mail: bairamov@bahish.ioffe.rssi.ru
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Uniform rotation of smectic layers of a ferroelectric
liquid crystal in an asymmetric electric field

S. V. Yablonski 
Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia

K. Nakayama, M. Ozaki, and K. Yoshino
Department of Electronic Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Osaka University,
565 Osaka, Japan

~Submitted 30 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 928–933~10 June 1998!

An asymmetric ac electric field with amplitudeE510 V/mm gives rise
to a matched rotation of the normal to the smectic layers, while a
sinusoidal fieldE51 V/mm is used to study the rotation in the method
of modulation total internal reflection ellipsometry, which makes it pos-
sible to probe the region of a ferroelectric liquid crystal~FLC! next to
the electrode (h'0.7 mm). It is shown that the angle of rotation of the
normal to the smectic layers near the surface of the electrode varies
reversibly as a function of the polarity and number of electric pulses
applied, just as in the interior region. The characteristic dynamic prop-
erties of thin layers of nematic liquid crystals, such as an anomalously
long relaxation time and a high-frequency relaxation process, are ob-
served in thin FLC layers. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01711-3#

PACS numbers: 77.84.Nh, 07.60.Fs, 78.20.Jq

1. INTRODUCTION

Useful electrooptic effects in chiral ferroelectric liquid crystals~FLCs! are based on
a change in the orientation of the director of the FLC with respect to rigid,a! stationary
smectic planes. The static nature of the layered smectic structure was never que
right up to the appearance of Ref. 2, where an irreversible rotation, bounded by the
angle u0 , of the normal to the smectic layers under the action of an electric fiel
observed in the C* phase. These investigations were further elaborated in Refs.
Their main result was the discovery of uniform and reversible rotation of smectic la
that is induced by an electric field with a special shape and a large amplitude
rotation was monitored by observing in a polarizing microscope textured defects an
index ellipsoid averaged over the thickness of the sample. The rotation of the sm
layers was observed in C* and A phases of both ferroelectric and antiferroelectric LCs3,4

It has been shown that it is of a threshold character,8 and it is critically dependent on th
chemical composition of the orienting coatings and their mechanical treatment.

At present the physical mechanism of this phenomenon is not completely u
stood, but its dependence on the properties of the surface has stimulated the presen
9780021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where the method of modulation total internal reflection ellipsometry, which will
shown below to be sensitive to the orientation of the normal to the smectic layers, m
it possible to probe thin layers of the LC near the surface and to investigate the
namical properties,9,10 is used to investigate the FLC next to the LC–electrode interfa

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case of a normal orientation of the smectic layers with respect to the bou
surfaces, under total internal reflection conditions the penetration depthL of the damped
surface light wave equals11 L5l(N2sinw22neff

2 )21/2, wherel50.6328mm, N51.803
is the index of refraction of a prism consisting of TF-10 heavy flint,w580° is the angle
of incidence of the light wave, measured from the normal to the prism–electrode
face,neff5(ni

2sinu0
21n'

2cosu0
2)1/2, u0525° is the tilt angle of the director with respect

the normal to the smectic layers,ni51.66, n'51.49, andneff51.52. ~The refractive
indicesni andn' used to estimate the penetration depth of the damped light wave
measured at the He–Ne laser wavelengthl5632.8 nm in the smectic A phase at tem
perature
T578 °C). Therefore the maximum penetration depth of the light wave was equ
h'0.7 mm, which was much smaller than the thickness of the sampled510 mm. The
refractive-index modulation due to the motion of the LC director on a cone symm
with respect to the normal to the smectic layers results in modulation of the phase
reflected light waves polarized in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.~Reflection
occurs under total internal reflection conditions; the polarization vector of the light w
makes an angle of 45° with the plane of incidence.! After conversion by a Sernarmon
compensator, the reflected light is detected with a photodetector connected to a co
~Fig. 1!. A special program package called PhysLab, based on multimedia resourc
a personal computer and implementing a number of virtual devices necessary for m
lation ellipsometry, such as a synchronous detector, spectrum analyzer, and plotte
used for the signal measurements.

In the general case the periodic ellipsometric signal has a complicated shap
contains both even and odd harmonics of the frequencyv of the exciting electric field, as
shown in Fig. 2. The absence of odd harmonics in the optical response correspon
from symmetry considerations, the particular case when the normal to the smectic
lies in the plane of incidence of the light wave.

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus:1 — He–Ne laser;2,6 — l/4 plates,l5632.8 nm;3 — polarizer; 4 —
turntable;5 — prism module with FLC;7 — analyzer;8 — filter; 9 — silicon photodiodes;10 — personal
computer;11 — generator of special pulses;12 — thermocouple, I and II — inputs of Sound Blaster 16 sou
card.
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Thus, in the present work special attention is devoted to synchronous detect
the X component of the optical response at the fundamental frequency of the ex
electric field, whereX5A(v)cosw, A(v) is the amplitude of the ellipsometric signa
andw is the phase difference detected by the synchronous detector. The moment
the X component vanishes corresponds to the moment when the smectic layer
through the plane of incidence of the light wave, and a change in sign of theX compo-
nent corresponds to a change in sign of the angle between the normal to the s
layers and the plane of incidence.

A chiral FLC ~CS-1029 Chisso Co.!, containing the following sequence o
phases and phase transition temperatures in degrees celsius, was
Cr–18–SmC* –73-SmA–85-N* –91-Iso. Orienting coatings based on polyvinyl alcoh
~PVA! were deposited on half-transmitting electrodes~ITO!, deposited on the surface o
the prism and flat glass. After annealing at 120 °C for 1 h the initial orientation of the

FIG. 3. Form and magnitude of the asymmetric voltage giving rise to rotation of the normal to the sm
layers.

FIG. 2. Fourier spectrum of the electrooptic response obtained at temperatureT545 °C. A voltage with
amplitude 10 V and frequency 1 Hz was applied to the sample.
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FLC was formed by mechanical rubbing of the surface of the PVA with a nylon fab
An important aspect was the procedure for obtaining weak azimuthal anchoring ene
the LC with the substrate. For this, the nylon fabric was put in contact with the subs

FIG. 4. Photographs obtained with a polarizing microscope: a — after 45-min action of an asymmetric voltag
b — after 90-min action on the texture shown in the preceding photograph.
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and then deformed to a depth of 0.5 mm. Next, the substrate was displaced with r
to the stationary fabric. Thirty cycles were sufficient to form a relief on the surface o
substrate and to induce a weak anisotropy of the anchoring energy with a low
threshold. The ferroelectric liquid crystal was placed in a prism module, shown in F
at temperatureT595 °C and then cooled to room temperatureT520 °C. The initial
arrangement of the smectic layers was perpendicular to the rubbing direction an
substrate surface. Next, an asymmetric electric field, whose form is shown in Fig. 3
applied to the sample for 45 min. As a result, the optical texture rotated by an ang
20° ~Fig. 4a!. After the inverted asymmetric voltage~mirror-symmetric with respect to
the abscissa! was applied for 45 min the angle of inclination was equal to 0° and afte
min the angle was equal to220° ~Fig. 4b!. The asymmetric voltage was switched o
according to a definite protocol, as follows from Fig. 5, and theX(v) component of the
optical response to a sinusoidal voltageU510 V with frequencyv52p31000, depend-
ing on the time, as shown in Fig. 5, was measured by modulation total internal refle
ellipsometry. The relaxation time of the FLCtp'10 min was estimated from Fig. 5. Thi
value is much greater than the response time of the crystaltw'400 ms. It is interesting
to note that such behavior is not specific to FLCs, since, for example, the equilibr
time in the surface layer of 5CB in the case of weak azimuthal anchoring energy wit
substrate was also equal totp'10 min,12 i.e., it was much greater than the relaxati
time of the nematic liquid crystaltp'0.1 s, calculated from the well-known expressi
tp5d2g/p2K, whered510 mm, g51 poise, andK51026 dyn. At the moment when
the normal to the smectic layers coincided with the plane of incidence of the light w
theX(v) component of the optical response vanished, while the predominant directi
the stripe defect structure coincided with the axis of easy orientation. Further acti
the asymmetric voltage on the FLC resulted in a change in sign of theX(v) component
of optical response and, correspondingly, in a change in sign of the rotation angle
normal to the smectic layers, as was confirmed by observation in a polarizing m
scope.

FIG. 5. Dependence of theX(v) component of the optical response on the observation time. The amplitude
frequency of the sinusoidal voltage and the measurement temperature were equal toU510 V, v52p
31000, andT545 °C, respectively. An asymmetric voltage was applied during the pauses~the number of
pulses is shown in the figure!.
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Since under total internal reflection conditions the change in the phase diffe
between the perpendicular and parallel components of the field of the light wave do
depend on the thickness of the LC layer ford,h,11 for v.1/tp a situation whenw(t)
;A(v)eivt, wherew(t) is the azimuthal perturbation of the FLC director andA(v) is
the amplitude of the first harmonic of the optical response, is easily realized. G
agreement with the theoretical predictions of the frequency behavior of the azim
perturbation of the FLC13 is shown in Fig. 6, where in the intermediate frequency ran
A(v);uw(t)u;v21. The curve1, obtained at room temperatureT520 °C, demon-
strates additional damping at high frequenciesn.30 kHz. ~For the caseT545 °C, de-
scribed by the curve2, this process is apparently shifted in the direction of high frequ
cies.! A similar high-frequency dissipative process, due to the effect of surface visc
on the dynamics of a liquid crystal, has been observed in a compensated nematic
crystal MBBA.14

3. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic behavior of a thin~thickness of the order of the wavelength of ligh!
near-surface layer of a FLC in the uniform rotation, induced by an asymmetric ele
field, of the normal to the smectic layers was investigated by modulation total int
reflection ellipsometry. It was shown that the rotation angle of the normal to the sm
layers near the surface of the electrode, just as in the bulk, varies reversibly as a fu
of the polarity and number of applied electric pulses. Measurements of the first harm
of the optical response, characterizing the azimuthal disturbance of the FLC, as a fu
of the frequency of the sinusoidal voltage were also performed. It was found tha
surface dynamics of the thin layers of the FLC is nonspecific and exhibits features w
are characteristic of nematic liquid crystals.

This work was supported by the grants COPERNICUS~IC15-CT96-0744!, INTAS
95-IN-RU-128, RFFI 98-02-17071 as well as a grant from the Japanese Minist
Education, Science, Sports, and Culture. We thank S. P. Palto for the opportunity of
the PhysLab program package and S. A. Pikin for valuable remarks.

FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of the amplitudeA(v) of the optical response:1 — at temperature
T520 °C, 2 — at temperatureT545 °C.
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a!In principle, a wavelike instability of flat smectic layers is theoretically possible in smectics A.1 But high field
intensities are required in order to obtain an appreciable effect. Evidently, this is why it has not yet
observed.
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Manganites at low temperatures and light doping: band
approach and percolation

L. P. Gor’kov
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
32310, USA; L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, 117334 Moscow, Russia

V. Z. Kresin
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

~Submitted 30 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 934–939~10 June 1998!

A tight-band model is employed for thee2g orbitals in manganites. It is
shown that a large intra-atomic Hund couplingJH and the resulting
double-exchange mechanism lead to antiferromagnetic ordering along
one of the cubic axes, stabilized by the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect,
which further decreases the band energy of the electrons. As a result,
LaMnO3 is a band insulator built of 2D ferromagnetic layers. The
critical concentration (xc.0.16) for the onset of ferromagnetic and
metallic behavior at low temperatures in La12xSrxMnO3 and the phase
transition are treated in a percolation approach. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01811-8#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Pa, 71.30.1h, 75.30.Kz, 75.50.Dd

Current efforts in studies of the ‘‘colossal magnetoresistance’’~CMR! in the man-
ganites R12xBxMnO3 ~usually R5La, B5Ca, Sr; see, e.g., Refs. 1–3 for a review a
references! are naturally focused on phenomena occurring in the vicinity of the me
insulator transition temperatureT* , which for x50.220.3 reaches the room temperatu
range. There are no doubts that both the Jahn–Teller~JT! distortions and Zener doubl
exchange~DE! mechanism4,5 are two key ingredients of CMR.

The transition between the paramagnetic and conducting ferromagnetic pha
treated in Ref. 6 as a localization–delocalization ‘‘crossover’’ driven by thermal fluc
tions of the local JT modes. In this paper we focus on the analysis of pheno
occurring at lowT. In this region the approach should be different. Indeed, the two
members of the series, LaMnO3 and CaMnO3, are both antiferromagnetic~AF! insula-
tors. ‘‘Doping’’ of LaMnO3 by divalent atoms results in metallic conductivity only abo
a critical concentrationxc.0.16.

Low-temperature phases of manganites are usually interpreted in terms of loc
orbitals,7,8 more often than not in the modified Hubbard model~see, e.g., Ref. 9!. Al-
though it is widely accepted that electron–electron correlations play the key ro
low-temperature behavior of manganites, we show that their major properties c
understood within the framework of the band approach as well, or in a percol
picture.
9850021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The following facts have to be explained: 1! The insulating state of the paren
LaMnO3; 2! the type-A antiferromagnetic ordering~alternating ferromagnetic planes!; 3!
the small value of the Ne´el temperature,TN;150 K, in the low-x range, while the
structural changes occur at about 900 K; 4! the localization of ‘‘holes’’ introduced into
the Mn31 subsystem atx,xc ; 5! the threshold concentration,xc.0.16, above which
metallic conductivity sets in at lowT.

In the band model properties 1! through 4! are brought about by the DE and J
mechanisms. We interpret the valuexc.0.16 in terms of percolation theory: both th
cluster approach and the phase separation picture, which was first suggested
cuprates,10 seem to give the same criterion.11

Let us start from the fract that the ground state of LaMnO3 is type-A. According to
our picture, the appearance of such a magnetic state isnot caused by any exchang
interaction between localized spins on different sites. The mutual arrangement o
distorted octahedra and of the core3t2g spins,Si ~S53/2!, is stabilized only by benefits in
the kineticbandenergy of thee2g ‘‘conduction’’ electrons.

The single-electron Hamiltonian is then of the form Ref. 6

Ĥ5(
i ,d

~ t̂ i ,i 1d2JHSi•ŝ1gt̂i•Qi1JelQi
2!. ~1!

Here t̂ i ,i 1d is the nearest2neighbor tunneling matrix, defined on some basis of
two2dimensional cubic representatione2g ; Qi are the active local JT modes with th
matrix elements on that electronic basis expressed in terms of a ‘‘pseudospin’’ mat̂
~see, e.g., Ref. 7; theQi are defined as dimensionless parameters!. The static JT defor-
mations and the staggered magnetization,^Si&5(21)i^S& of theA-type phase are treate
below in the mean field approximation.

To avoid cumbersome expressions, we first discuss the competition between f2
and antiferromagnetic order for theone2band model:

«~p!5t cos~apz!1 t̄ ~p'!. ~2!

We assume at first that the local (3t2g) spins are ordered ferromagnetically. At larg
JH@t the low energy band is shifted down, by2JH^S&. The main contribution to the
total energy isEH52JH^S&n (n is the number of electrons per unit cell!, while the
kinetic energy contribution due to the polarized electrons is linear int, t̄ .

Consider the same problem for AF ordering along thez axis ~with a period of 2a).
It is convenient to discuss the more general case

Si5~6^Sz&,Mx! ~Sz
21Mx

25S2!, ~3!

i.e., the canted AF structure8 for the 3t2g spins. Solving the periodic electron spectru
problem in a manner similar to the solution for the two local sites,5 one obtains the
following four branches:

« l~p!2 t̄ ~p'!56AJH
2 S21t2~pz!62JHut~pz!uuMxu. ~4!

At JH@t, t̄ , the low energy spectrum reduces to

«~p!1,22 t̄ ~p'!.2JHS6ut~pz!u~ uMxu/S!. ~5!
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The second term restores the familiar expression for transport:5 Mx52Sucosu/2u (u
is the angle between the adjacent local spins!.

For the AF case (Mx[0) the Brillouin zone is reduced by half, but there are n
two branches in~5!. As the result, the main term,2JHS, does not change. For a sing
band, the antiferromagnetic order may even be energetically favorable, althoug
energy benefit would be small, of the order of~see~4!!

t2/JH!t. ~6!

For two bands there are terms linear int. The JT band splittingis necessary if we wish
to decrease the ground state energy below the energy of the ferromagnetic state.

We have obtained the ‘‘bare’’ band spectrum of a cubic material withe2g electrons.
For calculatingt̂ ik , and hence, the electronic spectrum,«(p), use of the normalized basi
functions of the form:

c1}z21ex21e2y2, c2[c1* ~7!

(e5exp(2pi/3)), proves to be more convenient to account for the cubic symmetry o
initial lattice. The functions~7! are related to the real basis,w1}dz2 andw2}dx22y2:

c15~w11 iw2!/A2, c25~w12 iw2!/A2. ~8!

The tight2binding spectrum of thee2g electrons consists of two branches, which a
discussed below.

Before proceeding further, we write down explicitly the local, JT part of the Ham
tonian ~1! in the basis~7!:

2
g

2
Q0S 0 exp~ iu!

exp~2 iu! 0 D . ~9!

In the standard notation:7 Q25Q0 sinu, Q35Q0 cosu. HereQ0 is the magnitude of the
JT distortions, and the ‘‘angles’’u50, 2p/3, 22p/3 correspond to elongations of th
octahedron along thez, x, andy axes, respectively.

With the above in mind, consider the options for possible ground states in ma
nites. In the case of stoichiometric LaMnO3 there is exactly onee2g electron (Mn31) per
unit cell. The ferromagnetic filling2up for two bands will produce a metallic spectrum
AF ordering along one axis results in the same leading contribution,2JHS ~at largeJH),
while the corresponding kinetic energy contribution becomes of the order oft2/JH!t.
The terms of second order int in Eq. ~4! imply that the spectrum is much less dispersi
along thez axis (Mx[0). Planes with antiparallel core spins become almost isolate

AF ordering along any other direction would lack electronic transport along
direction, again shrinking the bands. Thus it is enough to have AF order along one
to achieve the major energy benefit2JHS. However, to stabilize the AF order alongone
axis, one needs to further reduce the total energy by antiferroelastic JT distortions
the remaining directions.

Note again that after the AF ordering sets in, say, along thez axis, the communica-
tion between adjacent layers in real space becomes very weak. Therefore, at largeJH it is
possible to reduce the problem in leading order to a problem of two2dimensional~2D!
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electrons. For decoupled layers, electrons inside the layer are ferromagnetically pol
along the3t2g ~core! spins. Again, in this 2D problem there is one electron per~2D! cell.
The metallic spectrum simplifies to the form:

«1,2
2D~p!5~A1B!~cosapx1cosapy!6~A2B!

3$~cosapx1cosapy!213~cosapx2cosapy!2%1/2, ~10!

wherei ,k5(x,y,z);

A}w1~z;x,y!w1~z1a;x,y!, B}w2~z;x,y!w2~z1a;x,y!

are the two overlap integrals between two sites separated by the lattice constanta. We
now introduce JT distortions in a layer with the structure vector (p,p) in a plane. If the
JT splitting is strong enough, then instead of~9!, the new spectrum will consist of two
pairs of bands separated by energy gaps over the entire~new! Brillouin zone, with the
low-energy bands fully occupied. This completes the band picture for the insul
A-type ground state in LaMnO3.

For this interpretation one needs:

JH@t, gQ0 ; gQ0it. ~11!

Equation ~10! does not impose any severe limitations on the model parameters.
above physics should be present in any realistic band structure. Usually band calcu
use the experimental lattice parameters, and it is not straightforward to single out~e.g., in
Ref. 3! the competition of the effects considered above.

Finding the single-electron spectrum in the presence of the JT distortions from~8!,
~9!, writing the total energy of the filled-up bands, and then minimizing the total en
is a straightforward but rather tedious task. In the general case, there is no small p
eter. We will consider numerical aspects elsewhere.

Below we take advantage of the transparent physics of the independent 2D
approximation. First of all, the 2D ferromagnetic ground state in each layer which
obtained in the mean field approximation will be smeared out by fluctuations: ferro
netism does not exist as a stable thermodynamic phase in 2D, unless there is a
interlayer couplingt2/JH ~Eq. ~6!!. This results in a rather low Ne´el temperature in
LaMnO3, TN.150 K at t;0.1 eV, JH;1 eV.

To illustrate the above, let us consider the ‘‘symmetric’’ model,9 A5B5t/2 in ~9!:

«~p!5t~cosapx1cosapy![ t̃ ~p!. ~12!

Equation~11! gives two degenerate bands. For one polarized 2D electron per unit
the two Fermi surfaces run along the linespx6py5(6p/a). In the presence of JT
distortion~8! the new spectrum~in the reduced Brillouin zone, with the structural vect
(p/a,p/a)) consists of the four branches« l(p)56uut(p)u6Du, whereD5ugQ0/2u. At
D.2t there are two pairs of energy bands, and the insulating gap, equal toD22t, sets
in at px5py50. The distortiongQ05g2/Jel is defined from the on-site problem.

Turning back to the parameters (JH ,Jel ,g,A,B) of our general model, connection
betweengQ0 , Jel andA andB are established by minimization of the total~electronic
and elastic! energies with respect toQ andMx ~see Eq.~5!!. The deformations (Q0) of
the octahedra are known from the structural data~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. One may also expec
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thatB!A: tunneling between Mn sites takes places through the shared oxygen ion
the notion that the sized of the d shell is small compared to the lattice constanta (d
!a), is quite helpful in respect to oxides of transition metals.7,12,13 The spin wave
spectrum in LaMnO3 is now available.14 Although we postpone the study of the sp
wave spectrum for the future, it is worth mentioning that coexistence of the localized3t2g

spins and itinerante2g electronic states~which in the AF environment are not characte
ized by the spin-projection quantum number!, may result in deviations from an anisotro
pic Heisenberg model.

Finally, let us briefly discuss the concentration dependence. At smallx there are two
mechanisms that lead to localization of a doped hole. The first one is directly relat
the 2D physics. According to Eq.~1!, interaction of a hole with the JT modes ma
decrease the energy of the hole by an amount of the order ofg2/Jel . If its energy is now
below the band bottom, the hole becomes self-trapped. Two-dimensionality plays
cial role in that there are no energy barriers for the process.15 If the dimensionless
parameterC;g2/JelW (W is a bandwidth! exceeds a critical value of the order of unit
no itinerant states are possible in the 2D system. The second mechanism is the Co
binding of holes near dopants.8

At largerx the band approach becomes useless. Instead, we adopt the point o
of percolation theory. Let us start first with theclusterdescription.11 In the so-called site
problem, consider the formation of an infinite cluster of neighboring divalent ions.
the simple cubic lattice the critical concentration isxcr(s)50.31. This value is not uni-
versal.

It is well known11 that correlations between sites rapidly reducexc(s) to the value
xc.0.16, which is also a threshold concentration for a continuous percolation prob
Although holes are located near divalent ions~forming the skeleton of the cluster!, the
hopping of holes takes place along adjacent Mn sites, correlated by the fact that the
function of a single hole is spread over a few interatomic distances, tending to sup
the JT distortions and to align spins ferromagnetically in the vicinity of a hole. Altho
the structure of a cluster is complicated, atx.xc one may expect that locally its prop
erties are close to those of the homogeneous metallic ferromagnetic state. The res
sample does not conduct.

Another plausible view is that the material may separate into coexisting insu
and metallic phases.10 In the cluster approach the Coulomb energy plays a crucial r
confining holes in the vicinity of the skeleton. In the continuous description the Coul
energy would limit the sizes of the domains of the phases. In both approache
Coulomb energy may be strongly reduced by a sufficiently large dielectric constant o
insulating phase and due to metallic screening in the ferromagnetic phase.

With increasing temperature the concentration of the metallic phase decre
temperature-induced JT distortions6 provide stronger localization of ‘‘doped’’ holes
From this point of view the metal–insulator transition temperatureT* may also be
interpreted as a percolation point~at fixed x), and this agrees well with the extrem
sensitivity of the CMR to an applied magnetic field.

To summarize, the interpretation of LaMnO3 as a band insulator is consistent wi
the main experimental facts. The large intra-atomic Hund exchangeJH forces the cubic
system to order antiferromagnetically along one direction because the band energy
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electrons can then be effectively reduced by the JT instability, resulting in a new~tet-
ragonal! lattice (A2a3A2a32a). At JH@t,gQ0 , thee2g electrons form almost discon
nected 2D layers. This manifests itself in a low Ne´el temperature. A percolation analys
can explain the value of the critical concentrationxc.0.16 and the CMR itself, sugges
ing some interesting new physics.

The work was supported~L. P. G.! by the National High Magnetic Field Laborator
through NSF Cooperative Agreement # DMR-9016241 and the State of Florida, an~V.
Z. K.! by the U. S. Office of Naval research under Contract # N00014-97-F0006.
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Mössbauer investigations of the surface state of
hexagonal ferrites Sr- M near the Curie point

A. S. Kamzina) and V. L. Rozenbaum
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 6 May 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 940–944~10 June 1998!

The temperature dependence of the parameters of the hyperfine inter-
action in the surface layers and in the bulk of macroscopic crystals of
hexagonal ferrites of the type Sr-M (SrFe12O19) is investigated by the
method of simultaneous gamma-, x-ray, and electron Mo¨ssbauer spec-
troscopy. It is shown experimentally that the transition of an;200 nm
thick surface layer of macroscopic ferromagnets to the paramagnetic
state occurs at a temperature 3° below the Curie point (TC) for the bulk
of the crystal. It was established that the transition temperatureTC(L)
of a thin layer localized at a depthL from the surface of the crystal
increases away from the surface and reaches the valueTC at the lower
~away from the surface! boundary of the so-called ‘‘critical’’ surface
layer. A nonuniform state in which the bulk region of the crystal is
magnetically ordered while the surface region is disordered is observed
nearTN . © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01911-2#

PACS numbers: 76.80.1y, 71.70.Jp, 75.70.Cn

Investigations of the magnetic properties of surfaces are now attracting a grea
of attention from experimenters. This is due to both the importance of understandin
properties of surfaces as well as the need to study experimentally the effect of a ‘‘de
such as the surface on the magnetic properties of surface and subsurface laye
crystal, as described in numerous investigations~see, for example, Ref. 1!. Of special
interest are surface processes which accompany fundamental phenomena, such a
transitions, occurring in the bulk of a crystal. Investigations of the properties of surf
are now important from the applied standpoint because an understanding of the na
surface anisotropy, for example, will make it possible to produce magnetic data-st
media with ultrahigh storage density.

The concept of surface magnetic energy2 was introduced in the first theoretica
investigations of the properties of surfaces in order to describe phenomena on th
faces of massive crystals. It was shown that for negative values of this energy the s
of a crystal can possess magnetization at temperatures above the Curie point of th
of the sample. The surface magnetization should decrease exponentially in a dir
into the sample. Theoretical investigations of the surfaces of antiferromagnetic cry3
9910021-3640/98/67(11)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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also showed that there is a possibility of surface magnetism at temperatures abo
Néel point. In the works following after Refs. 2 and 3, virtually all of the metho
developed for studying the properties of bulk crystals were used to describe the prop
of surfaces. As a result of theoretical investigations, a phase diagram of the states
surface and the bulk of a semibounded magnet near the Curie point was constructe~see,
for example, Ref. 1!.

Although a large number of theoretical works on surface properties are now a
able, the volume of experimental data is much smaller. This is due to the lack of ex
mental methods making it possible to investigate and compare the properties of
surface layer and the bulk of a bulk crystal. For this reason, most experimental stud
surface properties have been performed either using fine powders~in which the ratio of
the number of ions located at the surface to the number of ions occupying positions
interior volume of the crystallites increases substantially! or for the example of ultrathin
films. Experimental investigations of such objects have confirmed the results of the
cal works on the existence of surface magnetism. For example, it has been show
magnetization exists on Cr, Co, Ni, Tb, and Gd surfaces at temperatures above the
of magnetic ordering in the bulk of these substances~see the review in Ref. 4 and th
references cited therein!.

However, to understand surface phenomena and to establish the connectio
tween effects occurring at the surface and in the bulk of a crystal it is necessary to
methods that make it possible to investigate the surface of macroscopic crystals a
profiles of the variation of the properties~layerwise analysis! of a surface layer in direc
comparison with the bulk of the sample. The method of simultaneous gamma-, x-ray
electron Mössbauer spectroscopy~SGXEMS!, proposed in Ref. 5 and developed in Re
6, satisfies these conditions. The main advantage of the SGXEMS method is that
mation about the bulk properties of the crystal and a surface layer ranging in thic
from 0 to 300 nm is extracted simultaneously under the same conditions as the e
mental object.

It has been established by SGXMES7–9 that in antiferromagnets with weak ferro
magnetism the paramagnetic transition temperature of the surface of a macroscopi
tal is lower than the Ne´el point at which the bulk of the sample passes into the param
netic state. The order–disorder transition temperature decreases continuously w
surface layer with a ‘‘critical’’ thickness.7–9

In summary, the results of experimental works on the existence of surface m
tism at temperatures above the Curie point are in agreement with the results of theo
investigations.1–4 At the same time, the experimental fact7–9 that there exists on the
surface of macroscopic weakly ferromagnetic crystals a thin layer in a paramagnetic
at temperatures below the Ne´el point does not agree with theoretical descriptions
surface magnetism. This discrepancy could be due to the fact that the ferromagnet
investigated theoretically, while experiments were performed on antiferromagnets
weak ferromagnetism.

In the present work we posed the problem of studying experimentally proce
occurring on the surface of macroscopic ferromagnetic crystals near the Curie tem
ture.

The investigations were performed on hexagonal ferrites SrFe12O19 ~of the type Sr-
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M ). The compound SrFe12O19 has the hexagonal crystal structure of magnetoplumb
At temperatures below the Curie point,TC5730 K, the magnetic structure of
SrFe12O19 crystal is that of a collinear ferromagnet which has a high anisotropy field
whose easy axis is the hexagonal axis or the crystallographicC axis.

Wafers ranging in thickness from 80 to 100mm, cut from SrFe12O19 single crystals
synthesized in a fluxed solution, were used for the measurements. The crystallograC
axis was directed perpendicular to the plane of the wafers. For the surface investig
the crystals were subjected to chemical polishing by boiling in orthophosphoric ac
;90 °C. Previous experiments5–7 and the experiments performed in the present w
showed that the use of the surface preparation method ensures reproducibility
results.

The experimental Mo¨ssbauer spectra were obtained by the SGXEMS method in
temperature range from 300 to 750 K. The temperature was maintained to within60.1°.
Gamma-ray source was Co57 in a Rh matrix. The law of motion of the gamma-ray sour
had a triangular form. The linearity of the motion was corrected in two channels: the
channel consisted of the standard negative feedback scheme and the second
consisted of computer correction.10

The iron ions in SrFe12O19 occupy five nonequivalent positions. For this reason
Mössbauer spectrum of this compound in the magnetically ordered region consists
Zeeman sextuplets. Such a large number of spectral lines substantially degrade
resolution and therefore the accuracy with which the hyperfine interaction paramete
determined. The following circumstance was used to improve the resolution of the
A cut of the crystal such that the wave vector of the gamma radiation from the Mo¨ssbauer
source was oriented in the direction of the effective magnetic fields in the crystal
chosen, and the number of lines in the experimental spectrum was decreased, si
second and fifth lines of the Zeeman sextuplets are absent in this case.

The hyperfine interaction parameters and the intensities and widths of the lin
the Zeeman sextuplets were calculated from the experimental spectra with the ai
computer. The following circumstances were used to increase the accuracy of the
ematical processing of the spectra~aside from the above-noted absence of the second
fifth lines of the Zeeman sextuplets in the spectra: 1! The numbers of iron ions in the
nonequivalent positions are in the ratio 12:4:4:2:2, and therefore the intensities o
lines in different sextuplets are in the ratio 12:4:4:2:2, and 2! the fact that the number o
magnetic bonds of iron ions occupying nonequivalent positions is different has the
that the effective magnetic fields at the nuclei of the iron ions are different from
another, and on account of the quadrupole splittings the lines of the sextuplets ar
stantially shifted relative to one another.

The temperature dependences of the effective magnetic fields at the iron nuc
shown in Fig. 1, which shows the temperature dependences of the fields at the iron
occupying nonequivalent 12k and 4f positions because of the fact that the resolution
the spectral lines corresponding to these positions is better. The magnitudes of the
tive magnetic fields at the iron nuclei in the 2a andab nonequivalent positions are no
shown so as not to complicate the figure. As one can see from Fig. 1, the effective
at the iron nuclei located in a 200 nm thick surface layer of SrFe12O19 decrease with
increasing temperature more rapidly than the fields at the iron nuclei located in the
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of this crystal. The effective magnetic fields obtained from the gamma-ray spectra
the fields at the iron nuclei located in the bulk of the crystal, vanish at the Curie
perature, equal to 731 K, while the effective magnetic fields calculated from the co
sion and Auger electron spectra, i.e., at the iron nuclei located in a;200 nm thick
surface layer, decrease to zero, as one can see from Fig. 1, at temperature 728 K
is three degrees below the Curie temperature. The spectra were obtained in di
sequences on the temperature scale. Analysis of the data showed that the results o
are reproducible.

The experimental Mo¨ssbauer spectra obtained at temperature 723 K and presen
Fig. 2 provide direct confirmation of the fact that the paramagnetic transition in

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the effective magnetic fields in SrFe12O19 on iron nuclei occupying
nonequivalent 12k and 4f positions in the bulk of the crystal (j,m) and in a 200 nm thick surface layer (h,
n) as well as the intensity of the paramagnetic line of iron ions located in the bulk (d) and in the surface layer
(s).

FIG. 2. Mössbauer spectra obtained for SrFe12O19 at a temperature of 723 K by detecting gamma rays, i.e., fr
the bulk of the crystal~a!, and by detecting conversion and Auger electrons from a;200 nm thick surface layer
~b!.
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surface layer occurs at a temperature below the Curie point for the bulk of the crys
should be noted that the spectrum obtained by detecting gamma rays~Fig. 2a! is similar
to the Mössbauer spectra recorded near the Curie point by other authors.11 Comparing the
spectra obtained near the Curie point~Fig. 2a! shows that the Zeeman lines in th
Mössbauer spectrum have a much larger splitting than the Zeeman lines in the spe
measured by detecting conversion and Auger electrons~Fig. 2b!. Therefore the effective
magnetic fields at the iron nuclei occupying positions in the bulk of the sample are l
than the effective fields at the iron nuclei located in the surface layer.

The paramagnetic transition temperature was determined by all methods emp
in Mössbauer spectroscopy: 1! the spectrum in which there is no Zeeman splitting a
only quadrupole lines of the paramagnetic phase are observed was determined fr
experimental spectra obtained near a phase transition. The value of the tempera
which the Zeeman lines vanish was taken as the Ne´el point. 2! The temperature scannin
method was also used. In this method the transition point is determined from the
perature dependence of the number of detected photons with a stationary gamm
source~Fig. 1!. As the transition point is approached from the side of lower temperatu
as one can see from Fig. 1, the number of detected photons increases. At the tra
point the curve saturates, and the number of detected photons remains unchanged
temperature increases further. The values of the paramagnetic transition tempe
determined by the methods described above were identical.

Analysis of the experimental spectra showed that the paramagnetic transition
bulk of the ferromagnet occurs as follows. When the crystal is heated, a parama
phases arises on the surface of the crystal; this occurs at temperatures below the
point. The transition temperature in a thin layer localized at a depthL from the surface
@TC(L)# increases away from the surface, reaching the valueTC for the bulk of the
crystal whenL*300 nm. As the temperature increases further, apparently, increas
deeper-lying layers pass into the paramagnetic phase. At the Curie point the th
energy destroys the magnetic ordering in the entire remaining volume of the cryst

In summary, we have presented the first experimental data indicating the fact
thin surface layer of a macroscopic ferromagnet passes into a paramagnetic sta
temperature below the Curie point for the bulk of the crystal. At temperatures below
Curie point a nonuniform state is observed at the surface of the sample: a magne
disordered surface layer alongside a magnetically ordered bulk region of the cryst

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Grant 98-02-18279.
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Multiplicative-noise-induced amplification of weak
signals in a system with on–off intermittency

O. V. Gerashchenko,a) S. L. Ginzburg, and M. A. Pustovo t
B. P. Konstantinov St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, 188350 Gatchina,
Leningrad Region, Russia

~Submitted 19 March 1998; resubmitted 27 April 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 11, 945–950~10 June 1998!

A model of an overdamped Kramers oscillator perturbed by strong
multiplicative Gaussian noise and a weak periodic signal is studied
theoretically and experimentally. It is shown that under certain condi-
tions such a system demonstrates on–off intermittency and sensitivity
to very weak periodic signals, making possible many-fold~experimen-
tally, by two orders of magnitude! amplification of the signal ampli-
tude. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!02011-8#

PACS numbers: 05.40.1j

After the discovery of the phenomenon of stochastic resonance, where ex
additive noise plays a constructive role by increasing the signal/noise ratio, the stu
the effect of noise on the behavior of different dynamical systems has been attrac
great deal of interest. We have shown theoretically and experimentally that amplific
of weak signals is possible in a nonlinear dynamical system with multiplicative noi

In the present letter we shall consider the effect of a weak periodic signal o
overdamped Kramers oscillator1,2 with multiplicative noise. Following Stratonovich, w
write the stochastic equation for such a system as

dx

dt
5lx2Ux31bj~ t !x1AR~ t !1sf~ t !, ~1!

where j(t) and f(t) are d-correlated statistically independent random processes
R(t) is a periodic square signal with zero mean and unit amplitude.

An analytical investigation and numerical modeling of Eq.~1! were performed in
Ref. 3, where it was shown that for small values of the parametera52l/b2 the system
exhibits hypersensitivity to weak alternating signals — an extremely weak action o
order of exp(21/uau) gives rise to a response of the order of unity.

The Fokker–Planck equation for the stochastic equation~1! is written

]F

]t
52

]

]xH S S l1
b2

2 D x2Ux31AR~ t ! DFJ 1
1

2

]2

]x2
$~b2x21s2!F%. ~2!
9970021-3640/98/67(11)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In the adiabatic approximation, when the period of the signalR(t) is much greater than
the time to establish a stationary probability densityF(x), the solution of Eq.~2! in the
case (A,s)!(l,b,U) is

F~x!5CS x21
s2

b2D ~a21!/2

expH 2AR~ t !

bs
tan21

bx

s
2

Ux2

b2 J , a5
2l

b2
, ~3!

whereC is a normalization constant. Thereforea is the main parameter determining th
behavior of the system.

In the case that the weak signal is much stronger than additive noise (s→0), we
obtain from Eq.~3!

F~x!5Cuxua21u~sign~AR~ t !x!!expH 2
2AR~ t !

b2x
2

Ux2

b2 J , ~4!

whereu is the Heaviside unit step function. The normalization factorC cannot be cal-
culated exactly, and its asymptotic representations foruau!1 andU/b2;1 are

C5H a a.0, z@1

1/ln
1

A
z!1

uauAuau a,0, z@1

, z5uau ln
1

A
.

A change in the asymptotic behavior~crossover! occurs here when the parameterz;1,
i.e., for signal amplitudeA05exp(21/uau). Therefore for small values ofa a very weak
signal is capable of radically changing the distribution density.

Let us point out the characteristic features of the solution~4! in the caseuau!1
which is of practical importance: first, the power-law dependence of the proba
density in a wide range of values ofx, as is characteristic for on–off intermittenc
phenomena;2,4,5 second, ‘‘sensitivity’’ to the sign of the signalR(t) for signal amplitude
A.A0 . To estimate the amplitude of the output signal we shall calculate the first mo
of F(x):

^x~ t !&55 R~ t !
b

2
Ap

U
/ ln

1

A
, z!1, uau!1

R~ t !
b

2
Ap

U
uauAuau, z@1, a,0, uau!1

. ~5!

The expression for the gain in the caseuau!1 is
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K5
^x~ t !&
AR~ t !

55A
p

4U
b/Aln

1

A
, z!1

A p

4U
buau/A12uau, z@1, a,0

. ~6!

Moreover, it can be shown that qualitatively the behavior of the system does not de
on the type of nonlinearity in Eq.~1! ~quadratic, cubic, exponential, and so on!.

Figure 1 shows an analog circuit which simulates Eq.~1!. It consists of parallel-
connected capacitor, a nonlinear component consisting of back-to-back semicon
diodes, and a component, consisting of an operational amplifier and a field-effect
sistor, with negative conductanceG(t) controlled by a voltageVc(t). The control voltage
Vc(t)5Vc01vn(t) is applied to the gate of the field-effect transistor and is the sum
constant and noise voltages. The noise voltage inVc(t) was set by a white-noise gener
tor with a cutoff frequency of about 30 kHz and̂vn(0)vn(t)&5Vn

2exp(2Gutu),
Vn'1.5 V. HereG'231025 s21. A square input signalS(t) with zero mean, ampli-
tudeA, and periodT52 s was applied through a resistorR. The static current–voltage
characteristic~IVC! of the entire circuit as a whole is shown in Fig. 2. One can see
for uVu,1 V the slope of the IVC is close to zero. The IVC contains a slight asymm
for V,0 andV.0. This asymmetry is due to the technological variance in the par
eters of the semiconductor diodes. From the IVC the cutoff voltage can be determin
uV0u'2 V. For uVu.V0 the nonlinearity of the IVCI 1(V) leads to a cutoffV(t) at about
2.5 V.

The equation for this circuit is

S~ t !2V~ t !

R
5C

dV

dt
1I 1~V!1I 2~V!, ~7!

whereV(t) is the output voltage,CdV/dt is the current through the capacitor, andI 1(V)
is the current through the nonlinear component consisting of back-to-back semicond
diodes and has the form

I 1~V!5I 0~exp~bV!2exp~2bV!!, b;1/V0 .

FIG. 1. Analog electronic circuit modeling Eq.~1!. Diodes — D107 silicon type. Operational amplifier —
KR544UD1, field-effect transistor — KP103K.
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The current through the component with negative conductance in our voltage rang
be written in the form

I 2~V!5G~ t !V, G~ t !52uG0u2g~ t !,

whereg(t)5gvn(t) is a fluctuating conductance, andg'1023/(V•V) 21. Then

RC
dV

dt
5lV2 f ~V!1g~ t !V1S~ t !, ~8!

l5R~ uG0u2R212GL!, f ~V!5R~ I 1~V!2GLV!.

GL is determined so thatf (V) would not contain a term linear inV. One can see that th
noise enters Eq.~8! multiplicatively, i.e., it is multiplied byV. SinceG(t) depends on the
control voltageVc(t), by adjusting the value ofG0 with the aid of the dc component o
Vc(t), the coefficientl in Eq. ~8! can be made to be close to zero. From the slope of
IVC in Fig. 2 it is possible to determinel'20.1 for uVu<1 V, RC5331024 s.

Let us now switch in Eq.~8! to the dimensionless timet5t/RC:

dV

dt
5lV2 f ~V!1bj~t!V1S~t!, ~9!

b5A 2

GRC
RgVn'0.8, a5

2l

b2
'20.3.

Thus, one can see that Eq.~9! is identical to Eq.~1!, differing from it only by the form of
the nonlinearity, which is not important for our phenomena.

FIG. 2. Static IVC of the electronic circuit shown in Fig. 1. Cutoff voltageuV0u'2 V.
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Let us underscore the main features of our model: First, the equation is funda
tally nonlinear, since the coefficient of the linear term approaches zero; second, no
multiplied by the dynamical variableV, i.e., it is multiplicative.

Figure 3 shows the output voltageV(t) when a square signal with amplitud
A53 mV is fed into the input of the circuit. We note that the asymmetry of the spike

FIG. 4. Probability density distribution of the length of the laminar phase for a constant input s
E5214 mV and laminarity thresholdp50.1. The slope of the straight line equals23/2.

FIG. 3. Output voltageV(t) for the case when a square signal with amplitudeA5 3 mV and period 2 s is fed
into the input of the circuit. The gainK'90.
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the positive and negative sides is due to the asymmetry of the IVC of the circuit in
voltage rangeV,0 ~see Fig. 2!.

One can see that the system responds to a weak input signal by producing ‘‘sp
up to the cutoffuV0u'2 V, thereby amplifying the signal. Such behavior is characteri
for on–off intermittency phenomena, when a system in a laminar phase is sud
excited to cutoff and returns to the laminar phase. A characteristic indicator of on
intermittency is a power-law behavior of the probability density for the length of
laminar phase:6–8

Plam~n!;n23/2, ~10!

wheren is the length of the laminar section.

The laminar phase was determined experimentally as follows: The realizatio
V(t) contained a maximum spikeVmax'2.5 V, the laminarity thresholdp was given as a
fraction of Vmax, and the laminar phase ofV(t) was determined by the conditionV(t)
,pVmax. Figure 4 shows the functionPlam(n) for a constant input signalS(t)5E
5214 mV and laminarity thresholdp50.1, in good agreement with the theoretic
dependence~10!. We note that the dependence~10! was also observed forE.0 and for
other laminarity thresholds (p50.05, 0.2, and 0.5).

Figure 5 shows the gain as a function of the amplitude of the input signalK(A)
5ASV( f 0)D f /A, whereSV( f 0) is the spectral intensity of the first harmonic of the outp
signal andD f 50.1 Hz is the frequency step used in measuringSV( f ). From the slope of
the straight line we obtaina'20.2 in Eq.~3!, in good agreement with the estimate

FIG. 5. Gain versus the amplitude of a square input signal with period 2 s. The slope of the straight line
approximately20.8.
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Eq. ~9!. The fact thata is different from zero is due to the asymmetry of the IVC in t
region of negative values ofV ~see Fig. 2!, which leads to a smaller gain forV,0.

Thus, it has been shown experimentally that a weak periodic signal in the a
model ~8! of Eq. ~1! can be amplified by strong multiplicative noise.

In conclusion, it should be noted that when the signalS(t) is fed into the analog
model ~8! of Eq. ~1! together with external additive white noisesf(t) that does not
depend onj(t) and is such that the noise voltage is of the order of the signal ampli
A in a frequency band of the order of 1 MHz, the circuit operates as a low-pass
cutting off frequenciesf . f c in the spectrum of the input signal. For this reason,
high-frequency spectral components of the input noise do not influence the output
V(t). Measurements of the spectrumSV( f ) of the output signal yieled a value of th
cutoff frequencyf c'20 Hz.

In summary, we have demonstrated experimentally that the simple stochastic s
~8! with on–off intermittency, similar to the system~1!, exhibits for small absolute value
of the parametera a noise-induced sensitivity to weak alternating signals, making p
sible amplification of the signals and thereby being an example of the constructive r
noise in nature.
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